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Preface

The development of thermal appliances and equipment that make use of non-conven-
tional energy sources is currently receiving a significant amount of focus within the 
realm of thermal energy research. The ability to store thermal energy is a fundamen-
tal prerequisite for such applications. When it comes to thermal energy storage (TES), 
the use of phase change material (PCM) for latent heat storage is more desirable than 
sensible heat storage. This is due to its potential to store a large amount of energy for a 
given volume at a reduced temperature swing. Other reasons include its compactness, 
uniform energy storage, and delivery, and temperature swings. 

This book provides readers with a comprehensive overview of PCMs and their cur-
rent applications. It begins with a discussion of the basic concept of phase-change 
energy storage and the categorization of phase-change energy materials. Next, the 
book explores the essential features that influence the use of PCMs, followed by an 
in-depth discussion of the techniques for the thermal analysis of PCM. Other topics 
addressed include recent uses of PCMs in electronic cooling, battery thermal manage-
ment, and textile and solar energy conversion. 

Section 1 provides a brief introduction to PCMs and the different techniques used 
to enhance their thermal performance. Section 2 discusses the design of a heat 
exchanger that is based on latent heat as well as methods for conducting thermal 
analysis of PCMs. Section 3 discusses the application of PCMs in battery thermal 
management. Section 4 explores the use of PCMs to cool electronic devices and 
Section 5 discusses the applications of PCMs in the textile industry. Section 6 focuses 
on other recent applications of PCMs. 

I would like to express my thanks to IntechOpen for the care and attention it has 
shown in publishing this book on schedule.

Manish Rathod
Department of Mechanical Engineering,

Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology,
Surat, India
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Phase 
Change Material as Energy Storage 
Substance
Manish K. Rathod

1. Introduction

The economic success and technical competitiveness of a country are significantly 
influenced by its access to energy. World energy outlook [1] reported that the total 
energy demand for the countries like India and China is expected to increase from 
55% in 2010 to 65% in 2035. Due to factors such as population growth, fast urban-
isation, and economic development, demand for easily accessible energy sources 
like fossil fuels is rising at an almost exponential rate. Despite the development of 
resources and the expansion of energy supplies, enough energy has not been pro-
duced to fulfil the rising demand. Additionally, the demand for energy in various 
sectors like residential and commercial, industrial, and utility fluctuates on a time 
basis. In order to meet such variation, it is essential to look for suitable means of 
storage of energy.

The storage of energy offers an alternate approach to meeting peak demand for 
electricity. The most expensive and challenging times to provide are during peak 
hours. Therefore, energy storage systems offer a tremendous amount of untapped 
potential to improve the efficiency of equipment that converts energy. It also has the 
potential to be utilised for enabling large-scale fuel replacements in economies all 
around the world. Energy storage results in cutting down the energy wastage. This is 
a cheaper, easier, and faster way to address several energy issues. In a nutshell, energy 
storage not only acts as a link between demand and availability but also boosts the 
system’s overall performance and dependability. Consequently, the development of 
energy storage systems that are efficient and low-cost is an equally vital subject of 
study as the development of new sources of energy.

2. Energy storage systems

The act of temporarily ‘storing’ energy for the purpose of using it at a later time 
is referred to as energy storage (ES). Power and energy services rely on ES devices, 
which take in excess energy and hold it for later use. Energy may be stored in a variety 
of forms, including mechanical, electrical, chemical, and thermal energy. The ES 
systems are generally categorised by output: electricity and thermal.
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2.1 Electricity storage systems

Electricity storage systems include hydropower, compressed air energy, flywheels, 
batteries, supercapacitors, chemical-hydrogen storage, etc.

• Pumped Storage Hydropower (PSH) systems take use of fluctuations in elevation 
to accumulate off-peak electricity for use at a later time. During times of lesser 
demand, water is moved by pump from one reservoir to another reservoir located 
at a higher elevation. After that, the water is released to begin its descent back 
to the lower reservoir, which results in the generation of electricity in a manner 
analogous to that of a simple hydropower plant.

• Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) systems utilise energy generated during 
non-peak hours in order to compress air. This compressed air is then stored in 
underground storage tanks. Later on, this air is sent out into the combustor of a 
gas turbine, which helps create energy during peak demand times.

• Flywheels that spin at very high rates can be used to store electricity in the form 
of rotational energy. The rotor of the flywheel is slowed down to release this 
stored energy in small bursts.

• Batteries facilitate the flow of electrons by using chemical processes that take place 
inside two or more electrochemical cells. Sodium sulphur batteries, lead-acid 
batteries, and lithium-based batteries are some examples.

• Energy is stored in supercapacitors by enormous electrostatic fields that are 
created between two conducting plates that are very slightly separated from 
one another. This technique allows for the rapid storage and release of electrical 
energy, which may result in the production of brief surges of power.

• Chemical hydrogen storage is a method of storing electricity where hydrogen 
is used as the energy carrier. After going through a series of transformations, 
electrical energy is stored until it is needed.

2.2 Thermal storage systems

The requirement of a thermal storage system arises in many applications. These 
include harnessing intermittent sources of energy like solar, wind, etc. and heat 
recovery systems. Thus, developing efficient and reliable thermal storage devices is an 
important requirement for both conventional and non-conventional thermal energy 
systems. Thermal storage system includes sensible heat storage (i.e. solid media stor-
age, hot- and cold-water storage, underground thermal storage), latent heat storage 
(i.e., ice storage, molten salts), and thermochemical storage.

2.2.1 Sensible heat storage

Practical Heat Storage (SHS) is the process of storing heat by increasing the 
surrounding temperature. Increasing the temperature of a substance, whether it be 
a solid or a liquid, serves as a means of storing thermal energy in this system. In SHS 
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systems, the amount of stored heat depends on the storage material, the specific 
heat of the substance, and the change in temperature. The need for a high volume 
of  material is one of the most significant drawbacks of SHS, particularly when the 
acceptable temperature range is narrow.

2.2.2 Latent heat storage

Latent heat storage units (LHSUs) are used to store energy in a substance that 
changes phase when heat is added or removed. When a medium goes from one state to 
another—solid, liquid, or gas—it is said to have undergone a phase change. Whether 
energy is being absorbed or discharged determines the direction of this transition 
(i.e., liquid to solid or solid to liquid).

In comparison to SHS systems, LHSU is a more appealing option. This is due to its 
high energy density and very narrow temperature range. LHSU also offers consistent 
energy storage and delivery in a compact design. In the case of water, for instance, the 
latent heat of fusion is eighty times that of the sensible heat. As a result, at a constant 
temperature of 0 degrees Celsius, latent heat-based storage systems that utilise water 
may extract 80 times as much energy as a sensible heat-based storage system. This 
implies that the quantity of material for a specific amount of energy may be drasti-
cally reduced in both weight and size. It is to be noted that the energy storage capacity 
of a LHSU is generally 5–10 times higher than that of an SHS system [2–5].

Among the several energy storage technologies discussed above, some technolo-
gies have undergone significant research and demonstrations and have matured for 
commercialization. These include pumped storage technologies, sensible heating 
technologies etc. Some technologies like thermochemical, supercapacitor, flywheel 
(high speed), flow batteries, etc., are still in the preliminary stage of research. 
Technologies like latent heat storage units (LHSU), flywheel (low speed), compressed 
air energy storage, etc., however fall in the category where there need more research 
and demonstrations before they can be brought to commercialization. More work has 
to be done on these systems before they can reach their full potential.

3. Phase change materials

In an LHSU, energy is kept in the latent heat storage material. The term “Phase 
Change Materials” refers to the types of substances that may store latent heat (PCMs). 
Telkes and Raymond [6] were among the first to pioneer the research of PCMs. 
However, before the energy crises of the 1970s and 1980s, nobody paid any attention 
to it, when there was intensive research on the use of PCMs in many applications, 
particularly for solar heating systems. There have been several PCMs found and 
investigated extensively for their application in LHSU during the last four decades, 
and these PCMs span a wide range of melting/freezing points. A classification of 
these PCMs is given in Figure 1.

Many factors, including thermodynamic, chemical, kinetic, and economic ones, 
go into deciding which PCM to use. To be considered as PCMs, a substance must meet 
the following criteria:

• When choosing a PCM for the first time, it’s important to make sure its melting 
point falls within the system’s optimal working temperature range.
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• To alleviate the containment issue, the PCM should have a low vapour pressure 
at an operational temperature, a modest volume expansion during the phase 
transition, and a high latent heat.

• Insignificant super cooling as the super cooling will reduce the heat storage 
capacity of PCMs.

• High thermal conductivity to enhance the high heat transfer rates and also high 
specific heat.

• A high nucleation rate is also required for kinetic properties to reduce supercooling 
and a high rate of crystal formation.

• Chemicals with non-toxic, non-explosive, and non-flammable properties are 
included in the category of chemical qualities. The capacity to completely reverse 
the melting/solidification cycle, chemical stability, the absence of any chemical 
breakdown, and corrosion resistance to building materials are all important 
properties.

• Abundant supply at minimum cost.

At least three components are needed for an LHSU: a PCM with an appropriate 
melting point, a heat exchange surface, and a PCM-compatible container. Thus, Phase 
Change Materials (PCMs), Containers, and Heat Exchangers must be understood to 
build an efficient LHSU.

Paraffin and nonparaffin organics are organic substances. Organic compounds 
offer noncorrosiveness, less cooling, chemical stability and thermal stability, harmo-
nious melting ability, and suitability with common construction materials. Because of 
the broad temperature ranges across which it may melt or solidify and its large latent 
heat capacity, paraffin is a frequently used PCM for heat storage. During the process 
of solidification, they do not cause any subcooling effects and experience just a little 

Figure 1. 
Classification of PCMs [5].
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volume change during the phase transition. They are stable, nontoxic, and noncor-
rosive over time. Lauric, myristic, palmitic, and stearic acids are used as PCMs in non-
paraffin organics. Predicting melting and solidification behaviour and eliminating 
subcooling effects are their advantages. Organic compounds are combustible, have 
poor heat conductivity, and low phasechange enthalpy. Inorganic substances include 
salt hydrates, metals, alloys, and salts. Salt hydrates were explored, including sodium 
sulphate decahydrate (Glauber’s salt), calcium chloride hexahydrate, etc. Inorganic 
compounds have excellent thermal conductivity and volumetric latent heat storage, 
sometimes double that of organic compounds. Most salt hydrates have problems with 
super cooling, phase segregation, corrosion, and thermal stability.

3.1 Drawbacks of PCM

PCM with lower thermal conductivity has a major effect on the efficiency of 
the device. Relatively large temperature reductions are observed during the energy 
withdrawal or retrieval process when conductivity values are reduced. Because of 
this, PCM melting and solidification rate has been slower than predicted, and the 
deployment of large-scale LHTS units has proved unsuccessful. Incomplete melting/
solidification and a wide temperature disparity inside the PCM are common out-
comes of this scenario, and they can contribute to the eventual failure of the material 
and overheating of the system. Therefore, it is even more crucial to develop certain 
thermal improvement measures to improve the thermal performance of LHSU.

3.2 Thermal enhancement techniques

The most studied thermal performance enhancement techniques are as follows: -

1. Use of extended surface/Fins

2. Micro Encapsulation

3. High thermal conductivity Nano particles added to the PCM

4. Add PCM into the Porous metallic foams

3.2.1 Use of extended surface/fins

Fins implanted in the PCM are the most widely used of all of these approaches. Fin 
configurations in the PCM-LHTES are classed as longitudinal, circular/annular, plate, 
and annular/pin fin. The selection was influenced by the benefits of a larger heat-
transfer surface, simplicity, ease of production, and cheap cost of construction. Fins 
are utilised in thermal systems to provide greater heat transmission surface. Various 
academics have looked into the significance of different fin layouts in improving 
performance in the LHSU.

3.2.2 Micro encapsulation

Microencapsulated PCMs (MPCMs) may also improve heat transmission between 
the source and PCM. Microencapsulated PCMs are micro-sized PCMs that are either 
liquid or solid at the core and are surrounded by a solid shell or wall. There is a vast 
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range of possible materials that may be used to construct the shell, including synthetic 
and natural polymers. Such MPCMs can be accomplished using a variety of chemi-
cal (e.g., coacervation, complex coacervation, interfacial methods), mechanical, or 
physical processes (e.g. spray drying method). It is to be anticipated that the thermal 
performance of MPCMs will outperform that of PCMs that are used traditionally. The 
heat transmission rate is greater for small PCM particles due to larger heat transfer 
area per unit volume. There are also advantages to using MPCMs, such as the ability to 
withstand changes in volume during a phase transition and less PCM reactivity with 
the container material.

3.2.3 High thermal conductivity nano particles added to the PCM

In spite of the fact that the impact is heavily dependent on the dispersion of the 
nanomaterial additions in PCM, carbon nanomaterial additives can enhance the 
PCM’s thermal conductivity. During this process, the nanomaterial is distributed 
evenly throughout the material, resulting in uniform composite phase change mate-
rial (CPCM). For the purpose of ensuring that the effectively enhanced thermal 
conductivity while simultaneously avoiding chemical reactions, the additives need 
to have a high thermal conductivity and be chemically stable. Metal oxides, carbon 
nanomaterials such as single- and multi-walled carbon nanotubes, metal nanopar-
ticles, graphite and graphene are commonly used as additives to increase the thermal 
conductivity of PCM.

3.2.4 Add PCM into the porous metallic foams

Metal matrices constructed of aluminium, copper, and other metals, as well as 
naturally occurring porous materials like graphite, can be used to create porous struc-
tures. Incorporating high thermal conducting material with a PCM storage system 
improves heat transfer (latent heat phase). The capillary forces and surface tension in 
the combination of PCM and ceramic structure keep the molten PCM contained and 
stabilised inside the micro-porosity of the structure, enabling the use of direct contact 
heat exchangers. Graphite’s higher thermal conductivity, lower density, and chemical 
resistance make it a promising heat transfer enhancer. The fraction of the composite 
that is composed of expanded graphite has a significant impact on the effective ther-
mal conductivity of the material, as seen in Figure 2. There should be limits placed on 
the graphite content since increasing it will drive up production costs and reduce the 
material’s volume storage capacity.

3.2.4.1 Closure

Due to the fact that no one material exists with all the desirable characteristics of 
an ideal thermal storage media, it is necessary to make do with the material at hand 
and, if necessary, compensate for its subpar physical characteristics through innova-
tive system design. Thus, selecting a PCM is challenging for researchers. In addition to 
its usage in the energy storage system, PCMs have a wide range of other potential uses 
in a variety of fields. A number of researchers have reportedly completed a review 
on the technical particulars of various PCMs and the applications for which they are 
used. Table 1 is a summary of some of the more important uses of PCMs that have 
been cited by a variety of researchers as having undergone rigorous review.
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Inadequate LHSU performance is caused by the poor heat conductivity of com-
mercially available PCMs, variation in thermo-physical properties after number of 
thermal cycles, phase separation, volume expansion and high cost [5]. There is a need 
to devise mechanisms for augmentation in thermal performance of LHSU under 
these circumstances. Thus, for development of state-of-the-art LHSU, comprehensive 
investigations are required incorporating the effect of all operating, geometric and 
design parameters of interest. The results of these analyses can be used as a starting 
point for further process optimization and the development of design principles.

Applications References

Latent heat storage for solar heating systems [8–10]

Waste heat recovery [11–14]

Building air conditioning [15–18]

Building envelope [19–21]

Refrigeration system [22, 23]

Electronics cooling [24–26]

Textiles [27, 28]

Foods [29, 30]

Table 1. 
Applications of phase change materials (PCMs).

Figure 2. 
Obtained thermal conductivity of PCMs with MgCl2·6H2O/EG for different mass fractions of expanded graphite 
(EG) [7].
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Technology in Design of Heat
Exchangers for Thermal Energy
Storage
Mahboob E. Afshan and Anna Gowsalya Lucas

Abstract

In today’s world, the energy requirement has full attention in the development of
any country for which it requires an effective and sustainable potential to meet the
country’s needs. Thermal energy storage has a complete advantage to satisfy the future
requirement of energy. Heat exchangers exchange heat in the thermal storage which is
stored and retrieved later or can be used as a pre-heating or post-heating devices to save
energy. Criteria of design of heat exchangers for various thermal energy storage appli-
cations along with their various components are being elaborated. The latent heat
thermal energy storage in a mass application has got many advantages over the sensible
heat storage. The existing approaches in the design, integration and application of phase
change materials (PCMs) are explored by experimenting on a prototype of a single heat
exchanger module and analysing all the design aspects to get a significant idea and the
analysis needed while charging and discharging the heat exchanger.

Keywords: thermal energy storage, heat exchanger, design, latent heat, PCM

1. Introduction

Thermal energy storage (TES) systems can be employed for both heating and
cooling applications. TES is a process of storing heat from various sources like waste
heat or solar thermal applications or electricity used at off-peak rates or can also be
used in cooling applications. The heat transfer fluid (HTF) at low temperature is
stored and used in peak hours of heating TES. The estimated market by the research
study of the global thermal energy storage market was 4,281.6 Million USD in 2019
and is anticipated to grow upto USD 8558.34 Million by 2026. An annual compound
rate of growth of the thermal energy storage market is going to be 10.4% from 2019 to
2027 as reported.

Various types of new and innovative TES are available and used for various pur-
poses as follows:

1.Cooking and Greenhouse

2.Building passive heating and cooling from stable PCMs
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3.Performance enhancement techniques

4.Steam accumulators in solar parabolic trough

5.Power generating fields

6.Desalination and still water

7.Production/crop drying

The TES can be combined with waste heat recovery or solar thermal heating or
cooling applications. In heating, electric-resistance efficiencies (near 100% on an
energy basis) combined with lower off-peak electric rates can produce heating at a
fraction of the cost of conventional systems. One of the applications in cold countries
is to produce heat at night with air heating using electrical resistance heater and stored
in such storage media like ceramic bricks in insulated containers. The heat produced
due to electric off-peak rates in the night is advantageous and generally 33–75%
cheaper than the peak rates. On demand of the space heating, the stored heat is
transferred to the room in the peak hours.

Another important application is the Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) plants
which are important solar energy technologies where sunlight is converted to high-
temperature heat by concentrating it in mirrors and lenses from 25 to 3000 times of
the solar light intensity. If heat transfer fluids like sodium are used, heat at high
temperatures (30000C) can be retrieved. Sunlight being an intermittent source of
energy that can produce heat helps to fill the gap between the energy demand and
supply. A thermal energy storage is designed based on the diurnal, seasonal or annual
storage needs and integrated into the system to sustain full or partial load operation.

This thermal energy can be stored at any particular temperature by using sensible
or latent heat or both sensible and latent heat and can also be designed based on the
application which can always be used in tropical countries due to the availability of
solar radiation. A line diagram of a CSP with a two-tank TES taken from Ref. [1] is
depicted in Figure 1 where the line-concentrating solar panels concentrate the light
and generate high-quality heat, which heats the heat transfer fluid. The heat transfer
fluid in turn heats the incoming steam in the super heater. This two-tank molten salt
TES system used in CSP is a technology commercially employed.

1.1 Objectives of thermal storage

The main objective of thermal storage is to deal with the amount of heat being
stored at a particular temperature based on the application. The disparity of energy
when supplied and consumed along with the necessity to store the surplus energy
which would or otherwise go to waste including the shifting peak energy or power
demand suggests the use of thermal energy storage for various areas of application
such as space heating, hot water and air conditioning. Thermal energy storage facili-
tates superior and efficient use of the sources of fluctuating energies by harmonising
the supply and demand of energy.

The methods used for thermal energy storage apply for less than 8 hours in
northern winters, and the economical supply of the required energy becomes limited
when compared to the costs of the combined solar collector and thermal energy
storage system in these winters. An alternate heating source is taken as a backup for
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extended sunless periods but it limits [2] the use of solar energy further. However, an
economically acceptable storage system will take advantage of low off-peak electricity
prices, which enhances the benefits in thermal energy storage.

1.2 Types of thermal energy storage

Three types of TES systems are categorised as sensible heat thermal energy storage,
latent heat thermal energy storage and thermochemical energy storage [1, 3].

1.2.1 Sensible thermal energy storage

Storing of sensible energy due to the virtue of increase or decrease of temperature
for a storage material is called sensible thermal energy storage. Air, water, rock, brick
and concrete are a few sensible heat storage materials. Based on each material's
advantages and disadvantages, it is preferred subject to the specific heat capacity
including volume occupied by the TES [3]. To quantify sensible thermal energy
stored, the following equation is given as follows:

Q ¼ m:Cp:ΔT (1)

Q represents the total quantity of heat stored or saved in the sensible heat material
(J), m represents the mass of the sensible heat material used (kg), Cp represents the
specific heat of the stored material used (J/ kg K) and ΔT means the rise or fall of
temperature difference measured (K). All mediums like solid liquid and gas can store
sensible heat.

The TES materials are listed in Table 1, referred from Ref. [4], they have a high
thermal capacity, are obtainable in profuse and found to be low priced. To select a
suitable sensible heat storage material, the properties required have higher thermal

Figure 1.
Line diagram for a two-tank thermal energy storage CSP system.
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conductivity, higher specific heat, lower density, lower vapour pressure, higher
diffusivity, complementary to the storage tank materials and chemical stability.
Sometimes sensible heat also needs high fluidity to carry the heat from one place to
another, such as water and oil, which is also mentioned as the HTF.

1.2.2 Latent heat thermal energy storage

Latent heat TES utilises the change of phase of latent heat TES material. The
transition of phase change is utilised to heat up or retrieve heat from the latent heat
material by melting or solidification from solid to liquid or vice versa respectively. On
melting, large amounts of latent heat are transferred at a consistently constant tem-
perature to the latent heat material; on solidification of the material the stored heat is
released. The materials utilised here are called latent heat thermal energy storage
(LHTES) materials and are named as phase change materials (PCM). The quantity of
heat stored can be quantified in phase change material, as shown in Eq. (2)

Q ¼ m:L (2)

Q represents the heat stored for the latent heat storage material used (J),m repre-
sents the mass of latent heat material used (kg), whereas L represents the enthalpy of
the phase change (J/kg). Water is being utilised most commonly as ice for cold storage.
There are other materials which are listed in Table 2 are referred from Ref. [4]

Though numerous materials have been reviewed for PCM, only a small number of
latent heat materials have been practically used, mostly due to corrosion, subcooling,
separation of phase, and low conductivity of heat, longer-term cyclic stability. So
generally, PCMs are chosen depending upon the suitable temperature, enthalpy
required for melting, accessibility and price.

The comparison between the different hot storage media as shown in Ref. [4], the
operating temperatures can be in different ranges. The specific heat and cost are less

Material Density (kg/m3) Specific heat (J/kg K) Volumetric thermal capacity(106 J/m3K)

Brick 1,800 837 1.51

Clay 1,458 879 1.28

Sandstone 2,200 712 1.57

Concrete 2,000 880 1.76

Wood 700 2,390 1.67

Glass 2,710 837 2.27

Aluminium 2,710 896 2.43

Steel 7,840 465 3.68

Iron 7,900 452 3.57

Magnetite 5,177 752 3.89

Water 988 4,182 4.17

Gravelly earth 2,050 1,840 3.77

Table 1.
Typical materials used in sensible heat TES storage.
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for the sensible heat storage materials, however, the latent heat observed in PCM’s is
higher and is available at constant temperature.

1.2.3 Thermochemical energy storage

The thermochemical form of energy is stored and generated once a high-energy
thermochemical reaction is utilised to store up energy. Products of the resultant
reactions and the heat are separately stored during the forward reaction. In the
reversed reaction, the stored heat is retrieved. Thus, a reversible reaction only could
be utilised for this method of heat stored.

There are two types of thermochemical energy storage, mainly bifurcated into
thermochemical reactions and sorption systems. Preferred high intensity of thermal
energy storage density, along with cyclic reversibility, is the prerequisite of any
chemical reaction. The thermochemical energy transformation has improved the effi-
ciency of performance than the methods adopted by physical nature. It is difficult to
search for the proper chemical reaction, which is reversible, for the energy source
utilised. In chemical reactions, reversibility is an important behaviour of materials
required.

Higher temperatures of greater than 400°C and with higher enthalpy in the
range of 80–180 kJ/mol are the properties of thermochemical materials (TCM)
used for the thermochemical reactions. The reactants– products are stored
separately from the heat of reactions; the TCM systems are useful as seasonal
storage systems.

For example, Zeolites and Silica gels are commonly used adsorbents. To character-
ise these storage materials, the probable temperature lifts, the breakthrough curves,
energy density and the thermal coefficient of the absorbent volume performance are
to be understood as also illustrated in Figure 2 referred from Ref. [4].

The volumetric storage capacities are illustrated in Figure 3 in addition to a sche-
matic comparison. Water being easily available is selected as a representation of the
sensible heat storage materials taken from [1]. There are no strict limitations on the
coloured region boundaries of PCMs and TCMs. It is a gross illustration of the overall

Material Melting temperature (°C) Range of melting enthalpy (MJ/m3)

Water 0 330

Water-salt solutions �100 to 0 200–300

Paraffins �20 to100 150–250

Clathrates �50 to 0 200–300

Salt hydrates �20 to 93 200–600

Sugar alcohols 20 to 450 200–450

Nitrates 120 to 200 200–700

Hydroxides 150 to 400 500–700

Chlorides 350 to 750 550–800

Carbonates 400 to 800 600–1,000

Fluorides 700 to 900 >1,000

Table 2.
The melting temperatures and latent heat enthalpies of the different materials.
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trend, and appreciably other TCMs and PCMs are available at high temperatures. A
broader understanding of the available PCM with higher temperatures of melting is
visualised in the following Figure 4 taken from Ref. [5].

2. Design criteria

The thermal energy storage system consists of multiple components like the heat
exchanger based on the phase change materials, the pumps, solar panels, insulations,
storage tanks, etc. Each component has a different design criteria based on the aspects

Figure 2.
Curves of thermal breakthrough (adsorption) of zeolite and silica gel.

Figure 3.
Storage capacities of various PCM.
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such as available heat content, flow rates, and applications. The aim of the design
criteria is to maximise and optimise the heat transfer with the most effective costing
using available resources and components designed for it. The established design
criteria for the heat exchanger components to achieve their targets are discussed in the
next section is referred from Ref. [2].

2.1 Selection criteria for thermal energy storage system

In CSP plants or any process industries, the TES system depicts an important part
in the stability of generation and power supply to be met with energy demand;
nevertheless there are only few TES plants with high temperature, tested using ther-
mal energy storage and have a lot of scope for research. Thermal energy storage
systems must meet the following criteria:

• High storage capacity or energy density

• Chemical and mechanical stability

• Efficient heat transfer between HTF and the storage medium

• Reversibility (maximum amount of energy must be extracted from the storage
medium using HTF during charging and release this energy during discharging
then return to the initial state)

• Minimum thermal losses

• Enhancement of Heat transfer can be done to the TES, if it is compatible along
with the implementation of the system complexities.

Figure 4.
Existing PCMs melting temperature vs. phase change enthalpy.
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2.2 PCM selection criteria

Melting point becomes the main criteria for the selection of the phase change
material which in turn depends on the range of operating temperatures of the HTF.
However heat transfer losses and enhanced effectiveness of the system are also neces-
sary. The design criteria properties are differentiated into thermodynamic, chemical,
economic and nucleation properties. The significant properties are listed as follows:

• High latent heat or enthalpy is produced to change the material phase at constant
pressure and temperature.

• Corrosion resistance helps the material not to damage other contacted substances
during high temperature and pressure working cycles.

• Environmental pollution to the society and the organisms has to be avoided by
using non-toxic substances.

• High capacity of heat storage shows the material's ability to store a high quantity
of energy per mass and volume.

• High thermal conductivity property ensures faster rate of heat exchange with the
surroundings.

• Inflammable material ensures no burning or combustion of the material.

• The criteria also involve to avoid sub-cooling or liquefying of the PCM below its
boiling point and super-cooling or solidifying of the PCM above its melting point.

The material degrading should be avoided during the process of phase change.
Considering the other important criteria required for a suitable design of PCM

material are high heat density, high thermal conductivity, non-corrosiveness and
economic price. In addition, the range of melting point and the availability of the PCM
have to be probed.

2.3 Heat transfer fluid selection criteria

The selection of heat transfer fluid will be based on the following criteria:

• The commercial availability of the HTF and the stability of the HTF are primarily
important criteria.

• The criteria of handling complexity detect the possibility of handling the HTF in
the TES system.

• The criterion of phase change temperatures and vapour pressure detects whether
the HTF is suitable for the TES system operating temperature and pressure.

2.4 Heat exchanger selection criteria

Selection of design criteria for the heat exchanger type is mainly prioritised as
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Performance efficiency is an important criterion and it studies the affects of heat
exchanger factors and parameters.

The availability and the compatibility of the components of the heat exchanger
without corrosion or contamination along with the cost-effectiveness are the impor-
tant criteria.

Implementation complexity criteria detect the implementation of the system com-
plexities and handling issues.

2.5 Criteria for heat exchanger components material

In general, commercial availability, compatibility, stability and cost-effectiveness
of the components investigation are few important common criteria considered for all
the components and their material.

• Density is a criterion that indicates the size and portability of the design.

• High thermal conductivity criterion illustrates the heat conduction in the
material preferable.

2.6 Criterion for insulating material

• As mentioned earlier, the criteria such as commercial availability, least thermal
conductivity and withstand maximum operating temperature along with the
cost-effectiveness for the insulating material help to appropriately choose the
insulating material.

For an efficient thermal energy storage system, the selection of suitable thermal
energy storage media based on different criteria and systems is essential. Basically,
both sensible and latent heat storage systems are feasible. The heat transfer media for
sensible thermal energy storage are selected based on the temperature at which the
heat has to be supplied, for example: thermal oils, molten salts, liquid metals, concrete
and sand. For latent thermal energy storage systems, water/steam and phase change
materials were considered. Liquid metals as heat transfer fluid have been eliminated
because of their high density and therefore their bad pump ability. Thermal oils are
problematic due to their flammability. If the temperature is less than 100°C, water can
be used as a heat transfer fluid.

3. Heat exchanger design

There are many types of heat exchangers that can be implemented as a TES system
with PCMs but few types have been tested such as screw heat exchanger, shell and
tube heat exchanger and module PCM heat exchanger. Thus the three types of heat
exchangers have been discussed in the next section.

3.1 Screw heat exchanger

Screw heat exchangers (SHE) are mostly used for industrial purposes as shown in
Figure 5. In general, it consists of a drum and rotating hollow shafts (screws) arranged
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parallel to each other, and fluid passes through them. A prototype of SHE with PCM
was implemented and tested to be integrated into the CSP plant as a TES system. The
PCM is placed inside SHE; the phase change takes place when HTF flows through the
hollow shaft during the charging/discharging process. In this prototype, the storage
system type is two storage tanks, where one is for molten PCM and the other is for
solid PCM. The continuous rotation of the hollow shafts will decrease the solidifica-
tion of the PCM during the discharge process. However, during the discharging
process, the PCMwill be solidified on the shaft, then it will be crushed due to the shaft
rotation. Furthermore, its size will be large to be reused for the charging process.
Therefore, a granulate crusher is required in order to decrease the size of the collected
PCM, and SHE is compatible with the usage of PCMs and HTF. While the implemen-
tation is kind of complex due to the two-tank storage system, PCM granulates and the
requirement of a granulate crusher. From a cost-effectiveness point of view, SHE cost
depends on the size of a small prototype. The benefit of it is the alternative usage in
the charging/discharging process, self-shaft cleaning due to the continuous rotation
and the less solidification of PCM effects on heat transfer. However, the cost of
transportation of SHE, supplied power, two-tank storage system and the crushed
granular is much higher than the obtained benefits. Finally, there are no data men-
tioned about the efficiency of using SHE with PCMs but in general heat exchangers
have a storage density of 95% of volume.

3.2 Shell and tube heat exchanger

Shell and tube heat exchanger (STHE) generally consists of one or more round
tubes mounted in a parallel configuration to a cylindrical shell shown in Figure 6. It is
the most investigated type of heat exchanger with PCM. Also, it has a simple structure
and can be easily manufactured beside the variety of configurations that can be made.
Additionally, PCM can be easily replaced at the end of its lifetime. STHE exchanges
heat through the pipe walls between flowing HTF in pipes and the PCM contained
in the shell. As HTF passes through the pipes, phase change in PCMs will occur during
the charging/discharging process. In discharging, the solidification of PCMwill start at
the pipe walls so it will act as a thermal resistor.

Figure 5.
Screw heat exchanger schematic.
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However, the thermal energy storage system with shell and tube heat exchangers is
one of the most promising and cost-effective heat exchangers for latent heat storage.
Moreover, its performance was investigated in different heat transfer enhancement
techniques such as fins and cascaded PCM. Therefore, available data can be used.
Additionally, this design has been recognised to be the promising configuration of a
latent storage system acquiring high efficiency and minimum volume. STHE can be
manufactured based on design requirements. Moreover, it is compatible with the
usage of HTF and PCMs as well as being integrated as a TES system. Furthermore, it
has a simple structure that can be easily implemented and handled. Its cost is a
function of the outer surface area. In terms of cost-effectiveness, STHE can be alter-
natively used for charging/discharging, heat transfer enhancement techniques can be
integrated with it, and it stands as a TES system. Therefore, an extra storage tank is
not needed as the space required is designed properly, and the benefit of thermal
stratification can be taken. The only additional cost required is for a pumping system
for fluid circulation. Finally, from performance efficiency perspective heat
exchangers when used with PCM has a storage density of 95% of volume.

3.3 Heat exchanger module (HEM)

This type is similar to any heat exchanger in construction. The only difference is
that Macro encapsulated PCMs are placed in modules (cylindrical or spherical or any
container) where the HTF flows over the PCM modules through the tank as shown in
Figure 7. This type of design solves issues related to volume change, heat transfer and
material compatibility besides availing flexibility and high package density since it can
be fabricated in different sizes and shapes. Also, modules are easily handled and
shipped. The encapsulation salt particles are more effective than heat exchangers with
lower possibilities of success. However, this technology is researched a lot with great
potential of energy storage for the purpose of high and medium-temperature storage

Figure 6.
Shell and tube heat exchanger.
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systems. Additionally, the coating material of the encapsulation may cause contami-
nation of HTF. In most of the cases, the replacement of PCM at the end of the life
cycle is not possible, HEM is not commercial yet, therefore, they have to be individu-
ally designed. Moreover, it is not fully compatible with HTF, since the coating mate-
rial may contaminate it and cause degradation. Implementation complexity is not a
big issue since it is a similar and common type of heat exchanger.

In terms of cost-effectiveness, there are no common available data that estimate
the cost of it but it is more cost-effective compared to heat exchangers. From a
performance efficiency perspective, it has a storage density of 74%. However, heat
transfer enhancement methods are being researched.

3.3.1 Design considerations for stratified HEM tanks

The following design criteria help in the design of an efficient TES tank with
enhanced thermal stratification [1].

Geometrical considerations: A deep water-storage container is desirable to
improve thermal stratification. The water inlet and outlet should be installed to pro-
duce a consistent water flow to evade mixing. The location of inlet and outlet openings
should be placed as close as possible to the top and bottom respectively of the stored
volume to minimise the dead water volume and the surface area in contact with the
water.

Operating considerations: The difference of temperature linking the top and
bottom parts of the tank should at the least be 5°C to 10°C. Controls can be used to
maintain fixed water temperatures in the tank's upper and lower parts if desired. The
velocity of the water flowing into and out of the tank should be low.

Other considerations: The insulating and water-proofing characteristics of the
tank should be designed to meet appropriate specifications.

For proper installation and control, using state-of-the-art equipment requires less
energy for heating and cooling with substantial potential to substitute with low initial
costs. More sophisticated thermal-design calculations are required to get the best
design for better operating conditions.

Figure 7.
Heat exchanger module (HEM).
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3.3.2 Degradation of thermal stratification

Degradation of thermal stratification or mixing in a thermal storage tank can be
essentially attributed to the following physical mechanisms:

• Diffusion of heat to the bottom of the storage tank due to the temperature
difference between the fluids in the top and bottom regions.

• Heat loss to the surroundings due to improper insulation.

• Effect of flow turbulence due to incoming /exiting flow rate.

• Thermal conduction along with the height of the storage tank through the walls
of the tank.

The medium used for heat transfer interchanges heat through direct and indirect
contact with the medium used for storage which forms a thermocline in HTF. The
dual medium concept has a temperature drop as a drawback when compared to the
single medium hot or cold tank while charging and discharging. The single medium
maintains a constant outlet temperature while charging and discharging till the heat is
removed in the tank, however, the HTF outlet temperature increases as it is
discharged and decreases the more it is discharged for a dual medium storage system
which leads to unfeasible storage capacity.

During the charging and discharging periods, mixing forms the main cause of
stratification loss in general and major mixing losses occur during the lengthy storage
periods in general. Enhancing the stratification significantly increases the efficiency of
TES compared to a thermally mixed-storage tank. Hence the TES tank has to be
evaluated quantitatively and comprehensively to clearly analyse the effects of stratifi-
cation on the performance of a TES system.

3.3.3 Parameters to measure the stratification

Different methods for the stratification characterisation in TES system are
being recommended over the years. A density method and a temperature
approach are two fundamentally distinct approaches to stratification. In
general, only temperature-based techniques are presented. Furthermore, it is
critical to distinguish between elements that effect stratification (e.g., Richardson
number, H/D ratio, etc.) and figures that evaluate the degree at different time
intervals. Furthermore, the thermocline thickness, which divides the hot and
cold zones inside the storage, may be used to analyse indicators of the degree of
stratification.

Numerical figures given in terms of efficiency or ratio, on the other hand, are
typically used for comparing the experimental storage process to a hypothetical stor-
age process and thus include information about the history of the storage process. The
most commonly used dimensionless numbers, such as MIX number, Richardson
number, ratio H/D, discharging efficiency ratio, Peclet number and Reynolds number,
to characterise stratification in water tanks and studied their suitability.

According to their findings, Peclet and Reynolds values do not explain stratifica-
tion inside the tank, and it is unclear if discharging efficiency can define stratification
inside the storage tank at low flow rates.
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Richardson number is used to evaluate the stratification by comparison, for exam-
ple, between PCM-filled storage against a reference case without PCM. The Richard-
son number is a popular way to describe stratification. It is a ratio of buoyancy forces
to mixing forces; a low Richardson number implies a mixed storage tank, whereas a
high Richardson number indicates a stratified storage tank.

The MIX number is used to analyse stratification in a water storage tank at a
specific time, with a figure ranging from 0 to 1 indicating the degree of stratification;
nevertheless, it is sensitive to slight variations in the temperature profile. Because the
stratification degree is of considerable importance in this work, several stratification
efficiencies such as energy efficiency (first law of thermodynamics), exergy efficiency
(second law of thermodynamics), stratification efficiency and MIX number were
utilised. The MIX number ranges from 0 to 1, with MIX = 0 representing a perfectly
stratified tank and MIX = 1 for a fully mixed tank.

Stratification efficiencies based on the first law of thermodynamics most
commonly compute a proportion of energy recovered with a certain charging
and discharging operation with a set intake temperature and mass flow. The
charging energy efficiency is defined by Ref. [4] and is based on the first rule of
thermodynamics.

Methods for evaluating exergy efficiency based on the second law of thermody-
namics are especially relevant when the energy will be utilised to do work, but they
are not the only ones. The exergy stored in this example represents the thermody-
namic limit of the work that may be generated. To calculate values based on exergy, a
reference' dead state' that corresponds to the thermodynamic condition of the envi-
ronment must be determined. Exergy is always greater in storage with a more signif-
icant temperature gradient and better stratification than in storage with an identical
energy content but less pronounced stratification. As a result, numbers based on the
second law of thermodynamics may be utilised to provide information regarding
stratification efficiency.

Oro et al. [6] and Cabeza et al. [7] reported that the various parameters such as
degree of stratification first law efficiencies, second law efficiencies, mix number,
stratification number and Richardson number were used to characterise the storage
system and they reported that energy and exergy efficiencies have no relationship
with thermal stratification.

3.3.4 Advantages of stratification

Several studies have illustrated that the stratified STES system will give better
results in comparison to a mixed tank of STES. In a STES system when connected to a
solar panel, the heat extracted from a stratified charged tank is greater and for a longer
duration in contrast to a fully mixed STES system. This stratification causes the low
temperature at the bottom of the fluid of the tank returning to the solar collector and
this creates a higher temperature difference between the fluid and the collector. It is
concluded that the use of stratification in thermal storage designs should be
considered as it increases the exergy storage capacity of thermal storage.

Developments in Stratification Analysis Stratified TES tanks often exhibit superior
performance to non-stratified tanks, especially in low HTF flow rate heating systems.
The level of TES stratification is decreased by HTF mixing, due to natural or forced
convection, or by heat diffusion by conduction. Haller et al. [3], reviewed and com-
pared methods to determine the stratification efficiency of a TES during a complete
thermal cycle. Only one method considers the entropy generation, which provides a
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more meaningful interpretation of efficiency than energy analysis. Some of the
advantages of stratified thermal storage systems in construction are as follows:

• They can often incorporate inexpensive above-ground steel tank construction.

• They provide a less expensive option than adding more chillers for meeting peak
cooling loads.

• They are normally compatible with any water chiller technology.

• They can be incorporated into air conditioning systems, process cooling or
heating and district cooling or heating loads.

Research activities on TES are ongoing at various national laboratories, universi-
ties, and research centres worldwide. The TES system can utilise thermal stratifica-
tion. Such stratification separates lower-density warm water above higher-density
cool water and can be applied in a single economic storage tank to provide demand-
side management of cooling or heating loads. Stratified thermal storage is expected to
minimise the tank's costs, insulation, system integration, piping, and controls. Con-
sider the example of cool supply water being withdrawn from the storage tank's
bottom during peak cooling periods and used directly in the cooling loop and then sent
back to the top of the tank. However in the off-peak periods, warm water is taken
from the tank's top and cooled with the help of low-cost off-peak energy, and sent
back to the tank's bottom.

4. Experimentation on the heat exchange module

An experimental project was conducted using a HEM and its experimental setup
[8, 9], along with all the design data is being discussed in the following sections.

4.1 Experimental set-up

The experiment represented in Figure 8 has thermal energy storage with a heat
exchanger module or storage tank, a circulating hot water bath, a electric heater to
simulate a solar heat situation, components of a heat transfer loop along with a data
acquisition system. A cylindrical storage tank was fabricated with a height of 300 mm
and a diameter of 320 mm as shown in Figure 8a. A 50 mm space on the top and a 25
mm space on the bottom is the working space left free and in between these two
regions a packed bed of PCM balls is arranged in four layers and each layer was
distinguished using a steel mesh and had 11 PCM balls in each layer which were
dispersed uniformly within the layers of the storage HEM module. The PCM HS89
was a phase change storage medium and is a hydrated salt having a melting tempera-
ture of 89 °C which was procured from Pluss advanced technologies Pvt. Ltd., New
Delhi. The properties such as specific heat, phase transition temperature, liquid and
solid densities and the latent heat were got from the technical data sheets of the
company and are presented in Table 3. The 2 mm thick stainless steel encapsulated
spherical ball has an average outer diameter of 80 mm. A 40 mm thick insulation of
polyurethane foam for the storage tank was used to minimise the heat loss.
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The 30 liter HTF hot water bath is simulated with two immersion heaters of 1.5 kW
capacities. The temperature of the inlet water to the storage tank from the heater gradu-
ally increases until it reaches 95°C, and this temperature was controlled with the help of a
thermostat. To observe the water level as lot of steam evaporates the water in the heater
tank, a glass tube was parallelly attached to the HEM as shown in Figure 8. The steam
produced while heating the HTF or water reduces the level of the water and as the level
reduces below a required liquid level, makeup water is added. A quarter-watt centrifugal

Figure 8.
Charging and discharging of a HEM and its circuit illustration (a) charging experiment with storage tank
(b) discharging experiment.
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pump is used to circulate the HTF from the storage tank to the hot water bath and if the
water level was increased beyond the brim of the hot water bath it would flow to the HEM
through gravity. A rotameter is placed in the reverse flow from the storage tank to the hot
water bath to measure the flow rate and maintain it to 1 liter per minute using a valve
placed at the bottom of the HEM tank. The inlet and outlet pipes are placed separately in
HEM and used to circulate the water based on the charging or discharging applications as
illustrated in Figure 8. The temperature in the PCM encapsulation in each layer was
measured using a thermocouples located inside any one of the PCM balls itself. The
thermocouples were inserted in the head of the PCM balls by drilling a hole in the nut of
the encapsulation, inserting the thermocouple, and then applying an adhesive (m-seal-
curing epoxy compound) to avoid leakage. Four thermocouples are placed equally among
the layers of water to measure and record the layer temperatures. Four thermocouples are
also placed in the encapsulated PCM balls to record the PCM temperature inside the ball
to identify whether the PCM has melted on heating with HTF. A data acquisition system
NI 9213 was used to connect the thermocouples to the laptop using LABVIEW interface.
The data is recorded in MS-EXCELL sheets for further analysis.

4.2 Experimental procedure

In the present experiment, initially after checking all the connections of the circuit
charging of the HEMwas conducted by allowing the heated water to flow from the hot
water bath to the HEM across all the balls so that the PCM capsules get heated and
reach the temperature of 89°C. As the temperature of the water increased beyond 90°
C, the PCM in the spherical capsules is melted, and while melting it is simultaneously
ensured that the hot water bath did not go beyond 95°C using thermostat. Using a
centrifugal pump the water from the bottom of the HEM is pumped back at a rate of 1
L/min to flow to the hot water bath, so the centrifugal pump was switched on. After
reaching the melting temperature, the temperature of the balls remains constant due
to phase change taking place in the HS89 salts in the PCM balls. The data acquisition
system NI 9213 is used to monitor and record continuously the increase in tempera-
tures with respect to time. As the temperature of the balls reaches 89°C and remains
constant, salts in the PCM balls will melt. This constant temperature indicates the
charging of the balls and the HEM is completely charged. After recording the temper-
atures of balls and the layers of the charging experiment using thermocouples and
DAQ as shown in Figure 8a, the data is stored and the charging experiment is
complete. After ensuring the finish of charging of the experiment as the complete

S. No Property Value

1 Melting temp (°C) 87–89

2 Liquid bath latent heat (kJ/kg) 125

3 Liquid bath freezing temp (°C) 89

4 Solid density (kg/m3) 1630

5 Solid specific heat (kJ/kgK) 2.65

6 Liquid density (kg/m3) 1540

7 Melting temp (°C) 2.65

Table 3.
Technical specification for HS (Hydrated Salts) 89 PCM.
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phase change takes place, the discharging experiment was initiated. In the discharging
experiment, the centrifugal pump was stopped and the hot water supply was cut off.
Room temperature water at 30°C is circulated from the cold water inlet at a rate of 1
L/min into the hot-charged HEM. As the thermocouples placed inside the balls and
within the layers start recording the temperatures at various positions while
discharging. The outlet temperature of the water coming out from the storage tank
also was recorded separately during this process of discharging. Instantaneous and
cumulative heat transfer, charging and discharging efficiencies and the analysis of
stratification characteristics for the storage tank were deduced from the transient
temperature variation obtained in the PCM and the HTF of the HEM.

4.3 Data analysis

The various equations used to evaluate the performance of the storage tank such
as Q_ins, Q_cumm, Q_loss, Q_stored, charging efficiency, stratification number and
Richardson number are presented in this section. The analysis of the experiments can
be done by deriving these parameters which help us to identify the different aspects of
the heat flow and the stratification behaviour across the storage tanks. The analysis is
drawn based on the values of these parameters also helps to conclude which storage
tank is better for which purpose.

4.3.1 Overall heat loss coefficient (Uoverall)

This parameter is evaluated from the drop in temperature of the water in the
storage tank over a long duration of time when the storage tank is under idle condition
(without the PCM balls) using Eqs. (3) to (6). This parameter helps to calculate the
heat loss and becomes important to understand the loss of heat while charging and
discharging experiments are conducted:

Q ¼ Uoverall:A:TLMTD (3)

Uoverall ¼ Q
A:TLMTD

(4)

Q ¼ mCp Tini � Tfinal
� �

(5)

TLMTD ¼ Tini � T∞ð Þ � Tfinal � T∞
� �

lnln Tin�T∞ð Þ
Tfinal�T∞ð Þ

(6)

Q = Total heat lost to the ambient, W
Tini = Initial temperature in the tank, °C
Tfinal = Final temperature in the tank, °C
T∞ = Ambient Temperature, °C
Cp = Specific heat of water, kJ/kgK
m = mass of water in the idle tank, kg
A = outside area of the idle tank, m2

The overall heat loss coefficient (Uoverall) is evaluated for all three storage tanks
and the average value is considered for further analysis.

Separate experiment was conducted under idle conditions to evaluate the average
heat loss coefficient. The temperature of the water in the storage tank was averaged
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out for all the layers of water with respect to time. The initial and final temperatures
of the layers while discharging experiments under idle conditions were taken to
evaluate the LMTD as given in Eq. 6. The overall heat loss coefficient was calculated
with Eq. 4 and an average value of 5.056 W/m2K was being evaluated for the storage
tank and used for calculations of both charging and discharging of the storage tank
with PCM balls

4.3.2 Instantaneous heat transfer (Qi)

The instantaneous heat transfer represents the amount of heat transferred into the
storage tank at any instant of time during the charging process as given in Eq. (7). It
shows the effect of heat based on the inlet and outlet temperature and is directly
proportional to the stratification of the tank.

Qi ¼ _mCp TH�in � TH�outð Þ,W (7)

TH�in = Inlet HTF temperature to the tank, °C
TH�out = Outgoing HTF temperature from the tank, °C
_m = Mass flow rate of the HTF, kg/s

4.3.3 Cumulative heat transfer (Qc)

The cumulative heat transfer represents the total amount of heat stored at any
instant from the start of the charging process as Eq. (8) given below shows. It adds on
to the total heat from the starting of the experiment and this cumulative heat indicates
the total amount of heat either stored while charging or retrieved while discharging of
the storage tank

Qc ¼
_Xt

0

_mCp TH�in � TH�outð ÞtΔt,W (8)

t = Instantaneous time

4.3.4 Heat lost (Qloss)

It is the amount of heat lost from the external surface of the storage tank during the
charging process. It is evaluated using Eq. (9).

Ql ¼ Uoverall A dT W (9)

dT = Tavg - T∞
Tavg = Average temperature of all the layers of water in the storage tank, °C
Uoveral l = Overall heat loss coefficient of the storage tank, W/m2K
A = Area of the storage tank, m2

4.3.5 Heat stored (Qs)

It is the actual amount of heat retained in the storage tank during the charging or
discharging process after subtracting the heat lost to the surrounding, from the
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storage tank. It gives an idea as to what amount of heat is stored and is calculated
using Eq. (10).

Qstored ¼ Qcum �Qloss (10)

4.3.6 Charging efficiency

The charging efficiency of the storage tank is the ratio of the instantaneous heat
transfer to the maximum heat transfer at a given inlet temperature at any instant,
keeping constant the flowrate of the HTF at the inlet. It illustrates how the efficiency
varies with respect to time for the charging done to the storage tanks without and with
PCM. It is determined by the following Eq. (11)

`ηch ¼
TH�in � TLb½ �t
TH�in � Tini

(11)

Tini = Initial temperature of the tank

4.3.7 Discharging efficiency

The discharging efficiency of the storage tank is the ratio of the instantaneous heat
transfer to the maximum heat transfer at a given inlet temperature at any instant
keeping constant flowrate of the HTF at the inlet as given by Eq. (12). The cold water
inlet at 30°C (TC-in) is made to enter the storage tank till the end of the experiment.

ηdisch tð Þ ¼ TC�out � TC�inð Þt
TC�outð Þini � TC�in

(12)

TCin = Cold inlet water temperature to the tank at the bottom, °C
TCout = Outgoing water temperature at the top, °C

4.3.8 Stratification number (Str)

It is the ratio of the average temperature gradients at each interval of time to the
temperature gradient at the initial charging process (t = 0). Eq. (13) shows the
evaluation of stratification number, depending on the temperatures acquired at equi-
distant points in the thermal energy storage tanks

Str ¼ ∂T=∂yð Þt
∂T=∂yð Þt ¼ 0

(13)

where

∂T
∂y

� �
¼ 1

N � 1

XN�1

k¼1

Tk � Tkþ1ð Þ
ΔZ

" #

∂T
∂y

� �

t¼0
¼ TH�in � Tini

N � 1ð ÞΔZ
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where k is the nodal points where the temperature measurements are made, N is the
number of nodal points and ΔZ is the distance between the nodal points T_(H-in) and
T_ini which shows the hot water inlet and initial temperatures of the HTF, respectively.

4.3.9 Richardson number (Ri)

It is an effective indicator of stratification performance that considers the various
aspects of storage systems such as the geometry of the storage tank, specific velocity,
and the top and bottom temperature of the layers within the tank. It is given by the
ratio of the buoyancy forces to the mixing forces and is estimated by Eq. (14).

Ri ¼ gβH TH�inð Þ � TH�outð Þ½ �t
v2sf

(14)

νsf ¼ V
πr2

where TH-in and TH-out represent the top and bottom temperature of the HTF
measured in the TES tank and H is the distance between these locations. V and νsf
represent the volumetric flow rate and superficial velocity of HTF entering the TES
tank, respectively and r is the radius of the inlet pipe which is ¼th of an inch in the
present experiment.

4.3.10 Mix number

Mix number is the level of energy in the TES tank weighted by its vertical distance
from the bottom of the storage tank. The vertical moment of energy in a storage tank
was shown in Eq. (15).

ME ¼
ðH
0
ydE (15)

This equation was further deciphered as shown in Eq. (16), as follows

ME ¼
XN
i¼1

yiEi (16)

where N = the number of layers used
yi = the distance measured from the bottom of the tank.
Ei ¼ ρCpViTi

� �
water þ ρCpViTi

� �
pcm, which is the energy stored at a particular level i

On calculating the energy stored for PCM, the sensible heat is accounted as
mCpViTi
� �

pcmand the latent heat is accounted as ρViLð Þpcm cumulatively based on the

temperature which the PCM attained on heating or cooling and when the PCM
reached the phase change temperature. The term Vi represents the volume of the PCM
or the water at a particular level i and L here represents the latent heat of the PCM
when the PCM reaches the phase transition temperature.

When considering mixing as a function of time of the day, the moment of energy
increases with increase in temperature of the heated water and decreases when hot
water is withdrawn from the tank. The temperature profiles were determined exper-
imentally in the fully mixed and the unmixed storage tank. Hence the moments of
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energy for the unmixed or fully stratified (Mstr) and the fully mixed (Mmix) are
determined and substituted in the MIX number as shown in Eq. (17) given as follows:

MIX ¼ Mstr �Mactualð Þ
Mstr �Mmixð Þ (17)

For a given set of inlet conditions, the Mstr and Mmix represent the largest and the
smallest values of the moment of energy, respectively.

4.4 Error analysis

The error associated with various primary experimental measurements and the
calculation of estimated uncertainties for the performance parameters are given in
Table 4.

4.5 Results

The temperatures being measured across the HEM tank along with the PCM while
carrying out the experiment are plotted under various dimension with respect to time
and analysed in the following section. The temperature variation is initially noted with
respect to time and later on various types of data like the amount of heat transferred is
quantified along with the different stratification analysis.

Fundamental parameters Uncertainty (%)

Mass (m) 1

Length (L) 0.253

Diameter (D) 0.4167

Volume (v) 1

Temperature (T) 0.334

Time (t) 0.033

Derived parameters

Mass flow rate (ṁ) 1.054

Volume flow rate (v ̇) 1.054

Instantaneous heat rate (Qinst) 1.053

Cummulative heat rate (Q cumm) 1.0548

Overall heat loss coefficient (Uoverall) 1.3853

Heat lost (Qlost) 1.6173

Heat stored (Q stored) 1.9309

Charging efficiency (ηch) 0.4723

Stratification number (Str) 0.5927

Richardson Number (Ri) 1.7268

Table 4.
Summary of the estimated uncertainties.
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4.5.1 Comparing the charging and discharging characteristics of the storage tanks
filled with PCM for all the HEM

Figure 9 shows the temperature variations of the heat transfer fluid in the top and
bottom layers of the storage tank along with the variation of the HTF inlet tempera-
ture during the charging process. Figures 9a and b represent the temperature varia-
tions of the HTF in the storage tank with PCM balls while charging and discharging
respectively. In both the figures, the shaded portion represents the temperature vari-
ations of the later of HTF along the height of the storage tank at any instant of time.
The thick line on the top for Figures 9a and b represents the incoming and outgoing
HTF temperature of the storage tank on charging and discharging, respectively.

In the case of storage tank with PCM balls, while charging as shown in Figure 9a,
the incoming hot water referred by the dark line on the top of the storage tank is
slowly heated and the temperature of it rises until it reaches around 95 °C after which
the thermostat stops heating the incoming water temperature to rise, as it forms steam
at 100 °C. As the cold water is circulated from the bottom back to the heater tank, the
HTF temperature keeps rising due to the mixing of incoming hot water and the layers
temperature slowly rises. Hence the stratification or the temperature difference for
the HEM continuously increases to 16.68°C till the end of charging upto 270 minutes.
This temperature difference of more than 15°C is maintained for more than
125 minutes at the end of charging.

However in discharging we find that a maximum temperature difference above
20°C is available for 25 minutes and it diminishes to 7°C at the end of discharging upto
66 min. The Tc-out temperature of water is the outgoing hot water temperature and
more than 80°C of water can be retrieved for around 24 minutes and later on the
temperature of the outgoing water reduces gradually. The outgoing water tempera-
ture runs through the center of the shaded portion as mixing of the HTF layers are
predominant. Substantial number of balls present with high heat capacity is facing the

Figure 9.
Temperature variation in the top and bottom layers of the storage tank with PCM balls in the HEM while a)
charging b) discharging.
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incoming hot water in the layers of HEM, and due to this arrangement of the PCM in
the storage tank, it helps to achieve the required type of stratification.

Figure 10 shows the instantaneous and cumulative heat transfer during the charg-
ing and discharging process which are calculated using the temperature data. It is seen
from the figure that the instantaneous heat transfer continuously rises and the cumu-
lative heat stored in the HEM at the end of the charging process is around 14,000 kJ.
After deducting the heat lost during the charging process from the cumulative heat
transfer, the heat stored is also calculated. From the graph, the heat lost is found to be
significant at the end of the charging process.

During the discharging process, the instantaneous heat transfer is initially very
high in the range of 4 to 4.5 kW. This higher instantaneous heat transfer is maintained
for the first 10 min duration. Even at the end of the discharging, the instantaneous
heat transfer is maintained consistently higher till the heat is discharged in the HEM.
The gradual fall in the instantaneous heat transfer could be due to the slow retrieval of
heat in the PCM at the bottom of the storage tank, due to high stratification created as
the cold water enters from the bottom and cannot move up quickly due to high
density. Hence in this case of the HEM, almost all the heat available in the storage tank
of 14000 kJ is removed within the duration of 65 min. Since the instantaneous heat
transfer rate decreases, further removal of heat from the storage tank appreciably will
be a prolonged process.

Charging efficiency and discharging efficiency have been plotted in Figure 11 for
the HEM considered in the present investigation. It is seen from Figure 11a that
charging efficiency is high initially as the temperature difference between the incom-
ing hot water and the room temperature is high and hence stratification effect
increases. Also during the charging process, the presence of reasonable quantity of
PCM balls in the top layer retains more amount of heat at the top layer of HEM and
hence the charging efficiency remains steady up to 38 % till the end and does not drop
further.

During the discharging also the discharging efficiencies gradually drops to 20% for
a time span of 66 min as the convection heat gradually flow from the top and bottom

Figure 10.
Instantaneous and cumulative heat transfer during the charging and discharging process.
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layers. Initially, the heat transfer is arrested as the PCM balls melt upto the first 23 min
and the temperatures also remain high. This temperature pattern of discharging pro-
vides favourable heat transfer during the entire discharge process.

Figure 12 shows the variation of the stratification number in the HEM during the
charging and discharging process. It is observed that in this module there is a gradual
increase in the stratification that favoured the rate of charging and hence the charging
efficiency is upto 40%. The stratification increases upto 160 min as there is continu-
ous difference of temperature which causes the convection of heat from top to bottom

Figure 12.
The variation of stratification number for a) charging and b) discharging of HEM.

Figure 11.
a) Charging efficiency and b) Discharging efficiency for the HEM.
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layers of HTF and later on stabilises once the temperature of HTF is around the
melting point of PCM 89°C.

The stratification behaviour during the discharging process shows a steep increase
after 10 minutes and stratification number reaches its maximum of 5.58 till 38 min.
Then it decreases slowly and reaches a level around 2 after a period of 63 min. This
infers that the maximum amount of heat can be discharged upto 40 min due to better
stratification and also though stratification is reduced but significant amount of heat
can be retrieved in this HEM.

Figure 13.
The variation of the Richardson number in the storage tank during the charging and discharging process.

Figure 14.
Variation of MIX number during the a) charging process and the b) discharging process.
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Figure 13 shows the variation of the Richardson number in the storage tank during
the charging and discharging process. Richardson number is a more accurate method
to calculate the stratification as it includes the buoyant forces also. When the Rich-
ardson number increases it shows greater stratification whereas when the Richardson
number decreases, it represents mixing forces dominate. Continuous rise in the Rich-
ardson number shows stratification found till the end and while discharging also it
supports the retrieval of heat by rising gradually and then decreasing gradually after
40 minutes. The gradual increase and decrease of stratification give us an idea as
to how the increase of heat charging can effectively retain and discharge the heat
effectively.

Figure 14 illustrates the MIX number variation while charging and discharging.
The stratification remains long as the MIX number ends reduce from 1 to 0 while
charging. The MIX = 1 represents a completely mixed condition and reaches MIX = 0
for a totally unmixed condition due to charging. The reduction of MIX number is
gradual due to gradual increase in stratification.

On discharging, it is observed that there is a slow and steady increase and the mix
number only increases after 10 minutes so the stratification initiates. The gradual rise
in MIX number shows that there is a gradual increase in stratification and represents
consistent discharging of uniform heat which is very vital for any discharging appli-
cation, to achieve maximum heat retrieval.

5. Conclusions

Understanding the heat exchanger design in a thermal storage helps to design a
module better. To enhance this design various parameters can be utilised as discussed
above. A heat exchanger with the results is being analysed and it can conclude that the
amount of heat charged is easily discharged when the temperature of melting is 89°C.
The average charging and discharging efficiencies are maintained high for the HEM
tank as the PCM balls present retain high heat capacity and also help to maintain
better stratification along with high Richardson number.

Nomenclature

Cp specific heat of the solidus PCM, J kg–1 K–1
E Energy level of the storage tank J
g acceleration due to gravity, m s�2

Lpcm Latent heat of fusion of the PCM, J kg�1

mpcm mass of the PCM, kg
TL1 to TL5 Temperatures of all the layers assigned in the storage tank, K
N Number of temperature measurement nodes
Q heat absorbed by the PCM, W
Ri Richardson number
Str Stratification number
∂T
∂y

temperature gradient along the height of the storage tank, K m�1

t instantaneous time, s
T temperature, K
_VV flow rate of the HTF, m3 s�1
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νsfvsf superficial velocity, m s�1

ΔZ distance between the top and the bottom layers, m

Greek symbols

β Coefficient of thermal expansion K�1

ρ density, kg m�3

Subscript

avg average
ch charging
C-in Cold incoming water while discharging
C-out outgoing hot water while discharging
H-in incoming water while charging
H-out outgoing water while charging
i level of the layer
Qi Instataneous heat loss
Qc Cummulative heat
Ql Heat loss
Qs Heat stored
ini initial
k temperature measurement nodal point counter
Lb Bottom layer temperature
sf superficial

Abbreviations

HEM Heat exchanger module
HTF Heat transfer fluid
LHTES Latent heat thermal energy storage
PCM Phase change material
SHTES Sensible heat thermal energy storage
SHE Screw heat exchanger
STHE Shell and tube heat exchanger
TES Thermal energy storage
CSP Concentrating Solar Power
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Chapter 3

Techniques for the Thermal
Analysis of PCM
Abdelwaheb Trigui

Abstract

Thermal Energy Storage (TES) technologies based on Phase Change Materials
(PCMs) with small temperature differences have effectively promoted the develop-
ment of clean and renewable energy. Today, accurate thermal characterization is
needed to be able to create an optimal design for latent heat storage systems. The
thermo-physical properties of PCMs, namely latent heat, phase-change temperatures,
enthalpy and specific heat capacity are obtained by means of differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), which is one of the most widely used techniques to study reactions
related to the transformation of a material subjected to temperature constraints. This
method presents some limitations due, among other things, to the fact that only a very
small quantity (less than 90 mg) of material can be tested. Indeed, the small mass
samples, taken out of the large testing specimen and out of testing system, is not
representative of the thermal behavior of a material on a large scale. The Transient
Guarded Hot Plate Technique (TGHPT) presents several advantages when compared
to the commercially available thermal analysis methods (DSC, DTA) to determine
PCM thermophysical properties. The most significant are large sample amount, opti-
mized measuring time and a simple and economical built up.

Keywords: thermal energy storage (TES), phase change materials (PCMs), differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), transient guarded hot plate technique (TGHPT)

1. Introduction

Phase change materials (PCMs) are thermal storage materials with a high storage
density for small temperature range applications. The determination of the thermo-
physical properties is a key step not just for the application itself but also for the
material selection to define the suitability of a material for use in TES. The choice of
the suitable thermal analysis method for experimental data acquisition depends on the
device outputs, measured values accuracy, experimental setup requirements as sam-
ple size, influence of heating/cooling rate maintenance and equipment price, the
implementation, etc. There are different thermal analysis techniques to characterize
materials and the convenience to use them relies on the properties that want to be
determined. The non-steady-state or transient technique records a measurement
during the heating/cooling process. The method determines the enthalpy change of
the PCM as a function of temperature with high precision by means of transient
sensors. Depending on the application, the amount of PCM used can vary from a few
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(milli) grams (e.g., cooling of electronic equipment or clothes) up the kilograms
(e.g., storage in a solar thermal power plant or in the walls of buildings in thermal
management and occupant comfort). To determine the specific heat and latent heat
of materials a number of thermal characterization techniques help to provide better
results especially differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) are commonly used [1].
DSC is an effective method to characterize the thermal behavior of PCMs, and to
determine their TES capacities, in terms of transition temperature, latent heat and
specific heat capacity and its stability throughout the various melting and crystalli-
zation cycles. Using the data measured by the DSC method, it is also possible to
represent the enthalpy change versus temperature and determine the amount of
stored/released energy in a given temperature interval. In case of the heat capacity
measurement for a sample which does not undergo phase change, the energy sup-
plied is weak and generally not very variable. On the other hand, in the case of a
fusion process, there is a rapid transient which require important heat rates from the
DSC. The thermal imbalance between the two cells is then very important although
the quantity of product remains low. DSC presents some problems in analyzing
PCM due to their high enthalpy density per unit volume: the small sample amount
(less than 90 mg), the sample size influence on its thermal behavior, the response
dependence on the used heating rate, repeatability when undergoing huge number
for solidification/melting cycle. For large size samples, the melting process occurs
gradually through the material. The latter is then heterogeneous and the two phases
may coexist over long periods of time before a complete fusion. Moreover, heat
conduction in the solid and convection in the liquid occur [2]. This strongly
influences the global (or apparent) behavior of the PCM. In practical application, the
material volume is much more important, up the kilograms for instance, so testing
using a noninvasive method for latent and specific heat determination is necessary. It
was found that identification of thermophysical properties of PCMs over several
cycles (solidification and fusion) requires the design of a new experimental device
Transient Guarded Hot Plate Technique (TGHPT). The TGHPT being an
alternative to DSC measurements allows one to determine the same thermophysical
properties as DSC.

2. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

DSC is nowadays the most used technique to determine the melting/solidification
points and the latent heat of phase change and specific heat capacity of PCM. It is also
useful to observe other phenomena such as supercooling, hysteresis and glass transi-
tion [1]. The TA Instruments DSC is a “HEAT FLUX” type system where the differ-
ential heat flux between a reference (e.g., sealed empty Aluminum pan) and a sample
(encapsulated in a similar pan) is measured. The measuring device operates in the
temperature range from �150 to 700°C. To attain information on the heat flows
corresponding to the temperature fluctuations the differential scanning calorimeter
uses an operation analogue to Ohm’s Law. In DSC analysis, the equipment has two
melting crucibles, one empty and used as the reference, and the other with the
substance to analyze (sample). Then it is programmed an ascendant ramp of temper-
ature versus time. It was found that the difference between the two melting pots to
obtain a signal. A schematic diagram of Heat Flux DSC is shown in Figure 1.

The sample and the reference are placed symmetrically in the furnace. The furnace
is controlled under a temperature program and the temperature of the sample and the
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reference are changed. During this process, three situations can occur with respect to
the sample:

• no reaction or phase transition and no peak results

• The PCM thermal properties (melting temperature, latent heat) during the
endothermic peak results

• The thermal measurement data (solidification temperature, latent heat) during
the exothermic phase transition process.

The thermogram is a plot of heat flow against temperature profile. During thermal
process reactions either liberate or absorb heat. Thus, when ΔH is positive (endothermic
reaction), the sample heating device is energized and a positive signal is obtained; when
ΔH is negative the reference heating device is energized and a negative signal is obtained.
The peak areas in DSC are proportional to the amount of sample, the heat of reaction.

Commonly, calorimetric measurements on PCMs affect the shape, precision and
accuracy of the experimental results are:

2.1 Instrumental factors

• Furnace heating rate (A fast heating rate may minimize the data acquisition time
compromising salient features of the material property)

• Obtain a thermal profile with a calibration standard (e.g., sapphire, water,
gallium and indium) using the same scan conditions. Provides a calibration
factor that translates the measured Heat Flow units in (mW) to Heat Capacity
units (J/g°C).

• Furnace atmosphere (e.g., inert, argon, nitrogen, oxygen, helium… ).

Figure 1.
Schematic diagram of Heat Flux DSC.
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• Geometry of sample holder and location of sensors (variations in baseline).

• Sensitivity of recording mechanism.

• Composition of sample container.

2.2 Sample characteristics

• Structure and amount of the sample (proper thermal contact).

• Heat of reaction.

• Sample packing.

• Nature of sample.

• Thermal conductivity.

2.3 Characterization PCM materials using DSC techniques

DSC technique allows to quantitatively determine in situ the thermodynamic
changes occurring during the transformation of a solid into a liquid (heating) which
directly characterizes PCM thermal properties (i.e., enthalpy, specific heat capacities
and melting point).

For a TES system, it is necessary to take into account some characteristics that a
phase change material must meet in order to be considered competitive and suitable
for its function. These are physical, chemical, thermodynamic, kinetic and technical
characteristics [3]:

• Phase change temperature suitable for the process or application.

• Phase change taking place at a unique temperature, or in a very small phase
change interval.

• High phase-change enthalpy to provide a high energy storage density.

• Low price, to be competitive with other thermal storage options (heat or cold).

The correct choice of DSC measurements conditions is very important input to
thermal characterize of PCM to obtain phase change temperature range and the
relationship of specific heat capacity with temperature (Cp-T). Accurate determina-
tion of phase transition parameters should provide robust insights about the
performance of the PCM, including energy storage capacity and phase change
temperature, during several charging and discharging cycles, to meet the design
requirements of thermal energy storage applications and to prevent potential failures.
Based on the typical DSC thermogram, shown in Figure 2, the measured melting
temperature range was usually determined manually. While some researchers recog-
nized the temperature range between the onset temperature (T0nset) and the endset
temperature (Tendset) as the actual melting temperature range. The endset melting
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temperature depends on the measurement conditions (heating rate, sample mass,
heat transfer).

From the sample heat–flux signal, the enthalpy h Tð Þ is determined by integration
of every peak. The enthalpy-temperature curves are more useful in PCM research
field and can be determined as the sum of the enthalpy intervals. Compared to the
DSC thermogram, the enthalpy-sum curves perform the best representation to deter-
mine the sum of both latent and sensible heat as a function of temperature. The
current way has gained increasing attention to characterize and compare the materials
by one curve only.

It is of vital significance the determination of the enthalpy of PCM as a function of
temperature with sufficient accuracy in enthalpy and phase change temperature range
is an important data especially for the the numerical analysis of TES system.

Based on the recorded heat flow (DSC signal), changes in enthalpy (latent heat) or
the specific heat capacity (sensible heat) of an examined sample are determined by
recording the absorbed heat between two equilibrium states, assigned as baselines of
the acquired measurement curves [4]. From the specific heat, the heat flux can be
obtained as a function of temperature, and the specific enthalpy is determined easily
by integration procedures from Eq. (1), as follows:

ΔH ¼
ðT2

T1

Cp Tð Þ:dT ¼
ðT2

T1

∂Q=∂t
dT=dt

:dT ¼
ðT2

T1

∂Q
∂T

:dT (1)

Where Δh is the enthalpy (latent heat or energy storage between the temperature
increments T1 and T2) in units of J/g, Cp is the specific heat capacity at constant
pressure in units of J/(g.K), T1 and T2 represent the temperature range at which the
storage operates, ∂Q=∂t is the DSC heat flow signal in units of W/g, and dT=dt is the DSC
heating rate in units of °C/sec.

Figure 2.
Typical characteristics of a DSC thermogram. The blue shaded area ΔHð Þ represents the enthalpy change during
transition (total latent heat) of PCM, T1 and T2 are the temperature range at which the transition process
occurs, Tm: Melting temperature, and T0nset : Is the onset temperature.
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As shown in Figure 3, the melting latent heat (ΔH), total energy storage capacity,
melting temperature (Tm), and specific heat capacity of the liquid and solid phases
can be directly taken from the curve.

The enthalpy sum as a function of temperature can be determined using Eq. (2) as
follows:

Hsum Tið Þ ¼
Xi�1

k¼0

H Tkð Þ þH Tið Þ

H Tið Þ ¼
ðTiþ1

Ti

∂Q=∂t
dT=dt

∗ dT (2)

Where Hsum Tið Þ is the enthalpy sum or energy storage between the reference’s
initial temperature (T0) and the final temperature (Ti), HTi is the enthalpy at a single
temperature increment between two Ti and Tiþ1, ∂Q=∂t is the heat flow in units of W/g,
and dT=dt is the DSC heating rate in units of °C/sec.

For accurate results, changes in enthalpy (latent heat) or the specific heat capacity
(sensible heat) of an examined sample are determined by recording the absorbed heat
between two equilibrium states, assigned as baselines of the acquired measurement
curves. It is worth highlighting that the baseline-construction due to the DSC mea-
surement of PCMs requires a careful procedure to achieve reliable results.

1.The heating/cooling rate effects (Trade-off between sample attaining thermal
equilibrium and data acquisition times. This is done by using the real sample
measurement for each temperature range and an accurate calibration using the
heating rate whichwill be applied to the sample starting from fast rates and slowing
down the heating and cooling rates of consecutive cycles by halves the previous).

2.Calibration of sensors is only one application of reference materials (e.g.,
sapphire, water, gallium and indium). An accurate calibration using the heating
rate which will be applied to the sample is crucial with regard to all these usages

Figure 3.
The enthalpy sum as a function of temperature for (a) an ideal PCM, (b) real PCM.
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thus must cover not only the temperature range, but also specifics of equipment
including sample size, cost, and safety etc.

3.Measurement of the empty crucible using the determined heating and cooling
rates.

4.Structure and mass of the sample (proper thermal contact) using the selection of
the proper “heating rate”.

a. Each sample test was repeated four times to ensure reproducibility of the
experiments.

b. Considering 2 different (low and high) sample masses to be tested.

5.Analysis of data

a. Sample positioning on the DSC stage (the baseline would be a flat line of
zero milliwatts).

b. Subtract the baseline data from the sample and the calibration standard
(e.g., sapphire) data, prior to analysis [Remember to change the Heat Flow
(y-axis) units to mW, before subtracting the data, to ensure identical units
for the sample and baseline profiles].

c. Data evaluation; the latent heat capacity of melting and freezing of each
sample was determined by numerical integration of the area under the
peaks of phase change transitions.

The specific heat capacity is a key parameter for PCM, this physical property is
essential to conduct sensible heat process (before and after phase transitions). From
the known masses of PCM and reference, and the specific heat capacity of the stan-
dard, the specific heat capacity of the PCM is calculated based on the DSC heat-flow
curve at any point of time. The conversion between time and temperature is finally
done via the recorded temperature ramp.

The specific heat capacity of the PCM material can be expressed using Eq. (3):

Cp Tð Þ ¼ 60 E
Hr

� �
∗
Δy
m

(3)

Where Cp Tð Þ: is the specific heat capacity of the PCM material at the temperature
Tð Þ of interest, E: cell calibration coefficient at the temperature of interest (dimen-
sionless), Hr: the heating rate in °C/min, and Δy : the deflection in the y axis between
the baseline curve and sample measurement curve at the temperature of interest in
mW and m is the sample mass in mg

As seen in Figure 3, heat capacities and changes in heat capacity can also be
determined from the enthalpy-temperature curves. While changing phase during a
measurement, the sample is far away from thermal equilibrium. In contrast to mate-
rials without a phase change or with high thermal conductivity, the slope of the
sensible heat part (the solid and liquid phase region) in the enthalpy-temperature
curve is equal to the specific heat capacity of the tested material.
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The heat capacity of the sample is computed by assuming that the thermal
resistance of reference and sample crucible is the same. The thermal resistance is
determined by a calibration using standard materials with well-known heat of fusion.
The temperature sensors by the melting temperatures (onset temperatures) of these
materials. In general, for a solid to liquid phase change process, the specific heat at
a constant pressure is the energy stored when it experiences a temperature change of
1°C. The heat capacity can be found in the Eq. (4) as follows:

Cp Tð Þ ¼ ∂Q
∂T

(4)

In the case of ideal PCM, the heat storage occurs over three distinct thermal
events. When a PCM at solid state is heated and its temperature is raised uniformly
from the system starting temperature until it reaches the phase change point. Over
this period, heat is stored in sensible form. Further heating of the material incurs
solid to liquid phase transition and heat is stored in latent form and temperature is
constant during this period. Once the phase change is completed, the PCM is in
liquid phase, further heating of the material increases its temperature and heat is
stored again in sensible form in a rate proportional to the PCM specific heat. The
reverse of the processes described above releases heat, which is also called discharge
process. As can be seen, the total amount of energy stored released for a TES
system involves three stages, two for sensible storage and one for latent storage,
and hence the total heat storage capacity of a LHTES material can be calculated by
Eq. (5) [4]:

Q ¼ m
ðTm

T1

Cp�solid:dT þ
ðT2

Tm

Cp�liquid:dT

2
64

3
75 (5)

Where Cp�solid is the average specific heat between T1and Tm, Cp�liquid is the
average specific heat between Tm and T2, m: mass of PCM, T1 and T2 are the
temperature range in which the TES process operates, Tm: melting temperature, and
Δh: latent heat of solid-liquid transition.

The total energy stored “Enthalpy-sum” for PCMs can be calculated according to
the upper and lower temperature limits of the TES system, as shown in Eq. (6):

Estored ¼ mpcm ∗ H T2ð Þ �H T1ð Þ½ � (6)

Where Estored is the total energy stored in the PCM TES system, mpcm: the total mass
of PCMs in the TES system, H T2ð Þ: the enthalpy-sum at the upper temperature limit
(T2Þ of the TES system, and H T1ð Þ: the enthalpy-sum at the lower temperature limit
(T1Þ of the TES system. As clearly seen in Figure 4, as considered in the enthalpy-sum
curves, the heat capacity of a LHTES material depends on its specific heat of both solid
and liquid and the latent heat. Therefore, a high heat capacity and a large latent heat
are key for LHTES materials selection. As mentioned above, the transformation
between solid and liquid states is specifically attractive due to small change in volume
and has therefore been mostly investigated and utilized [5].

Case studies will be discussed to demonstrate many of the capabilities of this
sensitive analytical instrument heat flux DSC. The PCM (RT27) as an example was
studied according to the following experimental procedure [6]:
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1.Cooling from 40 to �20°C at 10°C/min

2.Heats from �20 to 40°C at 10°C/min

3.Cooling from 40 to �20°C at 5°C/min

4.Heats from �20 to 50°C at 5°C/min

5.Cooling from 50 to �60°C at 0.2°C/min

6.Heats from �60 to 50°C at 0.2°C/min

Trigui et al. [6] reports a comparison of thermophysical properties of paraffin wax
(RT27) obtained for two samples as summarized in Table 1. When using a DSC, the
heat flux sensor is calibrated and the measurement procedure depends on the calibra-
tion mode, which is heat capacity or enthalpy calibration. With the using the enthalpy
calibration, only the peak integral can be determined. That means that the sensible
heat is not taken into account, and that there is no temperature resolution within the
peak [7]. Using the heat capacity calibration, it is possible to determine the sum of
latent and sensible heat as a function of temperature.

2.4 Problems related with PCM analysis using DSC

In the selection and analyzing PCM due to their high enthalpy density per unit
volume, the most problematic aspects are generally sample size, the stability to ther-
mal cycling, phase separation, large supercooling and poor thermal conductivity.
Moreover, DSC test results depend on further factors such as sample preparation,
correct calibration to improve the accuracy of the PCM characterization procedure
and to make measurement errors negligible [8].

• Sample size: The heating and cooling rates of DSC measurements are typically
much faster than in real applications, while analysis on very small sample size of
PCM (typically 20μL for the DSC analysis) is not completely representative of the

Figure 4.
Performance comparison of the storage mechanism for TES.
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thermal properties of the PCM bulk material, which might lack representativity
for real size applications [9–11].

The sample size also affects the signal of the sample. If a small sample size is
selected with low heating and cooling rates, the temperature shift inside the sample
will be reduced. But this is not the solution. Because, both the small sample size and
low heating and cooling rate lead to a weak signal and hence, decreasing the accuracy
in enthalpy.

• Supercooling: Supercooling, also called undercooling, is often stronger for small
sample sizes than in large sample sizes. Supercooling is the effect under which
many PCM do not solidify immediately upon cooling below the melting
temperature, but start crystallization only after a temperature well below the
melting temperature is reached. Therefore the sample size should be large enough
to obtain the real behavior of the sample. If the sample present strong
supercooling in DSC analysis, it deforms the cooling DSC curve. Due to the
supercooling, it becomes difficult to quantify internal gradients by comparing
heating and cooling curves since the latent heat is released at a lower temperature
than the intended one, and part of this heat is used to increase the temperature of
the material to the melting temperature, where final crystallization occurs.
Hence, as a solution to the supercooling, the large sample size should be analyzed
before applying the PCM for any real TES system.

Properties Values measured

DSC calibrated on Cp DSC calibrated on ΔH

Sample1
Mass, 12:47mg
Scanning rate, 10°C=min

� Sample2
Mass, 5:11mg
Scanning rate, 0:2°C=min

�

Heating
state

solid-solid phase change
temperature, Tpm

5.08°C 3.58°C

Melting point, Tm 25.53–25.69°C(*) 23.67–23.70°C(*)

Latent heat of solid-solid
change, Lpm

23.692 J/g 23.300 J/g

Latent heat of melting, Lm 155.960–140.581 J/g(*) 134.928–158.110 J/g(*)

Cooling
state

solid-solid phase change
temperature, Tpc

3.95°C 3.23°C

crystallization point, Tc 26.2°C 24.78°C

Latent heat of solid-solid
change, Lpc

22.594 J/g 22.031 J/g

Latent heat of crystallization,
Lc

162.165–154.848 J/g(*) 130.139–161.087 J/g(*)

Specific heat of solid, Cp,s (≤15°C) 3.25 � 0.35 J/g.°C

Specific heat of liquid, Cp,l (≥40°C) 2.23 � 0.005 J/g.°C

(*)Value measured by sigmoïde.

Table 1.
Thermophysical properties of paraffin wax (RT27) [6].
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• Calibration: For calibration, materials with a known thermal effect are used.
When using a DSC, the heat flux sensor has to be calibrated and the measurement
procedure depends on the calibration mode, which is heat capacity or enthalpy
calibration. Two common calibration modes are heat capacity (also called heat
flow rate) calibration and enthalpy (also called heat) calibration. Each of the two
calibration modes has advantages but also disadvantages with respect to PCM as
sample. Using the heat capacity calibration, it is possible to determine the sum
of latent and sensible heat as a function of temperature. Another approach
to calibration is using standard materials with a well known melting enthalpy
[9–11].

The thermal resistance is done by comparing measured phase change temperatures
of standard materials with well-known heat of fusion and the temperature sensors by
the melting temperatures (onset temperatures) of these materials.

• Thermal equilibrium: For reaching thermal equilibrium the sample should be
isothermal, otherwise thus producing a shifting of the phase change temperature
and also lead to non-realistic shapes of the heat capacity and/or enthalpy
temperature responses h(T). If the measured temperature should be close to the
real sample temperature, the heating or cooling should be slow to diminish the
temperature gradient between sample and crucible. Therefore, the thermal
equilibrium status in the sample is essential to improve the accuracy of the PCM
characterization procedure and to make measurement errors negligible [9–15].

• Hysteresis: There are mainly two reasons for the hysteresis phenomenon of PCM.
One is the improper measurement method can lead to the observation of an
“apparent hysteresis,” which in most cases, over-estimates the real hysteresis of
the material. Continuous heating and cooling can also increase the apparent
hysteresis. The other reason for the hysteresis phenomenon of PCM lies in its
intrinsic material property. Decreasing the heating and cooling rates, sample size
or temperature step can improve the measurement accuracy so that the
measurement uncertainty decreases. However, the single enthalpy curve without
hysteresis cannot be achieved even with infinitely slow measurement, because
the existence of subcooling, incomplete crystallization or polymorphic crystal
structures results in different shapes of heating and cooling curves [16–18]. In
certain cases, even with the most accurate measurement method and with the
smallest heating/cooling rates, the hysteresis phenomenon can still be observed.

3. Transient guarded hot plate technique (TGHPT)

The Transient Guarded Hot Plate Technique (TGHPT) provides an alternative
approach to characterize some of the thermo-physical of PCMs. Most of thermal
analysis techniques, such as the DSC method are designed to test small, pure and
homogeneous samples. During long-term performance testing, when undergoing
huge number for freezing/melting cycles, large PCM specimens often are subject to
settling or stratification and are typically not perfectly homogeneous. The TGHPT
being an alternative to DSC measurements allows one to determine the phase change
material (PCM) thermal properties (thermal conductivity λ, sensible and latent heat
thermal energy storage, CP and Lm latent heat of fusion or melting enthalpy) in the
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solid phase, during the solid–liquid transition and in the liquid phase and its thermo-
chemical stability after thermal cycling test. The TGHPT eliminates the previously
mentioned limitations of DSC measurements (i.e., mass influence, low thermal con-
ductivity and thermal diffusivity of PCMs, non-equilibrium thermal gradients in the
DSC pan and heating/cooling rate) and also allows for measurement of much larger
samples than DSC (about 1000 times larger) [19]. The TGHPT has some advantages
over other methods: it can be used, due to large sample size, for a wide variety of PCM
(inorganic and organic, being encapsulated or composite), heating and cooling rates
and temperatures ranges are variable and large enough to fit PCM for different
applications. Therefore, for PCM characterization large samples are preferable. The
TGHPT method has also the advantages of (i) a simple experimental device as it can
be built up with basic laboratory devices (ii) lowest maintenance and lowest price. To
clarify the effects on the heat transfer performance, an experimental device allows to
determinate changes in enthalpy (latent heat) or the specific heat capacity (sensible
heat), thermo-physical properties like thermal conductivity of an examined sample by
Trigui et al. [6] (Figure 5). The proposed test bench for the parallelepiped-shape of
composite (4, 5 � 4, 5 � 0.6 cm3) allows the simultaneous measurements of the
temperature and heat flux at the material edges. The PCM material is placed between
two horizontal exchanging aluminum plates. The plates get tempered by fluid ther-
mostats with a precision of about 0.1°C. Each side of composite is equipped with a
heat flux sensors and thermocouples (type T). These heat flux sensors fixed at the
sample surfaces to measure input and output heat flux have 0.2 mm of thickness,
202 μV/W/m2 of sensitivity and 400 cm2 surface areas. The sensors were connected to
LabVIEW software to measure temperature fluctuations and heat flux exchanged
during melting and solidification processes which allow the investigation of the ther-
mal stability of the samples. The acquisition of the experimental data is recorded at
regular and adjustable time steps (1–6 s). To ensure a one dimensional heat flow
through the sample the lateral sides are insulated by 11 mm thickness of expanded
polystyrene. The enthalpy–temperature curve of a sample is measured similar to DSC
measurements by heating up and cooling two aluminum heat exchanger plates in

Figure 5.
(a) Scheme of the Transient Guarded Hot Plate Technique (TGHPT) for testing PCMmaterials, (b) Picture of the
whole apparatus.
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parallel at a certain heating rate or in stepwise mode. The TGHPT was developed to
test construction materials with PCM in large scale samples in different boundary
conditions following:

• A steady-state temperature difference on both sides of the sample imposed by
two exchanger plates to determine the thermal conductivity.

• A transient regime between two stationary regimes to measure the variation of
the specific heat versus temperature and interval where the two phases coexist to
measure latent heat of melting.

With the TGHPT, the thermal performance of PCM such as the thermal conduc-
tivity, its temperature in liquid and solid state for PCM, the specific heat capacity and
the latent heat can be determined. Furthermore, it is possible to investigate the
thermal performance of PCM material such as the thermal stability and repeatability
to store and release the thermal energy.

The TGHPT optimize measurement with shorter experimental time than DSC.

3.1 Apparent thermal conductivity

The experimental sample is placed in between two aluminum heat exchanger
plates, and the position of the plates is adjusted to establish a full contact with the
surface of the measured sample. To determine experimentally solid and liquid thermal
apparent conductivities of the composite, the apparatus establishes a steady state
one-dimensional heat flux through the test sample between the two plates. The
plates are set a at constant but different temperatures to establish a thermal
gradient through the sample. The temperature difference between the top and bottom
plates is a user defined value to perform measurements at various averaged
temperatures. The apparent thermal conductivity can be calculated using Fourier’s law
of heat conduction. The thermal conductivity of the test sample is given by Eq. (7)
[3, 20, 21]:

λs,l ¼ e:
P

∅s,l

2:ΔTs,l
(7)

where e is the thickness of the specimen; Σφs,l is the sum of the measured heat
fluxes of the solid or liquid states.

As an example, the composites materials (LDPE/Wax) were studied for thermal
energy storage with a melting point around 26°C [6]. In order to characterize the
apparent thermal conductivity of the solid phase, the TGHPT has been used with
temperature variation only in a single face of the sample. The state of initial balance
(Tinit ¼ 15°C , lower than the melting temperature (Tm)) is brought back towards
another state of final balance (Tend ¼ 20°C), such that Tend <Tm) (fusion process))
where heat flux tightens towards a non null value corresponding to a temperature
gradient generated by the two heat exchangers plates. For the liquid phase, the same
experimental procedure was applied by choosing a temperature difference (40 and
50°C). Figure 6 summarizes the measured thermal conductivities and associated
uncertainties of the composites with different Wax contents.
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3.2 Sensible heat and apparent heat capacity (in solid and in liquid states)

At the beginning, the two aluminum heat exchanger plates and the composite were
maintained at a constant temperature Tinit. By modifying the temperature set point of
the thermo regulated bath, the composite evolved to a steady isothermal final
temperatureTend. Between both states, the PCM composite stored an amount of
sensible heat, which represents the internal variation of the system’s energy [22]. The
heat capacity of the material was determined for the solid and liquid phases by
calculating the integral of the heat flux difference from the initial state tinitð Þ and the
final state tendð Þ using the following expression Eq. (8) [22, 23].

Qsens ¼
1
ρ e

ðtend

tinit

Δ∅:dt ¼ Cp: Tend � Tinitð Þ kJ=kg½ � (8)

Where CP is the apparent specific heat capacity of the composite, Δ∅ represents
the difference heat flux measured at each time step during the acquisition dt, e is the
composite’s width and ρ is its density.

To evaluate the apparent specific heat of the PCM, Different tests were carried out:

1.The temperature was checked from Tinit ¼ 15°C to Tend ¼ 20°C to determine the
sensible and specific heats of the compound in the liquid state.

2.The temperature was checked from Tinit ¼ 40°C to Tend ¼ 50°C to determine
the sensible and specific heats of the compound in the solid state.

Figure 7 presents the evolution of the heat fluxes and temperatures on both sides
of two samples during the determination of the specific heat capacities of the LDPE/
Wax composite in the solid and liquid states respectively. For the liquid and solid
phases, the measured temperatures on the lower (T1) and the upper (T2) faces of the
material evolve in an asymptotic way to the set point. Also, we can note that the flow

Figure 6.
Thermal conductivities of LDPE/Wax composites [6].
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evolves very quickly at the beginning of recording and then to a steady state obtained
at the end of the test. The results obtained for the specific heat capacity and the
sensible heat stored for the solid and liquid states are given in Table 2.

3.3 Storage and release of latent heat

LHTES is the most promising method in this field due to excellent phase change
behavior and high heat storage capacity. The amount of total energy storage/release
can be calculated by a temperature variation from 15 to 50°C. Between these two
positions, the composite stores and releases a sensible Qsensð Þ heats and latent (Lm)
heats. The Latent heat is calculated by subtracting the sensible heat from the total
amount of heat. This quantity can also be expressed by Eq. (9) [24, 25]:

Q ¼ Qsens þ Lm ¼ Cps: ΔTs þ Cpl: ΔTl
� �þ Lm kJ=kg½ � (9)

where Cps and Cpl are the heat capacities of composite at solid and liquid state,
respectively, ΔTs and ΔTl are the temperature variations in solid and in liquid state
and Lm is the latent heat par unit mass of melting.

The selected temperatures (15–50°C) are sufficiently far from the melting point to
consider the material as being strictly in one state or the other. Figures 8 and 9 show
that the heat stored is much more important than sensible heat transfer influenced by

Figure 7.
Heat flux and temperatures evolution of the solid phase (15–20°C) [6].

Samples Q sens (kJ /kg) Cp (kJ /kg. °C) Q(kJ/kg) Lm (kJ/kg)

solid
(15–20°C)

liquid
(40–50°C)

solid
(15–20°C)

liquid
(40–50°C)

evolution
(15–50°C)

LDPE/wax (90/10) 13.8 24.9 2.8 3.5 104.0 65.3

LDPE/wax (40/60) 20.6 32.1 4.1 3.2 159 106.2

Table 2.
Quantity of heat stored and apparent heat capacity for (LDPE/Wax) composites [6].
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the paraffin wax addition. Hence, the addition of PCM significantly improves the
thermal performance of composite in terms of saving energy.

Figure 10 shows present the evolution of the heat fluxes and temperatures on both
sides of the composite during the solidification process where the temperature evolves
from 15–50°C. Initially, it can be observed a normal evolution of measured heat flux
corresponding to the cooling of the liquid phase. At the end of this phase (t = 33 min),
when the temperatures of surfaces are in the vicinity of 28°C, it can be seen the release
of latent heat, and the appearance of a distinct inflection point in the heat flux curves.
From this critical moment, the cooling of the sample continues, the material is solid-
ified slowly and cools until it reaches the prescribed 15°C: after more than 1 h30 min,
the sample reaches an equilibrium state. Notably, heat restitution was a very long
process since at the start of the solidification. At the beginning of solidification, a layer
solid Hexadecane was formed at the upper surface of the material which was in

Figure 8.
Heat flux and temperatures evolution from solid to liquid (15–50°C) [6].

Figure 9.
Latent heat of LDPE/Wax composites [6].
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contact with the heat exchanger plate. This slight layer “insulates” the liquid PCM
from the cooling source and reduce the effect of the convection mode. Then, the
solidification continued slowly because of the low thermal conductivities of the solids
SS-PCMs until the sample temperature reached 15°C at the end of the test. Further-
more, it can be noted that the period for solidification was much longer than the
melting process.

4. Conclusion

Phase change materials (PCMs) with its capacity of storing thermal energy as
latent heat is a viable approach of the utilization of solar heat, a green source of
energy, and the optimization of energy consumption in buildings. An accurate mate-
rial characterization of thermal energy storage materials including energy storage
capacity and phase change temperature, during several charging and discharging
cycles is significant to develop an efficient thermal storage device or application.
Conventionally, thermal characterization of materials is performed using thermal
analysis techniques especially Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). However, all
these methods involve very small samples that can be significantly influenced by local
heterogeneities, the response dependence on the used heating rate, etc. For investiga-
tion of PCMs in real conditions, it is essential to design an experimental device to
provide robust insights on the steady-state parameters, the dynamic thermal
responses, the heat storage capacity of PCM at large scale, to meet the design require-
ments of thermal energy storage applications and to prevent potential failures. This
chapter reports on successful use of a specific experimental method to measure the
temperatures and the heat fluxes in order to characterize the phase change effects.
The Transient Guarded Hot Plate Technique (TGHPT) provides reliable information
about thermal conductivity, fusion enthalpy, specific heat and thermal stability for
large phase change materials samples. Heat flux measurements make it possible to
highlight very specific behaviors of these products and are thus a very interesting
experimental source of data which comes to complete the traditional measurement
methods like calorimetric device (differential scanning calorimetry). The Transient

Figure 10.
Heat flux and temperatures evolutions (50–15°C) [6].
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Guarded Hot Plate Technique (TGHPT) allows large samples analysis and entails less
maintenance, equipments price and time evaluation than the DSC. Thus, it is the most
suitable method for PCM characterization.

Nomenclature

T Temperature (°C)
CP Specific heat capacity (J=g:°CÞ
λ Thermal conductivity (kJ/kg)
T0nset melting onset temperature (°C)
Tendset melting endset temperature (°C)
Tm melting temperature (°C)
ΔHm latent heat of fusion or melting enthalpy (kJ=kg)
Trange temperature range of phase transformation (°C)

Subscripts and abbreviation

TES Thermal Energy Storage
LHTES Latent Heat Thermal Energy Storage
PCMs Phase Change Materials
SS-PCMs Shape-Stabilized PCMs
TGHPT Transient Guarded Hot Plate Technique
DSC Differential Scanning Calorimetry
DTA Differential Thermal Analysis
init initial thermal steady state
end final thermal steady state
sens sensible
s solid state
l liquid state
m melting
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Chapter 4

Review of the Use of the  
Carbon-Based Phase Change 
Material Composites in Battery 
Thermal Management for Electric 
Vehicles
Yang Yang

Abstract

With increasing attention to the environment issues, the replacement of 
 traditional energy vehicles with new energy vehicles has gained support from more 
countries. Lithium battery is an energy storage component of an electric vehicle and 
hybrid vehicle. Due to the nature that lithium batteries are very sensitive to operat-
ing temperature, a battery thermal management system is required to improve its 
efficiency and life. This chapter discusses the technology of phase change materials 
in battery thermal management systems and reviews the performance characteristics 
and thermal properties of various types of lithium-ion batteries. Furthermore, it 
summarizes the breakthroughs and bottlenecks of carbon-based phase change mate-
rial composites used in the lithium battery heat dissipation systems.

Keywords: Li-on batteries, electric vehicles, phase change material, thermal 
management, nanomaterials

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the global economy, there is an increasing 
 environmental problem caused by traditional fossil energy. Not only do the carbon 
dioxide and other harmful gasses produced by burning fossil fuels lead to the damage 
of the environment and the rise of global temperature, but they result in long-term 
risks to human health [1]. Thus, after the 2015 United Nations Climate Change 
Conference, most countries have reached a consensus to replace traditional energy 
with new one, reducing carbon emission. According to bp Statistical Review of World 
Energy 2021, the consumption of primary energy decreased by 4.5% worldly and 
the carbon emissions reduced by 6.3%, which was the largest drop since 1945 [2]. 
Due to the fact that transportation is one of the major causes of high carbon emis-
sions, many countries have made a plan for a total ban on the sale of traditional fuel 
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vehicles [3]. For example, the UK attempts to achieve zero carbon emissions of all 
new vehicles by 1940; France will implement a policy regarding a ban of traditional 
fuel and hybrid vehicle sales; India plans to inhibit the sales of petroleum fuel vehicles 
in 2030. Besides these countries, Spain, Norway, and the Netherlands have already set 
up a plan for banning the sale of traditional vehicles. Because the sales of traditional 
fuel vehicles are limited, the recent focus has shifted to new energy vehicles. Based on 
the Electric Vehicles Outlook 2021 published by BloombergNEF, passenger electric 
vehicle (EV) sales reached 3.1 million in 2020 and the sales of EV will continue to rise 
increasingly in the future, it is likely to reach 4 million in 2025, for instance [4].

At present, the development of new energy vehicles mainly focuses on electric 
vehicles. Based on the power source, electric vehicles are divided into three categories, 
battery electric vehicles (BEVs), hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), and fuel cell vehicles 
(FCEVs) [5]. BEV technology uses a battery to drive an electric motor to generate 
power. Because there is no intervention of the internal combustion engine, it creates 
an environment where harmful gasses have zero emission during the working process. 
The increasingly popular kinetic energy recovery system (KERS) can use the brakes 
to charge the battery during driving, thereby expanding the drive range. HEVs rely on 
the work of both internal combustion engines and electric motors. HEVs have smaller 
engines than conventional cars, so it provides better fuel economy, effectively reduc-
ing the emissions of harmful gasses. FCEVs have not started in most countries due 
to some problems such as their high cost and immature technology. In the U.S., for 
example, the total sales of hydrogen FCEVs declined 12% to 2089 in 2019 [6].

Previous research and investigation showed that the increase in EVs, HEVs, and 
necessary power auxiliary facilities established on the basis of related policies can 
effectively reduce the emissions of harmful gasses and greenhouse gasses [7, 8]. 
However, the battery’s limited temperature range and endurance has hindered the 
development of EVs and HEVs, which can only be realized by effectively improving 
the performance of battery pack and a large part of the improvement of the battery 
performance depends on thermal management.

2. Lithium batteries

Electric energy storage system (storage battery) is the energy storage component of 
EVs and HEVs, which determines the driving range of a vehicle. While using, storage 
batteries experience thousands of times of charging and discharging. Different types 
of batteries have various performances in energy density, battery life, and heat release.

EVs and HEVs have many types of batteries to choose from, such as nickel 
 cadmium batteries, lead-acid batteries, and lithium batteries. Among them, lithium 
battery has higher energy density and stronger power than the others, which is why it 
has become the best choice of EVs and HEVs energy storage spare parts [9].

In respect of the low cost, cruising range, and safety requirements of EVs, lithium 
batteries are constantly innovating and developing. Current lithium battery cathode 
materials mainly contain lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2), lithium manganese oxide 
(LiMn2O4), lithium nickel cobalt manganese oxide (LiNiMnCoO2 or NMC), lithium 
iron phosphate (LiFePO4), etc. LiCoO2 is gradually being replaced by LiMn2O4 
because of its short life, low thermal stability, and limited load. LiMn2O4 battery has a 
three-dimensional spinel structure, so it has the advantages of high stability and high 
safety. However, the disadvantage is that the charge and discharge cycle life is limited. 
Therefore, LiCoO2 and LiMn2O4 batteries are no longer used in the mainstream 
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electric vehicle field. NMC batteries are composed of three active metals, nickel, 
cobalt, and manganese, mixed in different proportions to achieve large capacity, high 
load, and long life. It also has good overall performance and the lowest self-heating 
rate in the current battery technology, making it suitable as an energy storage unit 
for EVs. LiFePO4 battery has been used as a substitute for lead-acid battery for a long 
time and has become the energy storage unit of EVs. LiFePO4 has good electrochemi-
cal performance and low resistance. Its advantages include good thermal stability and 
safety, and long cycle of charge discharge under high rated current. Lithium titanate 
battery replaces the graphite in the anode of a typical lithium-ion battery and forms 
a spinel structure. The cathode of the battery can be LiMn2O4 or NMC. Lithium tita-
nate batteries have outstanding performance in terms of safety, low temperature and 
longevity, but the disadvantage is the high cost and low capacitance. The properties 
of lithium batteries with different cathode materials are illustrated in Table 1 [10, 11]. 
The types of anode materials are mainly divided into two categories, carbon-based 
and non-carbon-based. Carbon-based materials include graphite, carbon fiber, carbon 
nanotubes, graphene, etc. and non-carbon-based materials primarily include nitrides, 
tin-based materials, silicon-based materials, etc. Silicon-based and carbon-based 
materials are now considered to be the most promising anode materials.

When the actual vehicle is running, the operating temperature range of the battery 
pack is much wider than the optimal temperature range. The charging and discharging 
of the battery generates a lot of heat [12]. The temperature being too high or too low will 
affect the efficiency and life of lithium battery charging and discharging cycles and cause 
safety issues [13]. The battery pack is composed of several lithium batteries in series and 
parallel. Due to the uneven heat dissipation inside, the temperature of a certain area will 
be higher than the others, resulting in differences in the work efficiency and lifespan 
of individual lithium batteries inside the battery pack. Therefore, the battery thermal 
management system is an important part of the whole battery power system. It uses air 
cooling, liquid cooling, phase change materials, and other technologies to control the 
internal temperature of the battery pack under the strategy of the electronic control unit, 
so as to improve the working efficiency of the battery pack and prolong its operation.

3. PCM composites

The preparation of carbon-based PCM composite is divided into four steps, 
shown as the diagram in Figure 1 [14]. To start with, myristic acid (MA) is heated 

Battery types Specific energy 
(electric capacity) 

(Wh/Kg)

Charge 
rate (C)

Discharge 
rate (C)

Cycle life Thermal 
runaway (°C)

LiCoO2 150–200 0.7–1 1 500–1000 150

LiMn2O4 100–150 0.7–1 1 300–700 250

LiNiMnCoO2 150–220 0.7–1 1 1000–2000 210

LiFePO4 90–120 1 1 1000–2000 270

LiNiCoAlO2 200–260 0.7 1 500 150

Li4Ti5O12 50–80 1–5 10 3000–7000 —

Table 1. 
Properties of lithium batteries with different cathode materials [10, 11].
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above 70°C and melted completely for 10minutes [14]. Subsequently, carbon-based 
nanoparticles are added to MA while magnetic stirring for 30 minutes. Following 
this, the material needs ultrasonic vibration for 1 hour. After cooling down to room 
temperature, carbon-based PCM composite is prepared.

Reviewing the characteristics of the material mainly requires morphology analysis 
and chemical interaction examination. Specifically, the Scanning Electron Machine 
(SEM) is used to observe the microstructures of carbon-based PCM composite 
and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is employed to investigate 
the interaction between carbon additives and PCM. Thermophysical properties of 
the composite such as thermal conductivity is measured by thermal conductivity 
meter TC 300E. The relationship between enthalpy and temperature is explored by 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and the relationship between materials 
mass and temperature is examined via thermo gravimetric analysis.

Compared with the traditional air cooling system and liquid cooling system, the 
phase change material has the advantages such as simple structure, uniform tempera-
ture control, and no additional energy consumption. Its principle is to use the phase 
change process of the material at a specific temperature to absorb the heat energy 
generated by the battery in order to control the temperature. During the phase transi-
tion, though the temperature is constant or the temperature change range is small, it 
can absorb or release a large amount of latent heat [15]. Because the melting point of 
PCM is almost equal to the operating temperature, how to choose PCMs depends on 
the operating temperature of the lithium battery placed in the battery pack. The phase 
change temperature of PCMs that are generally used for battery thermal management 
is mainly concentrated at 30–50°C, and the temperature above 65°C or below 0°C 
has obvious adverse effects on its performance [16]. As the power of the battery pack 
increases, the volume and calorific value of the battery also rise, so the phase change 
material also needs to possess higher thermal conductivity and higher latent heat per 
unit mass to improve the optimal temperature control time. Moreover, PCMs should 
have other properties, such as the stable thermal cycle life, low density, safe, and 
non-toxic and inert chemical components, etc. PCMs can be roughly divided into two 
categories, organic materials and inorganic materials. Table 2 shows the advantages 
and disadvantages of the two types of PCMs [17].

El Idi et al. focused their study on the topic concerning Li-ion cell thermal behav-
ior and the optimization of a passive thermal management system utilizing a PCM-
Metal Foam composite [18]. The material they used involved an aluminum foam/
paraffin RT27 composite and Li-ion 18,650 cell, which was kept below 27°C. To test 
the efficiency of the passive thermal management system, they developed a two-
dimensional numerical model, building on the enthalpy-porosity model and non-
equilibrium equation. According to the results, they concluded that several factors 

Figure 1. 
Semantic diagram of sample preparation process [14].
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including current rate, duration charge and discharge cycle, and ambient temperature 
influence the temperature of the cell surface. Although in the solid–liquid phase 
change stage, the PCM absorbed the heat produced by the cell in latent form, its effi-
ciency was restricted by PCM’s low thermal conductivity. To increase the efficiency of 
the thermal management of a Li-ion cell, an aluminum foam can be added. They also 
pointed out that the temperature of the cell surface was not significantly affected by 
an excessive amount of PCM added.

Heyhat et al. compared different composites used in the battery thermal manage-
ment system, including PCM and porous metal foam, PCM and nanoparticles, and 
PCM and fin [19]. The PCM used was n-eicosane and its properties are shown in 
Table 3. From the table, it could be said that the melting temperature of n-eicosane 
was 309.55 K. The initial temperature of the battery was 298.15 K was reasonably 
assumed. The metal foam, nanoparticles, and fins were copper. In 4.6 W and 9.2 W 
heat generation rates, adding nanoparticles to PCM insignificantly affected the 
performance of the system. Contrasting nanoparticles with fins somehow improved 
the performance with three fins performing better than 5 fins. Among these three 
composites, the combination of metal foam and PCM performed more efficiently, 
resulting in the decline of battery mean temperature by 4 to 6 K.

Karimi et al. studied the performance of thermal battery management systems 
after adding metal matrix and metal nanoparticles including Cu, Ag, and Fe3O4 to 
paraffin composite PCM [20]. The results showed that the addition of both metal 
matrix and metal nanoparticles improved thermal conductivity. Among these metal 
nanoparticles, Ag nanoparticles had the best performance. Particularly, it had the 
lowest body temperature, while metal matrix-PCM composite achieved the least 
temperature difference.

Jilte et al. used nano-enhanced PCM arranged in trans-radial and trans-axial 
multi-layer to enhance heat transfer [21]. The trans-radial configuration was a cell in 
two coaxial cylindrical containers, where PCM1 and PCM2 were filled in the contain-
ers adjacent to each cell respectively, whereas equal volume PCM1 and PCM2 were 
arranged in trans-axial configuration. To accommodate the same volume of PCM1 
and PCM2, the trans-axial structure was preferred for battery modules. Two dif-
ferent arrangements were employed in this study, a two-layer 7 × 7 × 1 arrangement 
consisted of seven battery cells, seven nePCM1 containers, and one nePCM2 con-
tainer, and a two-layer 7 × 1 × 1 arrangement comprised of seven cells, one nePCM1 

Pros Cons

Organic 
PCMs

Wide distribution of phase transition 
temperatures

Low latent heat of phase per unit volume

No supercooling and phase separation Low thermal conductivity in solid state

Chemically and thermally stable Volume changes during phase transition

Good compatibility with traditional materials

Inorganic 
PCMs

High latent heat of phase per unit volume Severe supercooling problems and prone to 
phase separation

High thermal conductivity Corrosive and thermally unstable

No volume change during phase transition

Table 2. 
The advantages and disadvantages of the two types of PCMs [17].
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container, and one nePCM2 container, as shown in Figure 2. In order to improve 
thermal conductivity, nanoparticles Al2O3 were doped with PCM1 Na2SO4∙H2O 
and PCM2 eicosane. Their thermophysical properties are illustrated in Table 4. As 
shown in the table, under the same melting temperature, Na2SO4∙H2O and eicosane 
had high thermal conductivity, which were preferred in the experiment. Based on the 
experiment conducted under the condition where the battery was at a 3C discharge 
rate and the ambient temperature was 30°C, they found that the 7 × 7 × 1 configura-
tion was more efficient compared to 7 × 1 × 1 arrangement for improved battery 
cooling and the container next to the battery surfaces should be filled with nePCMs 
with a smaller value of melting temperature.

Lv et al. developed a novel material, a nanosilica (NS)-enhanced composite PCM 
(CPCM-NS), to overcome the obstacles such as PCM leakage and volume changes pre-
sented by many PCM cooling technologies [22]. This kind of composite is anti-leakage 
and anti-volume-change as NS has nanoscale pores that absorb liquid paraffin, which 
prevents PCM leakage and diminish volume change. CPCM-NS was prepared through 
melting paraffin in an oil bath at 85°C for an hour and adding different amounts of 
NS, 7 wt% EG, and 30 wt% low density polyethylene to the paraffin respectively. The 
entire preparation process is shown in the form of a diagram in Figure 3. It could be 
concluded from the results that CPCM-NS helped the battery achieve better cool-
ing efficiency and durability. At the first, second, fourth, sixth, and eighth charge 
and discharge cycle, the maximum temperatures of CPCM-NS with 5.5 wt% of NS 
reached were 1.6, 2.4, 4.5, 5.3, and 5.9 lower than CPCM without NS. For the remain-
ing cycles, the temperature difference was 6.22 ± 0.05°C.

Wei et al. chose cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs), graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs), 
and polyethylene glycol (PEG) as their PCM composite for GNPs offered thermally 
conductive path and CNCs restricted the leakage of PEG in the phase change pro-
cess [23]. 8 wt% CNC was added to the composite, while four different types of 
GNP were added, 0.5 wt%, 1 wt%, 2 wt%, and 4 wt%. When GNPs were at 4 wt%, 
the enthalpy of the composite was 145.4 J/g and the thermal conductivity was 
2.018 + −0.067 W/m K, proving that CNC enhanced the composite’s enthalpy even 
when the thermal conductivity remained high. Additionally, this type of composite 

Figure 2. 
7 × 7 × 1 and 7 × 1 × 1 arrangement [21].
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displayed outstanding light to heat and electricity to heat energy conversion abilities 
based on the fact that the composite had high latent heat and retention rate.

Zhang et al. utilized kaolin, EG, and paraffin as PCM composite [24]. Among 
these three materials, kaolin and EG had different percentages. Their properties are 
shown in Table 5. The latent heat of these materials did not differentiate greatly from 
one to another considering the invariance of the mass fraction of paraffin. It was 
found that the bigger amount of EG is needed for a higher thermal conductivity of the 
composite and K20 and K15E were not desirable materials for they showed paraffin 
leakage. Despite the same thermal conductivity it had as K10E10, K8E12 was not 
selected due to the high cost and inadequate availability. Thus, K10E10 was used as 
the suitable material. The results indicated that the maximum temperature decreased 
by 13.4% at 2C discharge rate, 20.76% at 3C, and 27.74% at 4C under 26–28°C. The 
temperature difference was maintained at 4.04°C at 4C discharge rate, lower than the 
temperate difference when PCM was not used.

Lv et al. created serpentine CPCM (S-CPCM) plates to enhance secondary heat 
dissipation capability [25]. In doing so, the S-CPCM plates provide a larger surface 
area and more air flow channels. The S-CPCM plates utilized 5 wt% of expanded 
graphite and low-density polyethylene (LDPE) of differentiated wt%, ranging from 
0 to 25wt%, which was added to the resultant CPCM. The properties including, 

Figure 3. 
Schematic diagram for the preparation of NS-enhanced CPCMs [22].

Melting onset 
(°C)

Peak temperature 
(°C)

Latent heat 
(J/g)

K20 (20 wt% kaolin) 39.08 42.26 158.14

K15E5 (15 wt% kaolin, 5 wt% EG) 37.66 42.15 160.57

K12E8 (12 wt% kaolin, 8 wt% EG) 37.72 41.81 162.66

K10E10 (10 wt% kaolin, 10 wt% EG) 37.87 41.64 165.21

K8E12 (8 wt% kaolin, 12 wt% EG) 38.04 41.51 169.55

Table 5. 
Properties of kaolin, EG, and paraffin composite [24].
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the onset melting temperature, latent heat, and bending strength are indicated in 
Table 6. Based on the properties, S-CPCM-25% was eventually chosen for construct-
ing the S-CPCM module for that S-CPCM-25% had suitable onset melting tempera-
ture, thermal conductivity, latent heat, and bending strength compared to S-CPCM 
of other types. The results from the experiment demonstrated that the S-CPCM 
structure effectively reduced the weight of the CPCM module by approximately 70% 
and provided larger heat exchange surface and more air convection channels, imply-
ing that the S-CPCM module performed better in heat dissipation than the traditional 
CPCM module. The positive aspect of the S-CPCM module provided a potential PCM 
cooling structure for lightweight battery modules.

Ling et al. applied a 60 wt% RT44HC/expanded graphite (EG) composite and a 
60 wt% RT44HC/fumed silica composite to investigate the performance of these two 
materials at 5 and −10°C [26]. RT44HC is an organic PCM produced by Rubitherm 
Technologies GmbH (Rubitherm, n.d.). Its properties and the two composite materi-
als’ properties are included in Table 7, which showed similar phase change tempera-
ture and phase change enthalpy of the composites, but different thermal conductivity 
of them. The battery pack is composed of 20 cells and discharged at 0.5C, 1C, 1,5C, 
and 2C over 20 charge–discharge cycles. It was found that PCMs were effective in 
keeping the battery pack from cooling too fast. The RT44HC/fumed silica composite 
was superior in extending the cooling period to the RT44HC/EG composite. However, 
it was not suitable for a multi-cell battery pack for its low thermal conductivity 
contributed to a higher than 12°C temperature difference and a high voltage differ-
ence between battery cells. The RT44HC/EG composite was also successful in inhibit-
ing battery overheat. They found the maximum temperature difference was 6°C. 
Furthermore, the RT44HC/EG composite improved temperature uniformity, further 
reducing the voltage differences.

Hussain et al. combined paraffin, chosen as their PCM, with graphene coated 
nickel (GcN) foam to study thermal management systems [27]. Four other materials 
were also compared including nickel foam, paraffin wax, GcN foam, and nickel foam 
saturated with paraffin. Among these materials, under 1.7A discharge current, GcN 
foam decreased the temperature rise of battery surface 17% compared to nickel foam. 
This novel material also improved the thermal conductivity. The results showed that 

Base 
PCM

Nanoparticles Composite PCM Melting 
temperature 

(°C)

Latent heat 
(J/kg)

The PCM composed by hexadecane stearic acid and paraffin(11:1) 49.6 187.6

S-CPCM+0% (low-density polyethylene) 49.6 172

S-CPCM+3.5% (low-density 
polyethylene+3.5%Expanded graphite)

49.8 157.1

S-CPCM+10.5% (low-density 
polyethylene+10.5%Expanded graphite)

50.2 142.2

S-CPCM+17.5% (low-density 
polyethylene+17.5%Expanded graphite)

50.1 130.1

S-CPCM+25% (low-density 
polyethylene+25%Expanded graphite)

50.3 119.4

Table 6. 
Properties of S-CPCM of different composite [25].
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the thermal conductivity of paraffin was improved by 23 times whereas that was 
improved by 6 times when using the nickel foam. Figure 4 evidently showcases these 
results. Moreover, compared to pure paraffin, GcN foam’s latent heat declined by 30% 
and its specific heat declined by 34%.

Wu et al. developed a battery thermal management system using thermally 
induced flexible composite PCM (FCPCM) [28]. FCPCM is composed of paraffin, 
olefin block copolymer (OBC), and EG. OBC and EG were mixed with paraffin 
correspondingly and their properties are illustrated in Table 8. Their properties 
suggested a good compatibility of these three materials as their enthalpy was close 
to the theoretical values. Since the storage modulus decreased from 1081 to 63.9 MPa 
when temperature rose from 25–60°C, FCPCM has good compatibility and flexibility. 
When the battery is discharged to 0%, the temperature of FCPCM reaches 43.4°C 
at 2.5C, 28.8°C lower compared to PCM were not used. This being said, the battery 
thermal management system with FCPCM performed well at thermal control, which 
was a result of low thermal contact resistance between the battery and FCPCM. 
Additionally, the results also suggested that FCPCM had lower temperature difference 
within the acceptable range and long-time function of latent heat.

Base 
PCM

Composite 
PCMs

Phase change 
temperature 

(°C)

Specific 
heat 

capacity 
(J/g/°C)

Thermal 
conductivity 
(W/(m K))

Phase 
change 

enthalpy 
(J/g)

RT44HC 43.1 2.5 0.24 232.0

60 wt% 
RT44HC/EG

42.8 2.4 9.57 134.3

60 wt% 
RT44HC/

fumed silica

41.5 0.8 0.18 133.4

Table 7. 
Properties of RT44HC, 60 wt% RT44HC/EG composite, and 60 wt% RT44HC/fumed silica composite [26].

Figure 4. 
Thermal conductivity (at 25°C) and latent heat paraffin composites [27].
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Miers and Marconnet designed PCM heat sinks with three kinds of PCM compos-
ites for enhanced passive thermal management [29]. The PCMs were chosen based 
on their thermophysical properties such as melting temperature, thermal conductiv-
ity, and heat capacity. Eventually, PT42 supplied by PureTemp, PT 68 supplied by 
PureTemp, and S70 supplied by PlusICE were selected by PCM Products Ltd., n.d.; 
PureTemp LLC, n.d.). These materials’ properties are shown in Table 9. In the table, 
an important property called figure of merit (FoMq) was included for it indicated 
the storage potential and the easiness of heat to be added or removed when selecting 
the PCM. It can be seen that S70 had the highest FoMq, suggesting it might be a more 
suitable material for the PCM. Based on the results, it was concluded that the isokite 
package design and S70 performed the best among other composites. In particular, at 
7.5 W cm−2 heat flux, this design extended the time spent on reaching 95°C by 36.2% 
compared to S70 with a solid package. Furthermore, the weight of this design was 
17.3% less than the solid aluminum package.

Zhang et al. developed an innovative flame-retarded composite comprised of 
paraffin, EG, ammonium polyphosphate (APP), red phosphorus (RP), and epoxy 
resin (ER) [30]. At a 3C discharge rate under 25°C, the composite reduced the peak 
temperature by 44.7% and 30.1% and controlled the maximum temperature differ-
ence within 1.36°C. Under high temperature of 45°C, the temperature uniformity was 
maintained within 5 °C. These results suggested that this novel composite PCM had 
outstanding thermophysical properties, improving the effectiveness of the thermal 
management system.

Huang et al. utilized Styrene butadiene styrene (SBS), paraffin, and aluminum 
nitride (AlN) as PCM composite to study the battery thermal management sys-
tem [31]. Five types of composites with different ratios of paraffin, SBS, and AlN 
were compared. Based on the properties of different materials shown in Table 10, 
CPCM#3 was selected as it had better flexibility, smaller temperature difference and 
higher thermal conductivity, enhancing the temperature uniformity. Out of the three 
materials of the PCM composite, SBS has a unique structure to support the compos-
ite, AlN contributes to the stability and thermal conductivity of the composite, and 
paraffin has high latent heat. At 3C discharge rate, the maximum temperature reached 
was 42.4°C and the temperature difference was 9.2°C. Compared to other types of 
the composites, CPCM#3 helped the maximum temperature stay at 48.4°C at 3C 
discharge rate after nine cycles, and the temperate difference was 8.7°C, suggesting it 
had better heat dissipation performance and temperature uniformity.

Yan et al. focused specifically on the performance of paraffin and EG PCM com-
posite [32]. Three types of paraffin wax of different phase change temperatures were 
used in the experiment and their properties are illustrated in Table 11. Their different 
properties gave rise to their different thermal performances. The results indicated 
that the PCM system had better cooling performance than the natural convection 
system especially when the cycling rate was high since the PCM composite absorbed a 

Phase change 
temperature (°C)

Thermal conductivity 
(W m−1 K−1)

Phase change enthalpy 
(J kg−1)

PA and OBC 39.82 0.45 200.6

PA, OBC, and EG 39.50 2.34 185.4

Table 8. 
Properties of PA and OBC composite and PA, OBC, and EG composite [28].
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substantial amount of heat throughout the phase change period. The researchers also 
found out that RT45 had better performance in the dynamic cycling, so the optimal 
phase change temperature of PCM composite was 45°C. The cooling performance of 
the PCM composite could be further improved by increasing the laying-aside time.

4. The combination of air cooling and liquid cooling

Malik el al. conducted a study to compare a thermal management system using 
phase change composite material with no cooling and liquid cooling system [33]. 
Graphene was combined with PCM to increase its thermal conductivity. The battery 
back consisted of LiFePO4 prismatic cells that were charged at 1C and discharged 
at 1C, 2C, 3C, and 4C. The results showed that the temperature gradient was sig-
nificantly lower when the thermal management system contained phase change 
composite material compared to no cooling and liquid cooling. Specifically, the 
temperature declined by 20°C at a 4C discharge rate when 6 mm thick phase change 
composite plates were used. At a 1C discharge rate, the temperature decreased about 
4°C, from 33.5°C to 29.1°C. These results implied that the thermal management sys-
tem using phase change composite material could maintain the battery temperature 
in a certain range.

Yang et al. proposed a thermal model to evaluate the performance of the PCM/
liquid combined cooling system with start-stop control [34]. To be specific, they 
calculated the battery heat generation by a semi-empirical equation and compared 

Thermal 
conductivity (W/

m∙K)

Phase transition 
temperature (Tp) (°C)

Phase change 
enthalpy (∆H) (J/g)

CPCM#0 (50% paraffin, 
50% SBS, and 0% AlN)

0.26 47.58 78.07

CPCM#1 (45% paraffin, 
50% SBS, and 5% AlN)

0.38 48.32 76.83

CPCM#2 (40% paraffin, 
50% SBS, and 10% AlN)

0.47 48.47 73.98

CPCM#3 (35% paraffin, 
50% SBS, and 15% AlN)

0.51 46.82 57.06

CPCM#4 (30% paraffin, 
50% SBS, and 20% AlN)

0.53 45.88 39.11

Table 10. 
Properties of CPCM#0, CPCM#1, CPCM#2, CPCM#3, CPCM#4 [31].

Phase change temperature (°C) Thermal conductivity (W/m∙K) Latent heat (kJ/kg)

RT36 36 0.37 21.4

RT45 45 0.22 111.3

RT58 58 0.16 163.3

Table 11. 
Properties of RT36, RT45, and RT58 [32].
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the cooling effects in different cooling schemes. Three factors including the PCM 
thickness, the channel width, and the coolant flow rate influenced the cooling effects. 
With respect to the thickness of PCM, due to the performance of huge latent heat and 
approximately isothermal phase change process, a reasonably thick PCM layer could 
improve the heat dissipation capacity of the cooling system and the temperature 
uniformity within the battery pack. The thickness of the PCM layer they chose was 
1.5 mm for that not only could it enhance the cooling effects, but it could meet the 
premise of the energy density. The PCM/liquid coupled system they proposed was 
superior to the traditional liquid cooling system in terms of the start-stop frequency, 
the parasitic energy consumption, and the temperature control reliability. It reduced 
the start-stop frequency less than half, saving the power dissipation and reducing the 
pumping power consumption by at 60%. Additionally, the PCM layer had the early 
warning function, which allowed the PCM/liquid system to control the battery 
temperature better than the traditional liquid cooling scheme.

Akabarzadeh et al. proposed a new concept of an innovative liquid cooling plate 
for thermal management of Li-ion batteries by incorporating a phase change material 
inside [35]. The geometrical model of the plate is illustrated in Figure 5. The cool-
ing plate the researchers utilized was hybrid as it offered active and passive cooling 
methods. In addition, the hybrid liquid cooling plate was 36% lighter than a traditional 
aluminum liquid cooling plate of equivalent volume and had the capability of slowing 
the temperature loss during the cold stop via heating solution. Through testing the 
prototype of the hybrid liquid cooling plate, it was found that compared to an alumi-
num plate, the hybrid liquid cooling plate lowered up to 30% of energy consumption 
of the pump for circulating the coolant. Not only did the hybrid liquid cooling plate 
increase the temperature uniformity, it could effectively reduce a fast temperature drop 
of the cooling plate, which further decreased the energy required for the active heating 
process after short-term parking. Therefore, the hybrid liquid cooling plate with light-
weight structure can be a promising candidate for electric vehicle battery packs.

Chen et al. developed a hybrid-PCM-liquid cooling system to study a Li-ion 
 battery module under fast charging [36]. The experiment was conducted under 25°C 

Figure 5. 
Geometrical model of the liquid cooling plate [35].
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and under 2C, 2.5C, and 3C fast charging rates, pure PCM, pure liquid, and hybrid-
PCM-liquid cooling performance were investigated. Except for this, how the thickness 
of PCM and liquid coolant flow influenced the cooling effect was also analyzed. The 
results showed that temperature rise or distribution did not help improve each incre-
ment of PCM thickness and thick PCM affected the effectiveness of natural convec-
tion between the battery cell and the environment. Moreover, the attempt to achieve 
the optimization of thermal performance cannot be completed through the highest 
coolant flow rate and the thickest PCM. In contrast to pure PCM cooling systems and 
pure liquid cooling systems, hybrid-PCM-liquid cooling systems are capable of reach-
ing temperature rise and distribution of acceptable range. Particularly, under 3C fast 
charging, 0.65 mm PCM and 54 mL/min coolant flow rate could enable the hybrid 
cooling system to achieve optimization and control the energy consumption within a 
suitable range.

Cao et al. combined PCM with delayed liquid cooling technology to achieve high 
temperature uniformity during high discharge rate [37]. The results showed that the 
delayed liquid cooling strategy decreased the temperature and temperature dif-
ference. It could even save energy consumption by shortening the period of liquid 
cooling. At 4C discharge rate with a cooling flow rate of 40 L/h, this design performed 
better than traditional strategy with continued liquid cooling.

Zhang et al. created a battery thermal management system with the combination 
of PCM and liquid cooling, taking advantage of the heat dissipation function this 
hybrid system presented [38]. They found that the PCM prevented thermal runaway 
diffusion under extreme conditions and the liquid cooling system effectively trans-
mitted the heat PCM absorbed.

Wang et al. used different wt% OP28E nano-emulsions for a liquid cooling 
thermal management system. The results showed that the 10% OP28E nano-emulsion 
performed better than water and the increased mass fraction of OP28E resulted 
in decreased maximum temperature and maximum temperature difference [39]. 
Moreover, these two features were also related to the increase in coolant flow rate.

Fan et al. studied air cooling systems by adding metal fins to the PCM systems to 
enhance thermal control of the battery [40]. They found that the application of fins 
increased the working time of the battery by 98.4% compared to the battery-PCM 
system. Even under circumstances where the ambient temperature was high, the safe 
operation time of the system improved by 1.48 times for 20°C, 1.49 times for 30°C, 
and 1.81 times for 40°C.

Lv et al. employed EG, paraffin, and low density polyethylene (LDPE) coupled 
with low fins to improve the issues of traditional battery thermal management 
regarding PCM leakage and low surface heat transfer capability [41]. The LDPE-
enhanced composite PCM (L-CPCM) was prepared via melting paraffin in an oil bath 
at 60°C for half an hour and adding EG, LDPE to the paraffin. Their properties are 
shown in Table 12. It was found that the thermal conductivity of L-CPCM is much 
higher than that of paraffin and its latent heat decreased greatly with the existence of 
EG and LDPE. Not only does L-CPCM have better bending strength, impact strength, 
and Shore hardness, but it performs well at heat dissipation. At 3.5C discharge rate, 
the maximum temperature of L-CPCM coupled with fins could remain below 50°C 
and the temperature difference was 5°C, while that L-CPCM without fins stayed up 
to 52.6°C and the temperature difference was 5.7°C. Thus, L-CPCM with fins could 
enhance the surface heat transfer capability.

Jiang et al. designed a battery pack with EG and paraffin composite as PCM 
coupled with a forced air cooling system, which consisted of aluminum tubes, baffles 
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and a shell [42]. The results indicated that the EG and paraffin composite reduced 
the temperature rising at 5C discharge rate and maintained the maximum tempera-
ture difference within 1 to 2 °C. The baffles applied improved the efficiency of heat 
transfer and the interaction of fluid by changing the air fluid flow direction.

Wu et al. studied the performance of PCM coupled with an air cooling system by 
using a heat pipe [43]. The forced art convection allowed the highest temperature to 
reach below 50°C at 5C discharge rate and the temperature difference to vary less. 
Moreover, the addition of a heat pipe significantly reduced the temperature compared 
to the usage of PCM only. Even after the first cycle, this module was able to maintain a 
stable stage with the same temperature profile as the first one.

Chen et al. investigated the influence of heat pipes and the thickness of PCM on 
the battery thermal management system [44]. They found that increased thickness of 
PCM and latent heat decreased the maximum temperature but increased the tempera-
ture difference. The heat dissipation could be improved via increasing the equivalent 
thermal conductivity of the heat pipe and reducing the temperature at start. The 
optimization of PCM’s thickness could effectively improve the performance of the 
system without expanding the system volume.

Huang et al. investigated the performance of three battery thermal management 
system modules, including pure PCM, PCM coupled with air cooling, and PCM 
coupled with liquid cooling [45]. The results showed better performance of PCM 
coupled with a liquid cooling system than the other two modules. It was especially 
able to maintain the highest temperature at 50°C at 3C discharge rate and a lower 
temperature difference, which indicated it had outstanding temperature control 
and balance.

5. Conclusion

This paper discusses the classification, advantages, and disadvantages of lithium 
battery technology for electric vehicles, as well as the current status and application 
prospects of BTMS technology for composite phase change materials. The following 
conclusions have been drawn:

• At present, liFePO4 batteries are currently the most suitable batteries for electric 
vehicles. Lithium titanate batteries have excellent performance in terms of safety, 
low temperature, service life, etc. If there is a breakthrough in the improvement 
of its permittivity in the future, it will become the most promising lithium-ion 
battery.

Density 
(g cm−3)

Thermal 
conductivity 
(W m−1 K−1)

Specific heat 
capacity 

(J g−1 K−1)

Latent 
heat 

(J g−1)

Phase change 
temperature 

(°C)

Paraffin 0.910 0.16 2.68 182 44.0–50.2

EG 0.230 8.0 0.71 — —

LDPE 0.925 0.30 2.30 — —

L-CPCM 0.856 1.38 2.48 87.4 44.5–50.2

Table 12. 
Properties of paraffin, EG, LDPE, and L-CPCM [41].
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• The use of composite PCM is currently the most potential thermal management 
technology for batteries. The fusion of carbon nanotubes and other composite 
materials can solve the problem of low thermal conductivity and the combined 
cooling technology can solve the issues of latent heat and thermal conductiv-
ity. The technology regarding the fusion of nanoparticles, such as silica, has 
also brought progress in properties including anti-leakage and reduced volume 
changes in phase transitions. However, there is still room for improvement in the 
compatibility of composite materials and stability in cyclic testing.

• To improve the thermal conductivity of PCMs, carbon materials could be added. 
However, carbon-based PCM composites tend to have relatively low latent heat 
compared to PCMs. Therefore, factors such as the pore size and mass fraction 
should be taken into consideration when balancing the thermal conductivity and 
latent heat of carbon-based PCM composites.

• There are various ways to enhance the performance of the battery thermal man-
agement systems, for example, the use of PCM and heat pipe, and air or liquid 
cooling techniques. PCM, heat pipe, and liquid cooling techniques are more 
efficient than air-forced systems. On the other hand, liquid cooling is difficult to 
maintain and has a short life of only 3 to 5 years. In terms of the cost, the applica-
tion of a heat pipe costs more than that of PCMs. That being said, PCM is a better 
choice to promote the performance of the battery management systems.

Abbreviations

AIN Aluminum nitride
APP Ammonium polyphosphate
BEVs Battery electric vehicles
BTMS Battery thermal management system
CNCs Cellulose nanocrystals
EG Expanded graphite
EVs Electric vehicles
ER Epoxy resin
FCEVs Fuel cell vehicles
FCPCM Flexible composite PCM
GNPs Graphene nanoplatelets
HEVs Hybrid electric vehicles
KERS Kinetic energy recovery system
LDPE Low density polyethylene
NS Nanosilica
OBC Olefin block copolymer
PCM Phase change material
PEG Polyethylene glycol
RP Red phosphorus
SBS Styrene butadiene styrene
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Chapter 5

Phase Transformation Processes in
the Active Material of Lead-acid
Batteries
Alberto F. Romero and Pilar Ocón

Abstract

The good performance of a lead-acid battery (LAB) is defined by the good practice
in the production. During this entire process, PbO and other additives will be mixed at
set conditions in the massing procedure. Consequently, an active material mainly
composed of unreacted PbO, lead sulfate crystals, and amorphous species will be
obtained. Later, the same mass will be pasted on the grids and the curing step will be
performed. In this way, the previous pasted mass will be modified and a new hard
porous structure will be formed in the active material. Furthermore, this structure will
be bounded to the grid through a corrosion layer. Thus, the formed plate will be
conducted to the following soaking and formation procedures. In these manufacturing
steps, thanks to the major role of H2SO4, the active non-conductive material will be
transformed into an electrically conductive element. Therefore, the prior compounds
(PbO and lead sulfate crystals) will be converted to new phases: Pb or oxidized to
PbO2 on the negative and positive plate, respectively. Because of the importance of the
previous phase transformations, new advanced designs are focused on the internal
structure of the active material to improve the LAB performance.

Keywords: lead-acid battery, curing process, formation process, Pb nanoparticles

1. Introduction

Lead-acid batteries (LABs) are supported by a large and well-organized network of
suppliers and manufacturers. Additionally, in terms of market, this type of device is
recognized as the leader for automotive batteries and the second most important for
industrial batteries. Nowadays, the systems known as advanced LABs are commonly
used for commercial and domestic purposes. On the other hand, distinct technologies
are found in LABs, such as the flooded or the valve-regulated sealed (VRLA) ones.
Furthermore, two types of grating are manufactured either the flat pasted one or the
tubular one. Unlike a standard battery, the negative plate of an advanced battery is
modified in several ways. Thus, the plate can be composed of the active material and a
supercapacitor (active carbon covering) or directly composed of a single
supercapacitor. In addition to the supercapacitor, the carbon compounds are also used
as negative plate additives in small contents. Nevertheless, the composition of the
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positive plate for either standard or advanced LABs is practically the same. Another
interesting point about the LABs is their remarkable sustainability. Because 60% of
world production is formed by batteries build through recycled lead [1].

The battery performance is very influenced by the several phase changes in the
active material. These changes are mainly caused and controlled by the manufacturing
steps. Therefore, the LAB manufacturing process is so important.

In the first production step, the PbO powder is used as a precursor compound and
it is massed with other additives. As a note, the PbO specie can be found as a mixture
of two polymorphic structures (α PbO and β PbO). Therefore, when the massing
procedure is finished, new compounds are formed (lead sulfate crystals and amor-
phous species). As soon as the grids are pasted, the curing step is carried out. As a
result, the hard porous structure of the mass is built. Once the plates are cured, they
are formed. Nevertheless, there is a previous procedure where the cured plates are
soaked in H2SO4 for a long period of time. Thus, the internal pores of the active
material are filled with acid and several transformations into the active material are
found. Finally, in the last step, the formation is developed to obtain electrically
conductive plates. Hence, the negative plate is mainly composed of Pb and the posi-
tive plate of a mixture of α and β PbO2, being the β phase more stable in acidic media.

After this entire process, the LAB can be used for a specific application. Therefore,
during the battery lifetime, different reactions are performed by charge and discharge
processes. The main ones are defined by the following systems: PbO2/ PbSO4 (positive
plate) and Pb/PbSO4 (negative plate). Nevertheless, these systems are followed by
another secondary process. Some of them are the sulfation, the water consumption,
and the self-discharge. Furthermore, in some cases, a battery failure can be originated
from these secondary reactions [2].

Lastly, as mentioned previously, a good battery operation is influenced by the
internal structure of the LAB plates. For this reason, in the last few years, different
investigations have been developed to enhance the battery performance through
studies focused on modifications of the active material [3–6].

2. Lead oxide as the precursor compound

The active material spent to build the LAB plates is essentially composed of PbO.
This lead compound is obtained by thermal oxidation of metallic lead in previous
manufacturing steps. The resulting product is not entirely PbO since a portion of
metallic lead cannot be oxidized. In this way, the percentage of PbO content is usually
around 80–20% for free Pb. In addition, PbO is composed of two polymorphic struc-
tures in nature: the red tetragonal PbO or the α PbO and the yellow orthorhombic PbO
or the β PbO. Moreover, PbO is basically made up of α PbO and a little β PbO content
(around 5%). Additionally, the massing procedure is affected by the prior polymor-
phic compounds. Since the composition of the active material will be influenced by
them. In this way, the formation of tribasic lead sulfate (3PbO�PbSO4�H2O/3BS) is
mostly caused by the α PbO. However, the collecting of tetrabasic lead sulfate
(4PbO�PbSO4/4BS) is obtained by the β PbO. Nevertheless, the best 4BS production
conditions were experimentally demonstrated as 80% α PbO + 20% β PbO [2].

Comparing the relevance of the 3BS and 4BS compounds, the 3BS one is more used
in the LAB industry. Because its nature characteristics (particle size, structure, and
agglomerates) are ideal for the production of both negative and positive plates. In
addition, because of previous treatments, the 4BS preparation is more complicated
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and expensive than the 3BS one. For example, the 4BS formation is commonly pro-
duced by the 3BS curing above 80°C for 48–72 h [2].

3. Massing procedure

After the production of positive and negative active masses, the paste can be
composed of unreacted PbO, lead sulfate crystals, and amorphous species, such as
hydrated lead oxides, lead carbonates, and free lead. In the case of lead sulfate
crystals, several species can be found: PbSO4, monobasic lead sulfate (PbO�PbSO4/
1BS), 3BS, and 4BS [2, 7].

During the massing, the paste composition is modified by several experimental
parameters, such as the pH, the temperature, and H2SO4/PbO ratio.

On the one hand, early in the procedure (pH from 1.0 to 8.0), the H2SO4 is
consumed, and the formation of PbSO4 and 1BS is noticeable Eqs. (1, 2). However, a
small amount of 3BS is also formed Eq. (3). Thus, with the progress of the procedure,
the pH is increased (pH > 9.5). Under these new conditions, the formation of 3BS is
carried out as the main reaction, while the solubility of PbO is greatly decreased. As a
consequence, the formation of 3BS crystals is only found on the surface of the PbO
particles and thus, part of the PbO is isolated. Consequently, a percentage of PbO is
not reacted, although the H2 SO4 content was stoichiometrically correct. Hence,
according to their stability, distinct lead sulfate crystals are found as the predominant
compound at three clear pH regions: 3BS at pH > 9.5, 1BS at 8.5 < pH < 9.5 and PbSO4

at pH > 8.5 [2, 8].

PbOþH2SO4 $ PbSO4 þH2O (1)

2PbOþH2SO4 $ PbO � PbSO4 þH2O (2)

4PbOþH2SO4 $ 3PbO � PbSO4 �H2O (3)

On the other hand, two different boundary conditions are established regarding
the temperature. If the mass temperature is higher than 75°C, most of the mass is
composed of 4BS crystals along with α and β PbO Eqs. (4, 5). Nevertheless, the
composition is affected when the temperature is below 60°C since the mass is mainly
composed of 3BS, α PbO, and β PbO crystals [2, 9].

5PbOþH2SO4 $ 4PbO � PbSO4 þH2O (4)

2 3PbO � PbSO4 �H2Oð Þ þ α PbOþ β PbO ! 2 4PbO � PbSO4ð Þ þ 2H2O (5)

Finally, as it was previously mentioned, the composition of the active mass is
influenced by the H2SO4/PbO ratio. Even the size of the 3BS crystals is affected by
this6factor since it is reduced due to the increment of the ratio. So at H2SO4 / PbO
ratio < 4%, the 3BS formation is developed and partially inhibited by a parallel
mechanism caused by the significant alkaline conditions. Thus, the mix of PbO species
(α PbO + β PbO) is hydrated Eq. (6) and consequently, the β PbO level is increased
Eq. (7). Hence, the content of the 3BS precursor (α PbO) is reduced. At a ratio of 4%
< H2SO4 / PbO < 8%, the formation of 3BS is less inhibited, but the unreacted PbO
content remains significant. Furthermore, the hydrated secondary species are affected
by the higher H2SO4 concentration. Thus, new amorphous species are formed Eq. (8).
On the other hand, when the ratio is increased (8% < H2SO4/ PbO ratio < 10%), the
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paste is mainly composed of 3BS crystals, although there are others, such as 1BS and β
PbO. However, if the PbO is previously mixed with water, the presence of β PbO is
blocked. Therefore, under these conditions, the formation of 1BS is achieved, and the
pH influence on β PbO is confirmed. Even so, at H2SO4/PbO ratio of around 5%, the
formation of 4BS crystals is favored, and the 3BS levels are reduced [2, 8].

PbOþH2O ! Pb OHð Þ2 (6)

Pb OHð Þ2 ! β PbOþH2O (7)

2Pb OHð Þ2 þH2SO4 ! Pb OHð Þ2 � PbSO4 þ 2H2O (8)

As explained at the beginning of this section, there are other amorphous species in
the paste, such as hydroxides, hydrated lead sulfates, and carbonates. The presence of
these compounds (15% of the paste content) is considered important because the lead
sulfate crystals can be bonded to each other through them. Hydroxides and hydrated
lead sulfates are generated by the hydration of PbO and 3BS compounds. In the case of
PbO, part of its content is previously generated by a portion of free Pb (around 2.5%)
in the early stages of massing Eq. (9). In this way, when the temperature is increased
during the procedure and 3BS formation is carried out, the hydration of PbO and
newly formed 3BS crystals Eqs. (6, 10) is performed. Furthermore, if the massing time
is longed and the presence of CO2 is increased, lead hydrocarbonate compounds will
be also formed Eq. (11) [2].

2PbþO2 ! 2PbO (9)

3PbO � PbSO4 �H2Oþ 2H2O ! 3Pb OHð Þ2 � PbSO4 (10)

10Pb OHð Þ2 þ 6CO2 ! PbO � 6PbCO3 � 3Pb OHð Þ2 þ 7H2O (11)

4. Curing plate

Once the massing of the active material is finished and the subsequent grid pasting
is performed, the new plates can be cured. The curing procedure is carried out in
chambers and is usually divided into two stages. In the first one, which is properly
considered as the curing step, the initial moisture of the active material must be
exceeded by the set relative humidity (RH). After hours of curing, the later drying
step is performed. In this case, the RH must be reduced below the moisture of the
active material. In addition, the temperature can be adjusted to different values during
the curing process. Plates rich in 3BS crystals will be obtained if the temperature is
limited to 60°C. Thus, crystals up to 2 μm in length will be obtained and they will be
interconnected, building agglomerates. Even so, if the aim is focused on the formation
of 4BS crystals, the temperature will be increased above 80°C. Regardless of whether
the active material has been previously produced with 3BS or 4BS compounds.
Therefore, crystals up to 20 μm in length and 5 μm in diameter with a good intercon-
nection between themselves will be found [2, 10].

For this reason, according to the above explanation, the 3BS crystals of pasted plate
can be modified to 4BS crystals by a curing procedure. This mechanism is firstly
initiated by the reaction of the unreacted α PbO particles to the β PbO polymorphic
ones Eq. (12). And meanwhile, the 3BS crystals and unreacted PbO particles are
hydrated Eqs. (6, 13). Later, a new formed hydrated compound of 3BS and PbO is
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observed. As a result, a complex hydrated structure of 4BS crystal is generated
Eq. (14). Finally, 4BS crystal is obtained by dehydration of the previous complex
structure Eq. (15) [2, 11, 12].

α PbO $ β PbO (12)

3PbO � PbSO4 �H2Oþ aH2O ! 3Pb OHð Þ2 � PbSO4 � bH2O (13)

3Pb OHð Þ2 � PbSO4 � bH2Oþ Pb OHð Þ2 þ cH2O
� �

! 4Pb OHð Þ2 � PbSO4 � dH2Oþ aH2O
� � (14)

4Pb OHð Þ2 � PbSO4 � dH2OþH2O
� � ! 4PbO � PbSO4 � eH2Oþ bH2O (15)

On the one hand, a hard porous internal mass (or “skeleton”) is built up in the
active material after the curing procedure. The mechanism is generated by the evap-
oration of the water portion. As a consequence, an interconnection between the
different crystals and the unreacted PbO particles is generated. As it is showed in the
Figure 1, the water portion indicated by the orange section is evaporated during
the curing process. Thus, a hard porous mass structure is represented as a result.
Furthermore, as long as the moisture of the active material is fixed at around 9%,
the amorphous compounds solved and lead sulfate crystals will be recrystallized,
causing a growth of their sizes. Lastly, while all these changes are carried out, the
remaining free Pb content is oxidized to PbO Eq. (9). On the other hand, the
performance of a positive will be influenced by the curing procedure. Since the basis
of its structure is generated after this manufacturing step. Instead, the negative plate
will not be affected at all because a new internal structure is generated in the following
formation step.

After hours of the first curing stage, the mass structure is mechanically weak. For
this reason, the active material moisture will be reduced to 0.2% in the subsequent
drying stage. In this way, part of the water content in the capillaries and between the
particles is evaporated in the beginning. Consequently, internal pores are formed and

Figure 1.
Changes caused in the plate by the curing procedure.
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the active material is shrunk. Later, while the drying step is extended, the residual
water content is finally evaporated. Furthermore, the hydroxide species solved in this
residual water content is precipitated and bound to the dried particles. Thus, a hard
porous mass structure into the active material is achieved [2].

Apart from the prior internal mechanisms, there is another one in which the
internal active material can be adhered to the grid (Figure 1). This mechanism is the
formation of the corrosion layer on the grid surface. During the curing process, the
layer is formed and its thickness is increased as well. As it is reflected in the Figure 1, a
new “red” corrosion layer is formed between the grid and the active material. The
mechanism is based on ion diffusion through oxygen vacancies. In this way, oxygen
vacancies are formed with the oxidation of Pb at the interface between the grid and
the active material Eq. (16). The electrons and oxygen vacancies then are moved from
the formed corrosion layer to the interface between the layer and the active material.
So, they are reacted by H2O and O2, obtaining lead hydroxides Eqs. (17–20). In
addition, during the first curing stage, the decrease of water content must be
compensated by a high RH value (more than 40%) for a good development in the
mechanism [2].

Pb ! PbO2þ
n þ 2e� (16)

PbO2þ
n þ 2e� þH2O ! PbOþH2 (17)

PbO2þ
n þ 2e� þ 1

2
O2 ! PbO (18)

PbOþH2O ! Pb OHð Þ2 (19)

PbO2þ
n þ 2e� þ 1

2
O2 þH2O ! Pb OHð Þ2 (20)

Talking more about the structure of the corrosion layer, two structural levels are
found. The most internal one is basically constituted by PbO particles. These ones are
previously obtained due to the oxidation of free Pb. The second level is obtained as a
result of the hydration of PbO to Pb(OH)2. Thus, the second level constituted by
hydrated PbO particles can be bonded with the partially hydrated 3BS and 4BS
crystals. Therefore, the connection is formed by the surfaces of the hydrated com-
pounds. In the case of 3BS crystals, the lead sulfate compound is partially incorporated
into the second level of the corrosion layer. Instead, the 4BS crystals are simply
bonded to the layer [2].

5. Soaking plate

The first step of the formation is the soaking procedure. In this new stage, the
cured plates are stored in H2SO4. In this way, the active material will be sulfated and
hydrated.

The active material composition is considered as an important fact in the soaking
procedure. Since the following mechanisms will be quite influenced by the content of
either 3BS or 4BS crystals. For this reason, the procedure can be more accelerated with
a 3BS plate. In addition, the soaking is influenced by the acid density. Therefore, at
low-density values (1.06 g/mL), the structure of the positive active material (PAM)
and negative active material (NAM) will be not significantly affected during the
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procedure. Even no distinctions between the soaking of 3BS or 4BS plates will be
found. On the other hand, at higher values of sulfuric acid density (1.20 g/mL), the
NAM and PAM structures will be modified during soaking. And the process on 3BS
plates will be more significant [2].

Therefore, at low H2SO4 density values, the soaking procedure will be limited by
the acid diffusion. Furthermore, the active material structure (especially the positive
one) obtained after the subsequent formation will be defined by the pre-soaking pro-
cedures. Nevertheless, if the H2SO4 density is increased, the soaking will be limited by
the active material reactivity. Additionally, the structure of the subsequently formed
active material will be fixed by the soaking procedure [2, 11].

The soaking is carried out by a direct contact between the plate surface and the
H2SO4 Eqs. (3, 21, 22), provided that the active material is composed of 3BS crystals and
PbO particles. Thus, a PbSO4 layer is formed on the plate surface. Additionally, part of
this layer will be resolved and then recrystallized, generating larger PbSO4 crystals.
Later, when the soaking is prolonged, the plate porous structure will be penetrated by
the acid. In this way, the 3BS crystals and PbO particles located in the pores are attacked
by H2SO4, forming water, PbSO4, and 1BS crystals Eqs. (3, 21, 22). As a consequence,
the acidic solution will be modified to neutral one inside the plate. So, as soon as the new
pores zones are reached by this solution, the formation of PbO, 1BS, and 3BS hydrated is
executed Eqs. (6, 23). Then, the new hydrated species are sulfated by the acid flow
Eq. (24). And even part of these sulfated species can be dehydrated Eq. (25) or sulfated
again Eq. (26). Therefore, some areas of the inner of the plate will be composed of
crystals and amorphous compounds. Furthermore, while the active material is pene-
trated by the acid, the growth of the PbSO4 layer is extended to the plate surface. As a
result, the sulfation process is slowed down because the penetration of H2SO4 is
impeded. Since the size of the newly formed PbSO4 crystals is increased on the plate
surface. Finally, after more than 4 h of soaking, most of the 3BS crystals and PbO
particles will be hydrated in the deepest zone of the plate [2].

3PbO � PbSO4 �H2OþH2SO4 $ 2 PbO � PbSO4ð Þ þ 2H2O (21)

PbO � PbSO4 þH2SO4 $ 2PbSO4 þH2O (22)

3PbO � PbSO4 �H2Oþ 3H2O ! 3Pb OHð Þ2 � PbSO4 �H2O (23)

3Pb OHð Þ2 � PbSO4 �H2OþH2SO4 ! 2 Pb OHð Þ2 � PbSO4
� �þ 3H2O (24)

Pb OHð Þ2 � PbSO4 ! PbO � PbSO4 þH2O (25)

Pb OHð Þ2 � PbSO4 þH2SO4 ! 2PbSO4 þ 2H2O (26)

The soaking process will be initiated in the same way if the plate is basically
conformed by 4BS crystals. Thus, a PbSO4 layer is formed on the plate surface due to
the direct contact between the 4BS crystals and the H2SO4 Eq. (27). Nevertheless, as
the 4BS crystal size is remarkable, only its surface layer will be completely
transformed into PbSO4. In addition, the superficial PbSO4 crystals will be resolved
and later recrystallized, generating larger crystals. When the soaking is prolonged, the
active area in which the plate can be penetrated by the acid is reduced. So, the acid
penetration into the plate will be more and more impeded. Hence, the pH value of the
acid solution located in the pores will be increased. Consequently, the formation of
1BS and 3BS crystals will be carried out. Therefore, the inside of the plate will be
composed of PbSO4 and other lead sulfate crystals [2, 11].
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4PbO � PbSO4 þ 4H2SO4 $ 5PbSO4 þ 4H2O (27)

During the soaking procedure, the corrosion grid layer is reached by the acid flow
and consequently, PbSO4 crystals are formed. Even so, the inner of the grid will not be
affected due to the acid will be isolated by the PbSO4 layer recently generated.
Additionally, as the acid flow is diluted into the active material pores, the interface
between the active material and the corrosion layer will be hydrated as well. This
mechanism is similar to plates rich in 3BS or 4BS crystals.

6. Formation of the active material

In this new manufacturing step, the active non-conductive material of the plates is
transformed into an electrically conductive element. In this way, the initial com-
pounds such as PbO particles, PbSO4 and basic lead sulfate crystals are reduced to Pb
or oxidized to PbO2 on the negative and positive plate respectively. So, electromotive
forces can be generated by the LAB with formed plates mechanically connected.

6.1 Positive plate

With the first current flow, PbO2 is formed in the grid because it is the only
electronic conductor element on the plate. Then, the formation of the active material
is developed through two well-defined stages. In the first one, the α PbO2 crystal
structure is mainly obtained in the inner of the plate. Because the PbO particles and
the basic lead sulfate crystals are oxidized Eqs. (28–30). In the case of 3BS crystals, the
process is begun with its hydration Eq. (31). Later, the oxidation state of lead is
increased Eq. (32) and followed by the formation of α PbO2 Eq. (33). In a parallel, the
formation of PbSO4 Eq. (34) is detected from the previous hydration Eq. (31). Thus,
the internal pores of the plates are also sulfated [13].

PbOþH2O ! PbO2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� (28)

PbO � PbSO4 þ 3H2O ! 2PbO2 þ SO2�
4 þ 6Hþ þ 4e� (29)

3PbO � PbSO4 �H2Oþ 4H2O ! 4PbO2 þ SO2�
4 þ 10Hþ þ 8e� (30)

3PbO � PbSO4 �H2Oþ 2H2O ! 4Pb2þ þ SO2�
4 þ 6OH� (31)

Pb2þ ! Pb4þ þ 2e� (32)

Pb4þ þ 2H2O ! PbO2 þ 4Hþ (33)

Pb2þ þ SO2�
4 ! PbSO4 (34)

Even so, this first stage is not only located in the core of the plate because other
processes are found near the plate surface. In these reactions, the PbO and 3BS com-
pounds are sulfated Eqs. (21, 22), obtaining1BS and PbSO4 crystals as products. Because
of these separate mechanisms, different structures are found in the formed PAM.

The second stage is achieved when the potential is increased to about 200 mV
and the formation is carried out for at least 6 h. Then, the required oxidation potential
of PbSO4 is reached, and therefore, the formation of the other PbO2 crystal structure
(β PbO2) is developed Eq. (35) [13].
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PbSO4 þ 2H2O ! PbO2 þ SO2�
4 þ 4Hþ þ 2e� (35)

Normally, the distribution of the two PbO2 phases is well established. On the one
hand, the α phase is located inside the plate, and the β phase is usually found in outer
areas. Furthermore, as it was demonstrated in the prior mechanisms, the flow of H2O,
H+ and SO2�

4 ions are crucial for the positive plate formation. Since the pH of the
active material is compensated by the crossover of ions and water molecules between
the active material and the electrolyte [13].

In contrast, the formation mechanisms are altered if the positive plate is rich in
4BS crystals. When the period of formation is longer than 15 h, a higher percentage to
70% is not reached in the formed plate. This low formation rate is caused by the
complexity of the mechanism. Firstly, the external surface of PbSO4 crystals is oxi-
dized to PbO2 Eq. (35), generating H2SO4 as a product. Thus, the internal 4BS crystals
are partially reacted by the newly formed acid Eq. (27). So, an innermost surface of
4BS crystal will be composed of a 4BS + PbSO4 layer. Thus, this new layer will be
coated by PbO2. Lastly, the inner of the 4BS crystal will be oxidized to PbO2 provided
that the active material is penetrated by H2O. And the H+ andSO2�

4 ions are driven out
to the electrolyte. Nevertheless, the mechanism can be impeded due to the low ion
transport rate. Therefore, the formation process is further impeded when the plate is
composed mainly of 4BS crystals [13].

Lastly, the corrosion layer formed on the grid surface is oxidized during the
forming process. There are two oxidation ways according to the dissolution of the
external PbSO4 layer. The mechanism without dissolution is started by the partial
oxidation of PbSO4 crystals Eq. (35). Thus, the surface of the corrosion layer is
composed of PbSO4 + PbO2. Nevertheless, this layer will be completely oxidized
during the battery cycling life. In the case of a dissolution mechanism, the corrosion
layer is first oxidized to PbO2 Eq. (35). Later, the PbSO4 crystals are solved and the Pb2
+ ions are oxidized near the new PbO2 layer, forming a thicker layer. Lastly, the solved
PbSO4 crystals will be involved by a PbO2 layer [2].

6.2 Negative plate

The formation of the negative plate starts on the grid. Afterward, the process is
conducted on the plate surface. Firstly, the entire surface is reacted and then the
process is aimed at the inner of the active material.

According to previous studies, the formation can be divided into two stages. In the
first one, PbO particles and lead sulfate crystals are reduced to Pb Eqs. (36–38). But
PbO and 3BS compounds are partially reduced because the rest is attacked by the
H2SO4 Eqs. (21, 22). Therefore, in a plate constituted by 3BS crystals, the mechanism
is carried out by the reaction between lead sulfate crystals and H2O Eq. (39). Then, the
oxidation state of the obtained Pb2+ ions are transformed and reduced to Pb Eq. (40).
Additionally, as parallel reactions, other products of 3BS hydration are generated
(H2O Eq. (41) and PbSO4 crystals Eq. (34). In this way, the pH of the system is
changed to near neutral [13].

PbOþ 2e� þ 2Hþ ! PbþH2O (36)

3PbO � PbSO4 �H2Oþ 8Hþ þ 8e� ! 4PbþH2SO4 þ 4H2O (37)

PbO � PbSO4 þ 4Hþ þ 4e� ! 2PbþH2SO4 þH2O (38)
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3PbO � PbSO4 �H2Oþ 2H2O ! 4Pb2þ þ SO2�
4 þ 6OH� (39)

Pb2þ þ 2e� ! Pb (40)

OH� þHþ ! H2O (41)

After more than 6 h of formation process, when the inner of the active material is
not completely reduced to Pb, the second stage is performed. In this new stage, the
reduction of PbSO4 crystals to Pb Eq. (42) is located in the outer area of the plate.
Thus, when the first stage is ended, the PbSO4 crystal reduction is aimed at the core of
the plate. Thus, as soon as the second stage is finished, the pH value decreased because
H2SO4 is obtained as a product [13].

PbSO4 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ! PbþH2SO4 (42)

Finally, the rate of the negative plate formation is controlled by the solved ion
diffusion. Because during the first stage, the reaction layer is overloaded by negative
solved ions (OH� and SO2�

4 ). In this way, as the electronic neutrality must be
achieved, an ionic crossing is induced between the active material and the electrolyte.
So, the plate is penetrated by H+ ions from the electrolyte and the newly formed SO2�

4
ions are expelled from the same plate [13].

7. Battery performance

After the formation process, the battery can be considered as an operative energy
storage system. In state of charge, the PAM is composed of two different PbO2

crystalline structures: the orthorhombic PbO2 (α PbO2) and the tetragonal PbO2 (β
PbO2). And the NAM is composed of Pb. In addition, the role of the electrolyte as
reactant is observed as well (Figure 2). Therefore, in the discharge process (see
Figure 2), PAM will be reduced to PbSO4 and water will be formed as a product
Eq. (43). And NAM will be oxidized to PbSO4, and proton ions will be solved into the
electrolyte Eq. (44). Thus, a voltage of 2.0 V is provided by both plates Eq. (45) [7].

Figure 2.
A scheme of a LAB discharge process.
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PbO2 þH2SO4 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� $ PbSO4 þ 2H2O (43)

PbþH2SO4 $ PbSO4 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� (44)

PbO2 þ Pbþ 2H2SO4 $ 2PbSO4 þ 2H2O (45)

During the charging process, PAM will be oxidized to PbO2 Eq. (43) and the NAM
will be reduced to Pb Eq. (44). However, the charge current is consumed by other
secondary reactions due to their enhanced kinetics. These reactions are located on the
surface of the positive and negative plates. Therefore, on the PAM`s surface, the
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is observed Eq. (46), and on the NAM`s surface, the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is found Eq. (47). So, the battery will be nega-
tively affected by a high water consumption and an increase of its internal resistance if
the HER and OER are not controlled [14]. Besides, part of the O2 generated on PAM
can be driven to the NAM surface and therefore reduced to H2O Eq. (48), this
mechanism is known as “recombination process.”

H2O ! 1
2
O2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� (46)

2Hþ þ 2e� ! H2 (47)

1
2
O2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ! H2O (48)

One of the most common issues during the LAB operation is the plate sulfation. This
issue is caused by the irreversibility of the PbSO4 crystals formed after the discharge
process. Focusing on the negative plate, after numerous charge and discharge cycles,
some of the PbSO4 crystals cannot be reduced to Pb. Additionally, the crystal size is
increased in each cycle. In this way, a battery failure can be caused due to this mecha-
nism. Therefore, the harmful effects of the sulfation can be reduced by the use of
additives. For example, the incorporation of expander additives is experimentally con-
firmed as a useful strategy. Furthermore, other materials, such as organic expanders,
the BaSO4, and the carbon compounds are also used to prevent sulfation. In the case of
carbon additives, different options can be used: the carbon black, the graphite, the
graphene, and the activated carbons. Therefore, longer battery cycle life can be
achieved through an appropriate content of the above additives into the NAM [15].

In the Figure 3, cured plates of PAM (A) and NAM (B) are showed. In this case,
the plates were assembled in a flooded battery for the transportation market. Besides,
a commercial battery (C) and its system (D) are showed as example.

8. Premature capacity loss: Corrosion layer growth in the positive plate

When a LAB is overcharged, the main reactions on the plates are moved to a
secondary role because most of the PbSO4 crystals are reacted to Pb (negative plate)
or PbO2 (positive plate). In this way, as it was previously explained in the section 7,
the charge current is consumed by other secondary reactions, on the negative plate:
the HER and ORR and on the positive plate: the OER. Nevertheless, the grid corrosion
of the positive plate is found as another important secondary reaction [16].

Deeping into this process, this mechanism originated when the LAB is charged
or overcharged. As it is represented in the Figure 4, the process is started when the
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PAM and the corrosion layer are penetrated by the oxygen generated in the OER.
The sense of the penetration is indicated by the arrows in the Figure 4. Thus,
the surface of the grid is attacked by oxygen and oxidized to PbO. Then, the
formed PbO may then undergo further oxidation, generating PbOx species. This
new layer is represented by the pink color in the Figure 4, and it is located
between the active material and the corrosion layer interface. In addition, the
process is favored by two facts: the high anodic potential values reached on the
positive plate and its thermodynamic nature. Since the process is spontaneous
with the contact between the PAM and the grid. Even so, the kinetic of the
process may be reduced by the passive layer formed between the active material and
the grid [17].

Lastly, the battery performance can be adversely affected by the corrosion process
if the PbO reaction rate is more favored than the PbOx one Eq. (49). Consequently, an
ohmic resistance layer would be formed causing the polarization of the positive plate,
the gradual loss of capacity and the formation of pores and cracks in the grid. This
issue was avoided by different studies focused on the alloy composition of the positive
grid [2, 13, 16–19].

Pbþ x
2
O2 ! PbOx (49)

Figure 3.
A) Example of a cured PAM. B) Example of a cured NAM. C) Example of a commercial automotive LAB. D)
Scheme of the LAB assembly.
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9. Battery improvements: Studies focused on the active material
as a new research approach

According to the important role of the active material, different research projects
were carried out to improve the LAB performance through enhancements of the
internal structure. One research strategy was focused on the synthesis of a more
porous and spongier nanostructured PbO. For this purpose, Karami et al. applied
ultrasonic waves with fixed frequencies as an experimental synthesis tool [3]. Thus,
they obtained PbO after using Pb(NO3)2 and NaOH as initial reagents and applying
different sonication, dehydration, drying, and filtration procedures. Then, they used
the new nanostructured PbO to build negative and positive plates. As a result,
better capacity values and higher number of life cycles were showed by the batteries
fabricated with the new PbO [3].

The use of a LAB at high-rate partial state of charge (HRPSoC) is increasing every
year. However, the performance of the plates at these operation modes can be
improved. Since the sulfation process is very aggressive during its performance.
Because of this issue, improvements to the internal porous structure of the active
material or the use of common battery additives with new structural or chemical
modifications have been studied.

On the one hand, Jin et al. studied how the control of the PbO2 particle size of the
positive plate can extend the battery life since the reversibility of PbSO4 crystals could
be improved [4]. In this way, they compared two formed PAMs whose PbO2 particle
sizes were 10 and 100 nm in diameter. After 75 days of discharge, the batteries were
recharged for 24 h. During these periods, the phase transformations of the PAM were
studied through multiple techniques: scanning electron microscope (SEM), focused
ion beam (FIB) combined with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) cross-
section, and a thermal test. After the research, a longer lifetime was showed by the
100 nm PAM due to the shedding of its active material was reduced [4]. On the other
hand, Yang et al. studied the use of PbO/graphene composites as an additive in NAM.

Figure 4.
Real example of a corrosion layer growth and a representation of its mechanism.
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In this way, the aggregation of irreversible PbSO4 crystals could be reduced and the
reversibility of the Pb/PbSO4 system could be improved. Thus, they synthesized the
compound using graphene oxide and Pb(NO3)2 as reagents. Lastly, they obtained the
final product after sonication and pyrolysis procedures. The results showed that part
of the PbO was absorbed by the graphene oxide layers causing improvements in the
battery cycle life and a reduction in the HER rate [5].

One of the newest concepts in LAB technology is the ultra battery system. In this
type of battery, the negative plate is covered by a carbon layer or the plate itself is
compressed to a capacitor electrode. Thus, a higher charge acceptance and longer
cycle life will be achieved by this new technology. In keeping with the above infor-
mation, Thangarasu et al. measured the effect of a Pb nanoparticle impregnated
negative carbon plate. Finally, better results were found in the cell capacity, the HER
rate and the cycle life through the use of this negative plate covered by a modified
carbon layer [6].

10. Conclusions

As demonstrated, the LAB performance is highly dependent on the manufacturing
process. Since the structure and composition of the active material are modified
during the distinct production steps. These changes can be summarized by two
important ones: the formation of the hard porous mass and the corrosion layer in the
curing process. And the oxidation and reduction of the active material during the
formation procedure. Furthermore, the previous phase transformations are highly
influenced by the manufacturing conditions and some critical species. Because the
battery could not be lead an electromotive force system without their important role.
In the case of the species, the non-reacted PbO particles, the lead sulfate crystals, and
the solved ions stand out from the rest. Moreover, these phase changes are not limited
to the production process, as many others occur during the battery lifetime. For
example, the sulfation of the plates during the discharge process or the secondary
reactions occurring in the charging process, such as the water consumption, recombi-
nation, and corrosion layer growth. For this reason, recent researches have been
aimed to improve the performance of the plates by structural modifications of their
active material. In this way, the negative effects caused by sulfation or water con-
sumption can be reduced, and therefore, the battery performance can be improved.

Nomenclature

LAB Lead-acid battery
VRLA Valve-regulated lead acid
α PbO Polymorphic structures (tetragonal)
β PbO Polymorphic structures (orthorhombic )
α PbO2 Polymorphic structures (orthorhombic )
β PbO2 Polymorphic structures (tetragonal)
1BS Monobasic lead sulfate PbO�PbSO4

3BS Tribasic lead sulfate 3PbO�PbSO4�H2O
4BS Tetrabasic lead sulfate 4PbO�PbSO4

RH Relative humidity
PAM Positive active material
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NAM Negative active material
OER Oxygen evolution reaction
HER Hydrogen evolution reaction
HRPSoC High-rate partial state of charge
SEM Scanning electron microscope
TEM Transmission electron microscopy
FIB Focused ion beam
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Chapter 6

Application of Semi-Circular
Micro-Channel Heat Sink with
Phase Change Material for Cooling
of Electronic Devices
Sunny Chandra, Om Prakash and Anupam Prakash

Abstract

In today’s era demand of fast processing speed and superior performance of
electronic devices creates the problem of huge amount of heat generation. About
100 W/cm2 heat fluxes has been generating from advanced microprocessors of
latest electronic devices and heat dissipation limited to 37 W/cm2 for air cooling.
Semi-circular micro-channel heat sink with Phase change materials still needs to be
investigated for the cooling of latest electronic devices as combination of large heat
transfer area within a small volume of heat sink and large latent heat released from
PCM provides huge amount of heat transfer coefficient which is required to be
achieved in the present work. Analytical study of micro-channel heat sink has been
performed in the present work at a constant power supply of 95 W using PCM slurry
at φ = 0.25 and φ = 0.50 for flow rate in the range of 75 ml/min to 300 ml/min. Heat
transfer coefficient of slurry and Nu increases with increase in flow rate. At φ = 0.25
higher heat transfer coefficient and Nu has been observed than φ = 0.50 due to high
viscous flow at higher concentration of PCM slurry in micro-channels.

Keywords: phase change material (PCM), slurry concentration (φ), semi-circular
micro-channel, latent heat, flow rate, heat transfer coefficient

1. Introduction

In present scenario demand of high processing speed from processors and compact
size of electronic devices increases the problem of high heat generation because high
processing speed of processors increases the power consumption and compactness of
electronic devices increases the required number of transistors per chips which ulti-
mately increases the electrical power input. It can be clearly understood from the
Moore’s law Figure 1 [1] that how vastly the number of transistors per chip increased
after the application of modern compact processors. Table 1 [2] Clearly indicates that
with the development of advanced processors (Intel) having higher processing speed
the thermal design power consumption (TDP) of processors increases resulting in
higher heat generation. Heat fluxes (heat generated per unit surface area) have
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Figure 1.
Increase in number of transistors per chip with the development of processors over the year [1].

Model Processing Speed (GHz) TDP (W)

Core i7 860 2.8 95

Core i7 940 2.933 130

Core i5–750s 2.4 82

Core i5 2320 3.0 95

Core i3 530 2.93 73

Core i3 2100T 2.5 35

Core i3 550 3.2 73

Core 2 Duo E4300 1.8 65

Core 2 Quad Q6700 2.66 95

Core 2 Extreme QX6850 3.0 130

Pentium 4 1.3 1.3 51.6

Pentium 4 1.4 (Socket 423) 1.4 54.7

Pentium 4 2.26 2.26 56

Pentium III 450 0.450 33.76

Pentium III 500 0.500 37.52

Pentium III 550 0.550 39.8

Pentium II 233 0.233 34.8

Pentium II 266 0.266 38.2

Pentium II 300 0.300 43

Table 1.
Thermal design power (TDP) with processing speed of processors [2].
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approached 100 W/cm2 for advanced microprocessors while the heat fluxes dissipa-
tion limited to 37 W/cm2 for air cooling [3], which ultimately increases the working
temperature beyond the safe limit resulting in in-efficient performance and shorter
life of the devices. The working temperature of electronic devices should be within 85°
C-120°C to ensure the efficient performance of devices [4]. Hence an effective cooling
method is needed for dissipating the excess heat flux generated. In this regard Micro-
channel heat sink has emerged as a latest cooling method for controlling excess heat
generated from a compact electronic device. Micro-channel heat sink provides high
surface area to volume ratio for a given compact electronic device.

Usually Micro-channel heat sink is constructed from higher thermal conductivity
materials such as copper, aluminum, brass etc. consisting channels of micron size
(10 to 1000 μm) which acted as a passage of cooling fluid [5]. Only standard cooling
technology would not be enough when electronic devices are continuously operated
over longer periods due to space limitations and some limitations of thermal conduc-
tivity of cooling fluid and materials of heat sink the heat load generated cannot be
properly dissipated. Phase change materials (PCM) can be utilized to take up excess
heat and dissipate it from the electronic device ultimately improving the performance
of an electronic device. PCM generally absorbs heat between the liquid and solid state.
So micro-channel heat sink with PCMwould be suitable to meet these requirements of
heat flux dissipation also when PCM is applied in micro-channel heat sink thermal
performance of micro-channel heat sink will enhance. Some literatures are available
on the application of PCM in micro-channel heat sink for dissipating heat fluxes from
electronic devices. Debich et al. [4] numerically investigated the heat sink based on
PCM to find best configuration of heat sink. Analysis is established on the comparison
of experimental results of heat sink with and without PCM. Effects of various param-
eters like geometry, boundary conditions, and materials have been considered for the
numerical investigation. Results revealed that heat sink with n- Eicosane have better
heat transfer compared with other PCMs based heat sink. Latent heating phase
delayed due to increase in the volume fraction of PCM also when input power
increases then melting rate of PCM increases ultimately increasing the thermal per-
formance of heat sink. Hasan and Tabena [6] numerically explored the application of
PCM in micro-channel heat sink utilizing air as a coolant. Four PCM (paraffin wax,
neicosane, p116 and RT41) have been utilized as cooling mediums after using air as
cooling fluid in different configurations of micro-channel heat sink at different ambi-
ent temperatures. Uniform heat flux is applied at the bottom of heat sink and mixed
convection with radiation boundary is applied at the top surfaces. Results show that
application of PCM in micro-channel heat sink with different configurations enhances
the performance of micro-channel heat sink. The result also indicate that different
PCMs cause unusual reduction in micro-channel heat sink surface temperature in the
range of ambient temperature because of difference in melting point of different
PCMs. Deng et al. [7] analytically investigated thermal performance of a micro-
channel heat sink using microencapsulated PCM slurry for chip cooling. For analytical
investigation of micro-channel heat sink fin and porous media methods have been
used under constant heat flux condition. Significant differences in overall Nusselt
number (Nu) and fluid temperature distribution have been predicted from the fin and
porous media methods. Xu et al. [8] experimentally examined the heat transfer per-
formance of a noble micro-channel heat sink consisted of a cavity with pyramid pin
fins and a PCM cavity with square pin fins. Carbon nanotube (CNT) is added to
paraffin to increase the thermal conductivity. The thermal performance of heat sink
has been improved by using Graphene oxide particles (GOPs) nanofluids pulsating
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flow. Their results demonstrated that performance of heat sink improved significantly
by utilizing PCM composite and GOPs nanofluids. The thermal resistance reduces
significantly and the Nu surged up to 34.9% when the proportion of CNT was
approximately 20%. The heat transfer performance has maximum increment under
pulsating flow. The increased effect of exciting flow and PCM composite are also
exaggerated by heating load and pump power. The higher heating load gives augmen-
tation effect while pump power gives the decrement effect. Chang et al. [9] explored
the performance of a modified heat sink with cavity on top portion of the heat sink for
the purpose of storing composite PCM. The cavity was crammed with PCM composite
having CNTs of concentration (9% and 15%). Their outcomes revealed that the ther-
mal conductivities of composite PCM’s were increased by 291.6% and 537.5% for the
mass fraction 9% and 15% of graphite particles. It has been also found that the
application of composite PCM decreases the system’s maximum temperature signifi-
cantly compared to pure paraffin. Karaipekli et al. [10] investigated the heat transfer
performance of expanded CNTs composite/perlite/paraffine PCM. Results showed
that the thermal conductivity increases by 26, 60 and 113.3% respectively for the mass
fraction of CNTs 0.3%, 0.5%, and 1%. Rostamian et al. [11] experimentally examined
the performance of electronic board heat sink utilizing pure and microencapsulated
PCMs. Different geometries of heat sink like Square with three fins and seven fins,
circular with 12 fins have been used for investigation over a range of electrical power 5
to 18 W in two cases preset and pulsed power based on the board critical temperature
of 80°C. Experimental findings indicated that square seven fins heat sink to be the
best among all configurations. Operating time increases when volume fraction of PX52
increases and it has been found that the critical temperature for PX52 was less than the
critical temperature for pure PCM under the same conditions because of higher rate of
heat transfer. Siyabi et al. [12] experimentally studied the consequences of PCM
combination, adjustment of PCMs in multiple heat sink, PCM thickness, melting point
and magnitude of heat source on conduct of three different heat sink. It has been
found that (i) PCM combination RT50–RT55 enhances the temperature regulation
period and also decreases the temperature of at the end point of the operation, (ii) the
arrangement of RT58–RT47 decreases slightly the peak temperature compared to
RT47–RT58 arrangement (iii) when thickness of PCM increased from 30 mm to
60 mm, the temperature regulation period increased by 50 min, (iv) when the melting
point of PCM increases then the temperature regulation period and the heat sink
temperature increases and (v) As the power rating increases from 1 to 2 W the
temperature regulation period decreases. Kothari et al. [13] experimentally studied the
competent thermal management system based on PCM to cool portable electronic
devices. Paraffin wax was used as PCM for four different configurations of heat sink
made of aluminum (unfinned heat sink with pure PCM, two finned heat sink with
pure PCM, unfinned heat sink with MF-PCM composite and two finned heat sink with
MF-PCM composite) in the present study to boost the operating time of heat sink to
attain a critical set point temperature. Results showed that higher enhancement ratio
and effective thermal control obtained with two finned heat sink with MF-PCM as
compared to other configurations of heat sink. Thomas et al. [14] numerically inves-
tigate the heat transfer performance of a transferable electronic device by application
of PCM in heat sink. n-eicosane with a melting point of 36.5°C has been used as PCM.
Results indicated that for the increase in ambient temperature and decrease in latent
heat PCM was melting as noted by increase in the power consumption. Gaikwad and
More [15] experimentally investigated the potential of application of PCM slurry
flowing through rectangular micro-channel heat sink for cooling of computer
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processor. Comparative analysis has been done for two working fluids water and PCM
slurry with two different aspect ratios of 2 and 3 at flow rates ranging from 75 ml/min
to 300 ml/min. The results show that cooling systems using PCM are advantageous
not only over the conventional air cooling system but also on the water cooling
system. Experimental results showed that lower maximum temperature of processor
can be achieved at the same mass flow rate and pumping power by using PCM slurry
over the water. Hence micro-channel heat sink with PCM slurries found to be more
effective fluid in comparison to water as a cooling fluid. Kondle et al. [16] numerically
investigated the thermal performance of PCM fluid for laminar flow conditions in
rectangular and circular microchannel. Investigation has been performed under dif-
ferent aspect ratios and boundary conditions. Results showed that Nusselt number
(Nu) increases when PCM slurry has been used as cooling fluid as compared to only
water as cooling fluid for all aspect ratios. Kuravi et al. [17] numerically studied the
performance of nano-encapsulated PCM slurry in manifold microchannel heat sink.
Effect of different parameters has been considered for the study such as inlet temper-
ature of fluid, concentration of PCM, and heat flux. Results showed that Nu increased
for PCM slurry and bulk mean temperature of fluid reduces for PCM slurry as com-
pared to pure single phase fluid. After studying above literatures it can be clearly
concluded that thermal performance of a micro-channel heat sink can be enhanced by
using PCM as slurry to flow in micro-channels or to adhere PCM in the heat sink.
From the literatures it has been inferred that application of PCMs in a semi-circular
micro-channel heat sink is yet to be studied. In this paper application of PCM as slurry
has been studied using water as a base fluid in a micro-channel heat sink consisting of
micro-channels with semi-circular shape at the end i.e. semi-circular micro-channels.
Semi-circular micro-channels have been used because semi-circular shape of micro-
channels can be easily created by wire EDM machining also this wire EDM is most
economical among other methods of machining.

2. Selection of PCM for the study

PCM is a substance which has high latent heat of fusion i.e. melting and solidified at a
certain temperature. It has ability to store and release large quantities of heat. PCM
continues to absorb heat till all the materials are melted without significant rise in tem-
perature. Hence PCMhas been selected based on its melting temperature and accordingly
maximum temperature rise of the heat sink. PCM can be classified as Organic, Inorganic
and biomaterial etc. The cost of PCM increases with it’s purity. Pure paraffin wax is more
costly than technical grade paraffin. The cost of PCM is not the criteria for the selection of
PCM in this study as the volume of themicro-channel heat sink is very low so very less
amount of PCMwill be required. In the present study PCM slurry of RT41 with water as
base fluid has been used to flow through the semi-circular micro-channels.

3. Methodology

The model of micro-channel heat sink considered for analytical study is square
cross-section of dimension 25 mm � 25 mm. The micro-channel heat sink consists of
semi-circular micro-channels of 350 μm (0.35 mm) diameter with 0.20 mm of space
between two channels as shown in Figure 2. The model has been studied for uniform
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power supply of 95 W from a heater attached to the bottom of the heat sink. In order
to study the model of heat sink some assumptions have been considered.

• PCM slurry of RT 41 and water at inlet temperature of 30°C used as the working
fluid. The properties of RT 41 and water are shown in Table 2.

• Flow rate of working fluid is varied from 50 ml/min to 100 ml/min for the
volumetric concentration of 0.01, 0.25, and 0.50.

• Constant power of 95 W has been supplied at the bottom of the heat sink.

3.1 Properties of working fluid

Properties of working fluid (PCM slurry) have been calculated from the relations
available in the literature [18]. The calculated properties of PCM slurry used as
working fluid summarized below in Table 3.

Density (ρf)

ρslurry ¼ φρw þ 1� φð ÞρPCM (1)

where φ is volumetric concentration of working fluid, ρw is density of water and
ρPCM is the density of phase change material.

Viscosity (μf)

μslurry ¼ 1� φ� 1:16φ2� ��2:5
(2)

Figure 2.
Schematic diagram of semi-circular micro-channel heat sink.

Material Thermal
conductivity
(W/mK)

Sp. heat
(kJ/kgK)

Density
(kg/m3)

Temperature (°C) Melting
heat

(kJ/kg)

Viscosity for
liquid phase

(Pa-s)Ts (solidus) TL (Liquidus)

RT 41
(PCM)

0.2 2 802 37.5 42.9 141.7 0.003

Water 0.614 4.187 995.65 100 125.75 0.000798

Table 2.
Properties of fluid materials considered for the study [6].
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Thermal conductivity (kf)

kslurry ¼ kw
2þ kPCM=kw

� �þ 2φ kPCM=kw

� �� 1
� �

2þ kPCM=kw

� �� φ kPCM=kw

� �� 1
� � (3)

where kw is the thermal conductivity of water and kPCM is the thermal conduc-
tivity of phase change material.

Specific heat (cf)

cslurry ¼
φ csp þ cLp
� �

2
þ φLatent heat

TL � Ts
þ 1� φð Þρwcw

ρf
(4)

where cPCM is the specific heat of phase change material and cw is the specific heat
of water.

3.2 Data interpretation

The working fluid used to flow as coolant through the semicircular micro-channels
of 0.35 mm over the entire compact micro-channel heat sink of 25 mm2 considered for
the present work. The calculated properties of working fluid (PCM slurry) have been
used for the analysis of the heat sink. Data assumed for the analysis of present work is
summarized below in Table 4.

Power supply to the heat sink (P) in Watt

P ¼ Q � ρslurry � cslurry Tout � Tinð Þ

Tout ¼ Tin þ P
Q � ρslurry � cslurry

(5)

S. No. Properties Volumetric concentration (φ) Value

1. φslurry (kg/m
3) 0.01 995.456

0.25 947.237

0.50 898.825

2. μslurry (Pa-s) 0.01 8.183 � 10–4

0.25 2.111 � 10–3

0.50 3.947 � 10–2

3. kslurry (W/mK) 0.01 0.612

0.25 0.489

0.50 0.380

4. cslurry (kJ/kgK) 0.01 4.428

0.25 10.360

0.50 16.320

Table 3.
Calculated properties of working fluid.
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where Q is the flow rate of slurry in m3/s, Tout and Tin are outlet and inlet
temperature of working fluid at the inlet and outlet of heat sink.

Reynolds Number (Re)

Re ¼ ρslurryvDh

μslurry
(6)

Hydraulic diameter (Dh) can be calculated from

Dh ¼ A
Pw

(7)

where A is the cross-sectional area of micro-channel and Pw is the wetted perimeter.
For semi-circular cross-section

A ¼ πD2

8
¼ 0:04810:mm2 (8)

So Dh for semi-circular micro-channels can be formulated as

Dh ¼ πD
πþ 2

¼ 0:2138 mm (9)

Prandtl number (Pr)

Pr ¼ cslurryμslurry
kslurry

(10)

Nusselt Number (Nu) correlations with Re and Pr [19].
If 100 < Re < 1500 then Nu ¼ 0:253 Re 0:597 Pr0:349 and if 1500 < Re < 15,000 then

Nu ¼ 0:253 Re 0:62 Pr0:340 (11)

As we know that

Nu ¼ hslurryDh

kslurry
; hslurry ¼

Nu� kslurry
Dh

(12)

Cross-
section of
heat sink
(mm2)

Diameter
(D) of
micro-
channel
(mm)

Length of
single micro-

channel
(mm)

Space
between two
consecutive
channels
(mm)

Power
Supply
(W)

Working
fluid

Flow
rate of
working
fluid

(ml/min)

Temperature
at the inlet of
heat sink (K)

Square
(25 � 25)

0.35 15 0.2 95 Mixture of
water and
RT41 (PCM

slurry)

75 to 300 303

Table 4.
Data assumption for the analytical analysis.
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Also heat absorbed (H) in Watt to the micro-channels is given by the relation

H ¼ hslurryAsurface Tw � Tinð Þ (13)

where Asurface is the surface area of the micro-channels and Tw is the wall temper-
ature of the micro-channels.

Surface area of semi-circular micro-channels can be calculated as

Asurface ¼ π� D� L
2

(14)

where L is total length of micro-channels equal to 675 mm = 0.675 m.
From energy balance power supply (P) to the heat sink is equal to the heat

absorbed (H) by the micro-channels assuming there are no any heat losses.
Wall temperature (Tw) can be formulated as

Tw ¼ Tin þ P
hslurryAsurface

(15)

4. Validation of result

Validation of result has been done according to Gaikwad and More [15] for Nusselt
number (Nu) and flow rate of PCM slurry in the range of 75 ml/min to 300 ml/min at
concentration of φ = 0.25 (Table 5). Present result at φ = 0.25 compared with Gaikwad
and More [15] as shown in Figure 3. The results of present work shows similar pattern
of variation in Nu with increasing flow rate.

Flow
rate
(ml/min)

Tout Re Nu hslurry Tw

φ=0.25 φ=0.5 φ=0.25 φ=0.5 φ=0.25 φ=0.5 φ=0.25 φ=0.5 φ=0.25 φ=0.5

75 310.744 308.181 2496.58 126.64 12.204 5.474 22,206.27 9729.28 314.52 329.11

100 308.796 306.878 3334.79 169.16 13.942 6.507 26,627.41 11,565.29 312.61 325.13

125 307.654 306.113 4153.51 210.69 15.964 7.418 30,556.78 13,184.47 311.37 322.41

150 306.872 305.590 4992.20 253.23 16.993 8.279 34,291.75 14,714.78 310.46 320.39

175 306.315 305.217 5830.90 295.77 18.526 9.083 37,798.01 16,143.78 309.77 318.85

200 305.907 304.944 6649.61 337.33 20.746 9.825 41,045.81 17,462.58 309.23 317.65

225 305.581 304.727 7488.31 379.85 21.333 10.547 44,218.13 18,745.84 308.78 316.65

250 305.321 304.553 8327.00 422.39 22.456 11.246 47,262.38 19,988.21 308.41 315.80

275 305.113 304.414 9145.71 463.92 22.915 11.884 50,123.64 21,122.17 308.10 315.11

300 304.936 304.295 9984.41 506.47 23.671 12.523 52,959.75 22,257.91 307.83 314.50

Table 5.
Calculated values on the variation of flow rate.
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5. Results and discussion

In present analysis analytical study of square chip of heat sink (25 mm � 25 mm)
consisting of semi-circular micro-channels has been carried out using PCM slurry as
working fluid with inlet temperature of 303 K. Analytical study is based on the general
equations and correlations based on the available literatures. Results obtained for
varying mass flow rate from 75 ml/min to 300 ml/min [15]. Effect of flow rate on
slurry outlet temperature of heat sink can be seen from Figure 4 where slurry tem-
perature at the outlet of micro-channel heat sink decreases with mass flow rate, as the
specific heat of PCM slurry increases with increasing concentration of PCM particles.
Hence at concentration of φ = 0.5 has lower outlet temperature than φ = 0.25 with
increasing flow rate and maximum decrement in outlet temperature of slurry is found
to be about 0.63% in φ = 0.25 and 0.45% in φ = 0.5. In Figure 5. Reynolds number for
φ = 0.5 is far below than φ = 0.25. The graph of Reynolds number is almost flat for φ =
0.5 as Reynolds increases marginally with increasing flow rate while for φ = 0.25 the
Reynolds number increases linearly with increasing flow rate. This trend signifies that
with increasing concentration the viscosity of slurry also increases resulting in
decreasing Reynolds number.

Figure 3.
comparison of Nu vs. flow rate with the results of Gaikwad and More [15].

Figure 4.
Effect of flow rate on slurry outlet temperature of the heat sink.
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In Figure 6Nusselt number (Nu) increases significantly with increase in mass flow
rate for both concentrations due to increase in specific heat accordingly. Increase in
specific heat of PCM slurry observed because of increase in latent heat of the slurry as

Figure 5
Effect of mass flow rate on Reynolds number.

Figure 6.
Effect of mass flow rate on Nusselt number (nu).

Figure 7.
Effect of mass flow rate on heat transfer coefficient of slurry.
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it approaches the melting temperature. Higher Nu has been observed for φ = 0.25
while lower value of Nu observed for φ = 0.50 due to high viscous flow at higher
concentration of PCM slurry in micro-channels. In Figure 7 similar trend of graph has
been observed for heat transfer coefficient of slurry when flow rate increases as Nu is
a function of heat transfer coefficient and maximum increment in heat transfer
coefficient of slurry found to be 19.9 for φ = 0.25 and 18.8% for φ = 0.50. In Figure 8
with increase of the flow rate the wall temperature of the micro-channel heat sink
decreases for both concentrations of PCM slurry. Wall temperature decreases signifi-
cantly for φ = 0.50 than φ = 0.25 due to higher latent heat absorption capacity at higher
concentration of PCM particles.

6. Conclusions

In present work analytical study of micro-channel heat sink has been performed at
a constant power supply of 95 W using PCM slurry at φ = 0.25 and φ = 0.50 for flow
rate in the range of 75 ml/min to 300 ml/min at inlet slurry temperature of 303 K.
following conclusions have been drawn.

• Outlet temperature of slurry decreases with increasing flow rate and increasing
concentration of PCM particles due to increase in specific heat. Maximum
decrement in outlet temperature of slurry observed to be about 0.63% for φ =
0.25 and 0.45% for φ = 0.5.

• Higher viscous flow has been observed for higher concentration of PCM particles
results in lower Reynolds number which can be concluded as tending towards
laminar flow for higher concentration in micro-channels.

• Nusselt number (Nu) and heat transfer coefficient of slurry increases with flow
rate. High heat transfer coefficient and Nu has been observed for φ = 0.25 than φ
= 0.50 due to high viscous flow at higher concentration of PCM slurry in micro-
channels.

• Wall temperature of micro-channel heat sink which signifies the heat sink
temperature decreases with increasing flow rate. Higher percentage decrease of

Figure 8.
Effect of mass flow rate on wall temperature of micro-channel heat sink.
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1.2% in wall temperature has been observed for higher concentration (φ = 0.5)
corresponding to 0.6% decrease in wall temperature for φ = 0.25 due to higher
heat transfer coefficient of highly concentrated slurry.
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Chapter 7

The Effect of Laundering on the 
Physical and Thermal Properties of 
Phase Change Textile Materials
Ricardo Scheepers

Abstract

Phase change materials (PCMs) have been integrated into clothing and textiles 
to provide added value in terms of thermoregulation and thus added comfort to the 
wearer in intensely hot and cold weather conditions. Since clothing is laundered 
several times during the service life of the textile, the effects of simulated domestic 
laundering on the physical and thermal properties of a non-woven textile that 
contains PCMs were investigated. The thermal properties, such as the thermal 
degradation, melting, evaporation, and crystallisation were measured by the Thermal 
Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) and the Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) ana-
lytical techniques. The physical properties, such as the microcapsule size distribution, 
and the microcapsule morphologies of the PCM microcapsules, were measured by the 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Raman analytical techniques. The primary 
objective of this study is to determine the effect of repeated laundering at different 
wash temperatures.

Keywords: phase change materials, repeated laundering, thermal degradation, 
crystallisation, enthalpy, thermograms, thermal properties, physical properties

1. Introduction

Phase change materials (PCMs) are ‘latent’ heat storage materials. The thermal 
energy transfer happens when a material changes from solid to liquid or liquid to 
solid. PCM absorbs and releases heat at an almost constant temperature. Latent heat 
stores 5 to 14 times more heat per unit volume than sensible storage materials such as 
bricks or rocks. Latent heat storage is one of the highly effective techniques of stor-
ing thermal energy. Unlike the sensible heat storage method, the latent heat storage 
method requires a significantly higher storage density with a minor temperature 
difference between storing and releasing heat [1].

As described by Grynaeus et al. [2], PCMs are designed to utilise latent heat 
absorption associated with a reversible phase change transition, such as solid to 
liquid transition. The material can be used as an absorber of heat whereby several 
thermal energies will be absorbed by the PCM before its temperature can increase. 
The PCM can also be preheated and used as a barrier to cold, as a greater quantity 
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of heat must be removed from the PCM before its temperature can begin to 
decline.

The development and application of PCM, as a class of thermal energy storage sys-
tems, are receiving increasing attention due to their contribution to a more efficient 
environmentally friendly energy utilisation. The PCM technology was first developed 
in the 1970s by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) of the 
United States to protect delicate instruments in outer space from large temperature 
extremes. Today PCMs are one of the most widely used energy storage materials in the 
fields of solar energy utilisation, energy-conserving in buildings, thermal insulation, 
and thermal regulation [3].

According to Yazdi & Sheikhzadeth [1], textiles are one of the most used appli-
cations of PCMs for thermoregulating principles. During the phase change, the 
temperature remains unchanged; as a result, the PCM can stabilise the human body 
temperature. The cooling effect of the PCM depends on the ability to absorb heat dur-
ing the periods when external heat load or body heat production surpasses heat loss.

In the highly competitive textile marketplace, customers are requiring not only 
comfort and fashion, but also functionality in both daily wear and sporting apparel. 
Phase change materials have been incorporated into clothing to provide added func-
tionality and value in terms of thermoregulation and thus increased comfort to the 
wearer, in notably extreme weather conditions and sporting activities. Since clothing 
is laundered many times, it was deemed important to study the effect of repeated 
laundering on the thermoregulating properties of fabrics containing PCMs.

In this study, the effect of simulated domestic laundering on the physical and 
thermal characteristics of a non-woven textile that contains PCM is investigated since 
this is important in terms of the functional lifecycle and durability of PCMs and can 
contribute to improving the physical and thermal performance of PCMs and their 
design, as well as the laundering conditions [4, 5].

2. Experimental

2.1 Sample preparation (according to EN ISO 6330:2000 standard)

• Lay the fabric to relax for at least 4 hours in a standard atmosphere (temperature 
of 20°C ± 2°C and relative humidity of 65% ±2%).

• Cut out the samples using a template and mark accordingly.

• Overlock all edges to avoid fraying of the samples at the edges.

2.2 Washing procedure (according to EN ISO 6330:2000 standard)

• Wash load: Ensure no more than half of the load are consist of the test samples, 
the rest of the load being made up of makeweights.

• Detergent: Use 5 grams of European Colourfastness Establishment (ECE) deter-
gent and 2 grams Sodium Perborate. ECE detergents do not contain any optical 
bright agents (OBA).

• Wash Program:
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a. Select the correct program for the type of wash required. Set temperature 
and water levels. Place makeweights and then the test samples in the washing 
machine. Dissolve the detergent with a small quantity of warm water in a beaker.

b. Start the machine. When the water is above the base level in the sight tube, add 
the dissolved detergent into the machine by lifting the lid on top of the machine.

c. On completion of the program remove the wash load.

2.3 Drying method (according to EN ISO 6330:2000 standard)

Flat dry – place the samples on a drying rack without stretching the samples. Wait 
at least 24 hours until completely dry before assessing samples.

3. Testing equipment and testing procedures

3.1 TGA analytical instrument (according to ISO 11358 standard)

TGA test procedure was followed where 10 to 15 mg of samples were heated from 
30 to 500°C at a heating rate of 20°C/min under nitrogen atmosphere.

3.2 DSC analytical instrument (according to ISO 11357-1:2016 standard)

The DSC instrument was used to evaluate the latent heat of the PCM samples. The 
samples were cut into small pieces with a sharp blade after which they were spread 
evenly on the surface of the pans. Some 10 to 15 mg of samples were added to the pan 
and weighed on the balance which measures up to the accuracy of 0.0001 mg.

3.3 DSC testing procedure

• Turn on the machine and allow it to warm up for about an hour.

• Ensure the compressed nitrogen tank and liquid nitrogen tank are both full and 
the valve connection is open. Set the compressed nitrogen pressure flow.

• Prepare empty pans and place the pans on the two circular sensors within the 
furnace.

• Activate the machine software and input all necessary information in the program.

• Input a temperature 10°C higher than the highest temperature set in the tempera-
ture program. This is a protective setting, which stops the machine from surpass-
ing a set temperature in case of machine malfunction.

• To start the program, the current furnace temperature must be 5°C of the initial 
temperature.

• Start and the measurement will begin, after baseline scan has run, remove the 
empty baseline pan, and replace it with the pan containing the samples.
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• To ensure even heat flow and accurate DSC readings, a thin layer of sample 
pieces is placed so the entire bottom of the pan is covered.

• After the measurement has finished, close the program, turn off the compressed 
nitrogen tank and turn off the machine.

3.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

3.4.1 SEM sample preparation (according to ISO 22493:2014 standard)

• A small amount of the fabric was mounted on a 12 mm aluminium SEM stub 
using carbon-coated glue.

3.4.2 SEM analysis procedure

SEM settings: Backscatter detector, 20 kV accelerating voltage, working distance 
of 10 mm. Magnification between 1000 and 4000x.

• Insert the sample into the chamber of the SEM and observe in low vacuum mode.

• SEM is equipped with lenses to compress the spot and direct the focused elec-
trons on the sample.

• The image of the sample is generated point by point dependent on the movement 
of the scan coils, which causes the electron beam to move to positions in a form 
of straight lines until a rectangular construction is formed on the surface of the 
sample.

• If necessary, change to a higher magnified image, and the scan coils will then 
make the beam deflect a smaller area.

• The electron detector detects the emitted electrons (signals) from the scanned 
sample.

• The signals are then displayed on the viewing screen, the brightness and the 
intensity can be controlled until a clear image is obtained.

3.5 Raman microscopy and spectroscopy

3.5.1 Raman sample preparation

Raman analysis needs no sample preparation. Images of the fibres were taken with 
the SEM after which the sample was moved from under the SEM pole piece to the 
Raman objective in the SEM chamber and a Raman map was acquired of the same area.

3.5.2 Raman analysis procedure

Raman Settings: Laser wavelength 532 nm, the laser power was 2 mW, map areas 
were 50μmx50μm with data points every 0.5 μm, integration time (time spent on each 
point) 0.2 seconds.
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• Insert the sample, and make sure it is flat enough to avoid scratching the lenses.

• Repeat the position and focus procedure until the sample is focused on the 
desired magnification.

• Adjust the instrument parameters (exposure time, laser filter, spectrometer off-
set, etc.) until the desired spectrum is shown on the display and capture Raman 
Image and Spectrum.

• Press stop and turn off the lamp.

4. Analysis

Comparative analysis was applied to the DSC, TGA, SEM and Raman analytical 
results.

5. Results and discussions

The main objective of this study is to determine the effect of repeated laundering 
at different wash temperatures, on the thermal and physical related properties of the 
PCM as measured by TGA, DSC, SEM and Raman.

5.1 Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA)

5.1.1 TGA results of multiple washed samples at different temperatures

Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) is generally used to investigate chemical 
reactions in which weight changes occur. Most TGA curves illustrate mass losses, for 
example in Figures 1-3 the TGA thermograms show 3 different degradation regions 
that indicate a combination of paraffin wax that forms the core of the microcapsule, 
an acrylic resin as the polymeric shell of the microcapsule and polymeric fibres which 
can be identified as Polyester (PES), Polyamide (PA) and Polyethylene Terephthalate 
(PET) present in the PCM sample.

5.1.2  Mass loss percentage (%) comparison of different wash temperatures after 
10 washes

In Figure 4 the thermogram of the first segment was identified as the paraffin 
wax, where it is observed for the sample washed at 30°C there is a mass loss of 15.8% 
at a heating temperature of around 208°C, for the sample washed at 40°C there is 
a mass loss of 18.8% at a heating temperature of approximately 205°C and for the 
sample washed at 60°C a mass loss of 19.1% was observed at a heating temperature of 
nearly 200°C. The thermogram indicate that the mass loss at wash temperature 60°C 
is slightly higher with a lower heating temperature compared to the wash temperature 
of 30°C and 40°C where the mass loss is lower at a higher heating temperature.

The thermogram of the second degradation segment, was identified as the acrylic 
resin of the microcapsule, which exhibit a mass loss of 24.5% of the sample at wash 
temperature 30°C, a mass loss of 31.8% of the sample at wash temperature 40°C and 
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a mass loss of 35.1% of the sample at wash temperature 60°C with heating tempera-
tures ranging from 300 to 400°C. This proves that a higher mass loss occurred for 
the sample at wash temperature 60°C compared to the samples of the lower wash 
temperatures, this is due to the PCM microcapsules breaking during the laundering 
process.

The last segment which indicates the thermal degradation of the polymeric fibres 
(PES, PA, and PET) show a mass loss of around 87.5% ±2% for the samples washed at 
temperatures 30°C, 40°C and 60°C at a heating temperature up to 500°C.

The difference in onset degradation is caused by the different wash temperatures 
where loss of mPCM content occurred during the laundering process. The thermo-
gram clearly indicate that there is a higher mass loss at wash temperature 60°C, than 
at wash temperature 30°C and 40°C, respectively. The difference in average mass loss 
percentage between the sample at wash temperature 60°C compared to the sample at 
wash temperature 30°C is about 4.6%.

Figure 2. 
TGA thermograms showing the effect of repeated laundering on mass loss (number of washes at 40°C).

Figure 1. 
TGA thermograms showing the effect of repeated laundering on mass loss (number of washes at 30°C).
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5.1.3  Mass loss percentage (%) of unwashed sample vs. multiple washed sample at 60°C

Figure 5 shows a transition at around heating temperature of 150°C for the sample 
at wash temperature 60°C, which is not present for the unwashed sample. The onset 
degradation for the sample washed at 60°C, differs with a mass loss percentage of 
26.12% compared to the unwashed sample. The difference in mass loss is substantial 
and is due to the PCM capsules being broken at the wash temperature of 60°C and the 
associated loss of thermoregulating content, whereas with the unwashed sample, the 
thermoregulating content was unchanged.

Figure 4. 
TGA thermograms illustrating the effect of wash temperatures on mass loss after 10 washes.

Figure 3. 
TGA thermograms showing the effect of repeated laundering on mass loss (number of washes at 60°C).
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The mass loss for each degradation phase, indicate that the mass loss is higher for 
the sample washed at 60°C. The difference in average mass loss between the sample 
washed at 60°C compared to the unwashed sample is about 9.4%. It is evident that 
both samples burn out around the same heating temperature of around 500°C, where 
the ash content can be calculated as a repeatability average of approximately 12.5%.

5.2 Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC)

The DSC analysis is used to assess the melting point, crystallisation, and heat of 
fusion to determine the change in thermal properties of the PCM due to the different 
wash temperatures. The DSC analysis results are presented in the form of thermo-
grams as illustrated in Figures 6-8. The primary focus is to evaluate the effect of 

Figure 5. 
TGA thermogram demonstrating mass loss for the unwashed sample and a multiple washed sample at 60°C.

Figure 6. 
DSC analysis of washed samples (wash temperature 30°C).
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the different wash temperatures in terms of the heating and cooling peaks of wash 
temperature (30°C, 40°C and 60°C), also of the samples at 10 washes to observe the 
worst-case scenario.

Figure 9 shows 3 distinct melting peaks for each of the samples at wash tempera-
tures (30°C, 40°C and 60°C), these melting peaks are probably related to the molecu-
lar structure of the hydrocarbons in the paraffin wax PCM (tetradecane, hexadecane, 
and octadecane). The main interest is the enthalpy values of the third melting peaks 
where the enthalpy of the octadecane content changed, indicating phase transition of 
the PCM from solid to liquid state at a heat temperature of 28°C ± 2°C for all three of 
the samples at different wash temperatures.

Figure 7. 
DSC analysis of washed samples (wash temperature 40°C).

Figure 8. 
DSC analysis of washed samples (wash temperature 60°C).
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It is apparent that the heat capacity of 1.8 W/g for the sample washed at 60°C 
is lower than the sample washed at 30°C, with a heat flow of 2.62 W/g, and for the 
sample washed at 40°C, with a heat flow of 2.16 W/g. It can be established that the 
heat loss is greater at wash temperature 60°C, this is due to the loss of thermoregulat-
ing content, broken microcapsules, and loss of fibres.

5.2.1 Exothermic results of multiple washed samples at different temperatures

The crystallisation temperature is defined as the lowest point of the cooling 
peak. The enthalpy of crystallisation is being determined by the area under the 
curve. Figure 10 shows details of crystallisation occurring where the cooling peaks 
of samples washed at different wash temperatures coincide at heating temperatures 
of 9°C ± 2°C at wash temperature 30°C, 14°C ± 2°C at wash temperature 40°C and 
23°C ± 2°C at wash temperature 60°C.

The primary focus is on the third cooling peaks where the heat flow was at its 
peak. It can be observed that the sample at wash temperature 60°C has significantly 
less degree of crystallinity with a heat flow of −0.99 W/g compared to the samples at 
wash temperature 30°C, where the heat flow is −1.48 W/g, and at wash temperature 
40°C, where the heat flow is −1.26 W/g. These results could be explained by leakage 
or evaporation of paraffin after the rupture of the PCM microcapsules during the 
laundering process at wash temperature 60°C.

5.2.2 Effect of 10 washes on thermal properties

The effect of multiple laundering (10 washes at 60°C) on the thermal proper-
ties are shown in Figure 11. The multiple washing exhibits lower treatment heat 
capacity and cooling capacity than the unwashed sample. There is a difference of 

Figure 9. 
Endothermic results showing the effect of different wash temperatures on the heat flow for samples 
washed 10 times.
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approximately 50% latent heat capacity between the unwashed sample and the 
sample washed at 60°C, this is due to the loss of PCM content after 10 wash cycles at a 
higher wash temperature.

5.3 SEM analysis

The SEM analysis will discuss the effect of multiple washes at different tempera-
tures on the morphology (shape and size of PCM microcapsule) that was examined 
by the means of SEM images at different magnifications.

Figure 10. 
Exothermic results showing the effect of different wash temperatures on the heat flow for samples 
washed 10 times.

Figure 11. 
Effect of 10 washes at wash temperature 60°C compared to the unwashed sample.
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5.3.1 Unwashed PCM: different areas at 500X magnification (100 μm)

SEM images at magnification 500X was captured at 3 different areas on the sample 
to illustrate distribution of the PCM microcapsules within the sample. In Figure 12 
image A, B and C shows visible bulges on the fibres and in an uneven webbing that 
links the intercedes of micron sized PCMs. The bulges indicates that the PCM con-
tent is wrapped around the fibre and the micron sized PCM observed in the uneven 
webbing indicates the PCM content was incorporated through a pad-dry-cure process 
method.

5.3.2 Unwashed PCM: different magnifications (100X, 500X, and 3000X)

In Figure 13, image A at magnification 100X shows the web linking oriented fibres 
of the non-woven PCM sample. Image B at magnification 500X there are 2 different 
form of PCMs observed, the PCM microcapsules in the web and the mPCM wrapped 
around the fibre. Image C at magnification 3000X clearly illustrates the PCM capsules 
within web.

Figure 13. 
SEM images of unwashed PCM at different magnifications.

Figure 12. 
SEM images of unwashed sample at different areas.
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5.3.3  SEM images: Multiple laundered (10 washes) samples at different wash 
temperatures

5.3.3.1 Sample at wash temperature 30°C

Figure 14 shows that image A at 500X magnification there is fibre interlacing and 
holes within the web, whereas image B at magnification 3000X clearly shows the 
broken PCM capsules, which indicate PCM content has evaporated during laundering 
as indicated by the TGA and DSC results.

5.3.3.2 Sample at wash temperature 40°C

In Figure 15 the sample at wash temperature 40°C where image A at 500X magni-
fication illustrates brittle fibres in the webbing, and Image B at magnification 3000X 

Figure 14. 
SEM images: mPCM of sample at wash temperature 30°C.

Figure 15. 
SEM images: mPCM of sample at wash temperature 40°C.
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evidently illustrates collapsed PCM capsules in the web, which is due to multiple 
laundering at higher wash temperatures as quantified in TGA and DSC analysis.

5.3.3.3 Sample at wash temperature 60°C

In Figure 16 it can be observed that image A at magnification 1620X the mPCM 
around the fibre are brittle and fragmented and image B at magnification 3280X it is 
evident that the PCM capsule around the fibre is damaged, therefore the conclusion 
can be made that multiple laundering at higher wash temperatures are damaging to 
the PCM microcapsule, which causes the loss of thermoregulating content as identi-
fied in the TGA and DSC test results.

5.4 Raman analysis

The Raman analysis will investigate the effect of multiple laundering at different 
temperatures on the polymer changes in the crystalline phase through the sample, the 
crystallinity distribution, and the orientation of the polymers, that was examined by 
the means of Raman imaging and spectrum.

5.4.1 Raman imaging and Spectrum of unwashed sample

In Figure 17 the scanning position of image A illustrates the PCM in the web 
and on the fibre, and image B shows the dept. profiling of the Raman image which 
displays 4 different wavelengths in the spectrum represented by colours: red, dark 
blue, green, and light blue.

Figure 18 illustrates the peaks of the Raman spectrum, these shifting peaks can 
be identified as the chemical bond lengths of the n-alkanes paraffins, namely tetra-
decane, hexadecane and octadecane, which form the core of the microencapsulated 
PCM, and the fourth shifting peak observed could be the polymeric shell microcap-
sule which is an acrylic resin.

Figure 16. 
Damaged mPCM around fibre of sample at wash temperature 60°C.
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The width of the shifting peaks on the graph illustrates a high degree of crystallin-
ity, which is important, because most physical and mechanical properties of PCMs are 
affected by the degree of crystallinity. The crystallinity distribution in the sample can 
be found from the band shift area and the orientation of the polymers in the spectrum 
can be seen.

Figure 17. 
Raman scan position of unwashed sample (left: Image a); Raman scan depth of unwashed sample 
(right: Image B).

Figure 18. 
Raman spectrum of unwashed sample.
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5.4.2 Raman analysis of multiple washed samples at different temperatures

5.4.2.1 Raman imaging and Spectrum of multiple washed sample at 30°C

5.4.2.2 Raman imaging and Spectrum of multiple washed sample at 40°C

In Figures 19 and 20 the scanning position of images A illustrates the PCM 
microcapsules in the web and therefore the depth profiling of the Raman in images B 
only show 2 different wavelengths which are recognised as the n-octadecane paraffin 
and the acrylic resin in the spectrum represented by colours: blue and red.

Figure 21 represents the Raman spectrum of the washed sample at 30°C and 
Figure 22 represents the Raman spectrum of the washed sample at 40°C. In both 
these spectrums it can be observed that there is a change in band positioning, the 
width and shape of the peaks have transformed, which can indicate polymer changes 
in the crystalline phase, as indicated in the DSC analysis. The change in band shift is 

Figure 20. 
Raman scan position of washed sample at 40°C (left: Image a); Raman scan depth of washed sample at 40°C 
(right: Image B).

Figure 19. 
Raman scan position of washed sample at 30°C (left: Image a); Raman scan depth of washed sample at 30°C 
(right: Image B).
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also owing to the temperature and stress applied from to the laundering effect, the 
more orientated the washed sample, the more shift is seen.

Figure 21. 
Raman spectrum of washed sample at 30°C.

Figure 22. 
Raman spectrum of washed sample at 40°C.
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5.4.2.3 Raman imaging and Spectrum of multiple washed sample at 60°C

In Figure 23 the scanning position, image A shows the PCM in the web and on the 
fibre, however the dept. profiling of the Raman image B only exhibits 3 wavelengths 
in the spectrum identified as hexadecane, octadecane and the acrylic resin, repre-
sented by the colours: red, blue, and green. It can be understood that due to multiple 
laundering, and rupture of the PCM microcapsules, tetradecane content has evapo-
rated at wash temperature 60°C.

Figure 24 illustrates the Raman spectrum of the washed sample at 60°C, the 
Raman shift, intensity, peak width, and shape is different to the unwashed sample 

Figure 24. 
Raman spectrum of washed sample at 60°C.

Figure 23. 
Raman scan position of washed sample at 60°C (left: Image a); Raman scan depth of washed sample at 60°C 
(right: Image B).
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and the washed samples at 30°C and 40°C, the chemical composition, crystal size, 
molecular chain length and morphology vary for different areas of the samples.

It is evident that the washed sample at 60°C show a Raman peak with a wider 
width and thus indicates a lower degree of crystallinity, which possibly means 
that the latent heat effectiveness of the PCM has reduced. It is also apparent that 
the intensity and polarisation of the Raman peaks have changed compared to the 
unwashed sample, which means the crystallinity and orientation of the PCM has 
changed due to loss of thermoregulating content, and therefore validate that crystal-
linity is a structural arrangement in the material and can be calculated from the DSC 
analysis.

6. Conclusions

The main objective of this study was to investigate the effect of multiple launder-
ing at different wash temperatures, on the thermal and physical related properties, 
as measured by TGA, DSC, SEM and Raman, of a non-woven textile fabric contain-
ing PCM.

Thermal degradation as determined by TGA thermograms was found to be 
higher at a wash temperature of 60°C relative to that of a wash temperature at 30°C, 
the mass loss being 4.6% more at 60°C than at 30°C. This was asserted to physical 
changes such as size and shape of the PCM microcapsules as evident in SEM images. 
The SEM images showed broken and collapsed PCM microcapsules in the web 
and around the fibre, indicating evaporation of the thermoregulating content of 
the PCM.

It was found that the heat capacity of the sample washed at 60°C was much lower 
than that of the unwashed sample, the difference being approximately 50% in terms 
of the latent heat capacity as determined by DSC thermograms. This implies that the 
latent heat effectiveness of the PCM has decreased significantly. The physical proper-
ties of the PCM such as the intermolecular interaction, the intensity and width of 
peaks, polarisation, degree of crystallinity and the orientation changed as illustrated 
in the Raman analysis.

It can be concluded that the multiple laundering of textiles which contain PCM 
causes damage to the PCM capsules, causing the thermoregulating effectiveness to be 
reduced as confirmed by the results from the analytical techniques. In addition, the 
results also indicate that reducing the wash temperature and improving the design 
and formation method of the PCM microcapsules can extend the usable life and value 
of a textile containing PCMs.
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Chapter 8

Germanium Telluride: A 
Chalcogenide Phase Change 
Material with Many Possibilities
Turja Nandy, Farhana Anwar and Ronald A. Coutu Jr. 

Abstract

Germanium telluride (GeTe) is a chalcogenide phase change material which is 
nonvolatile and changes its phase from amorphous state to a highly conductive crys-
talline state at approximately 180–230°C temperature, dropping the material’s resis-
tivity by six orders of magnitude. These temperature-induced states lead to different 
physical and chemical properties, making it a suitable candidate for optical storage, 
reconfigurable circuit, high-speed switching, terahertz (THz), and satellite applica-
tions. Besides, GeTe-based devices offer complementary metal oxide-semiconductor 
(CMOS) compatibility and simplified, low-cost fabrication processes. In this chapter, 
three applications of GeTe will be discussed. They are as follows: (1) how GeTe can 
be utilized as DC and RF switching material with their high OFF/ON resistivity ratio, 
(2) how GeTe can contribute to current THz technology as split-ring resonators and 
modulators, and (3) effect of threshold voltage on GeTe for reconfigurable circuits.

Keywords: germanium telluride, phase change material, switching, reconfigurable 
circuit, terahertz technology

1. Introduction

Switching plays the most significant role in circuit technology. Phase change 
material (PCM) such as germanium telluride (GeTe)-based switching can provide 
reliable switching performance with fewer mechanical components and higher device 
lifetime. When an external stimulus is provided to GeTe, it can behave like both con-
ductors and insulators which are dependent on that external stimulus. This phenom-
enon can be used as DC switching mechanism [1]. It is crucial to study the properties 
of both amorphous and crystalline states of selected materials, different component 
geometries, and perfect amount and type of external stimulus, etc. GeTe is a promis-
ing candidate for RF switching applications because of its suitable and small resistiv-
ity in crystalline phase. Uniform heating-based phase transition is needed to attain RF 
switching which provides massive resistance change. Phase transition done by voltage 
pulses can provide the above advantage. When current pulse is provided for long 
time, induced heat goes above the crystallization temperature and recrystallization 
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starts in GeTe films. On the other hand, amorphous phase returns in GeTe films when 
an increased current pulse is provided for shorter time [2, 3].

Even though terahertz (THz) technology can play vital role in several research 
fields, i.e. communication, biomedical, security, etc., it is often overlooked as there is 
little to no simple methods available for production, detection, and modulation of THz 
waves. Nevertheless, there are some technologies available which can be exploited to 
utilize THz waves. Among those, technologies like photonic crystals, quantum cascade 
lasers, and metamaterials are considered to be most promising. GeTe-based resona-
tors and modulators can be applied in these applications [4, 5]. Besides switching and 
THz applications, GeTe is applicable in reconfigurable devices. These devices have the 
ability to be used for multiple applications which are very useful and cost-effective 
for circuit and other applications. For a basic RC circuit, by tuning the resistivity and 
permittivity of phase change materials, cutoff frequency can be changed because 
cut-off frequency is directly related to resistance and capacitance. Resistance can 
be changed by controlling the geometries and chemical structures of phase change 
materials-based resistors fabricated within the circuits. This change can alter the state 
of reconfigurable devices [6]. This chapter will discuss the applicability of GeTe in 
these three applications.

2. DC and RF switching applications

2.1 GeTe strips for direct current (DC) switching

Here, a new DC switch design is presented where no mechanical component 
is required to control the current flow in GeTe wire. Micromachined parallel wire 
designs were fabricated to apply external electric fields across the GeTe wire. First, 
oxide layer was created on Si substrate. GeTe wires/strips were patterned and depos-
ited using RF sputtering method. Traditional lift-off method provided perfect GeTe 
wire shape. After that, gold contact pads (using Ti adhesion layer underneath) were 
patterned and deposited on top of GeTe wire using evaporation method. These GeTe 
wires were around 200 nm thick. Using the similar method, parallel gold wires/plates 
were patterned and deposited around the GeTe wire. These parallel plates were used 
to provide electric fields. Gap between the wires were 80 and 100 μm. Figure 1 shows 
the design of GeTe test structure [1].

Resistivity and switching property of GeTe are highly dependent on the deposition 
condition. Upon application of an external stimuli, an amorphous insulating GeTe 
film transitions into conducting polycrystalline. As the GeTe strip is placed in 
between two parallel plates, electric field (E) across the device, that is generated by 
adding bias to the plates, can be found from the applied voltage (V) across the parallel 
wires and the distance (d) between them (shown in Eq. (1)). GeTe strip resistance can 
be determined according to the Ohm’s law. To prove the phase transition, GeTe 
resistivity (ñ ) is calculated using the measured strip resistance (R) and the length (l) 
and cross-sectional area (A) of GeTe strip (shown in Eq. (2)). Any drastic change of 
resistivity due to electric field implies a phase change in the GeTe wire [1]:

  
=
VE
d   (1)
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  ρ
=

lR
A

  (2)

Electric field was created across the GeTe wires by applying voltage across the par-
allel plates and resistivity of GeTe wires changed. So, transition from conductor phase 
to insulator phase occurred. This applied electric field becomes higher and lower, 
respectively, when voltage is gradually increased and decreased. DC probes were 
connected with the gold contact pads (test pads) which gave the resistance values. 
Increase in resistivity was found about three to five orders of magnitude, depending 
on the different lengths and widths of GeTe wires. It was also found that GeTe wires, 
while in the volatile regime, regained their initial material phase when the external 
voltage was eliminated. Figure 2 shows the resistivity variation according to different 
applied voltages and different sizes of GeTe wires. The transition happened when the 
applied voltage was in between 37 to 45 V [1].

Figure 1. 
Design of GeTe test structure for DC switching testing [1].

Figure 2. 
Resistivity variation in GeTe wires because of external electric field [1].
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2.2 GeTe-based coplanar waveguide (CPW) radio frequency (RF) switches

2.2.1 Fabrication process for GeTe RF switches

For this fabrication process, oxide and nitride layers were used as isolation layers. 
Some substrates had oxide layer, and some have nitride layers. Silicon substrate was 
thermally oxidized to make silicon dioxide (300 nm thickness) film. On the other 
hand, plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) was used to make sili-
con nitride (100 nm thickness) film. On top of these isolation layers, GeTe strips for 
signal line were deposited. GeTe layers were fabricated using RF sputtering method 
(parameters were 300 W RF power, 10 mTorr pressure, 20.1 sccm Ar gas flow for 
ignition, and 2 min time). The prepared GeTe films were in amorphous phase because 
of room temperature deposition. GeTe strips had length of 30 μm, width of 10 μm, 
and thickness of 100 nm. After that, bimetallic Ti/Au ground lines and bimetallic 
Ti/Au pads on both sides of GeTe strips were deposited using E-beam evaporation 
method and lift-off method. Ten-nanometer-thick Ti works as an adhesion layer for 
100 nm gold layer, and it is essential to get better electrical contact. Figure 3 shows 
the fabricated GeTe CPW RF switching devices [2].

2.2.2 Performance analysis of GeTe RF switches

Before doing RF switching testing, thermal characterization was done. Thermal 
characterizations were done using thermal chuck where devices were directly placed 
on the chuck. Figure 4 shows the thermal characterization results, and it is found 
that all devices show resistance change of ~six orders of magnitude. Figure 4a and b 
shows nonvolatile phase transitions. These devices were fabricated using oxide and 
nitride isolation layer, and GeTe film resistance never came back to its original values. 
This is an indication of permanent crystallization. Figure 4c and d shows volatile 
phase transitions. These devices were directly fabricated on substrates (c-Si and Al2O3 
substrates, respectively) without any isolation layer, and they came back to their 
original values. Also, Figure 4c does not show ideal I-V behavior because of higher 
conductivity of c-Si substrate [2].

This heat-induced phase transition can be explained by the phenomena of 
heat transfer via conduction through multiple layers of materials. For GeTe on 

Figure 3. 
(a) Microscopic image of a device with GeTe strip; (b) a smaller device on sapphire substrate for I-V 
measurement; and (c) a CPW RF switch having signal and ground lines [2].
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SiO2/c-Si and GeTe on Si3N4/c-Si, there were two layers of materials in between 
GeTe layer and thermal chuck. For GeTe on c-Si and GeTe on Al2O3, there was only 
one layer of material in between GeTe layer and thermal chuck. Heat vertically 
moves upward direction from thermal chuck. Small crystallites are formed due to 
this upward flow from substrate to GeTe via dielectric layer, and these crystallites 
are responsible for the GeTe resistance change. Additionally, GeTe on Al2O3 shows 
volatile transition following a different path. This is because of the difference in 
thermal expansion coefficients between Al2O3 and GeTe (5.3 and 0.56, respec-
tively), which may result breaking of the conductive crystallites throughout the 
cooling process [2].

To perform S-parameters analysis of GeTe-based RF switches, S11 and S21 were 
investigated in frequency range of 10 MHz-20 GHz. It was found that when fre-
quency increased, S11 went down from −11 dB to −16 dB in crystalline phase. In crys-
talline phase, reflectivity increases because of incorporation of small crystallites due 
to frequency increase. In amorphous phase, full return loss was found as S11 remained 
constant according to frequency change. These are shown in Figure 5. S21 was found 
constant in crystalline phase, and the value was −3 dB. In amorphous phase, S21 had 
different values in different frequency range. In 10–100 MHz range, it was −55 dB 
and remained constant. But when frequency increases from 100 MHz to 20 GHz, 
S21 gradually increased, and the value went up to −28 dB. This might be because of 
frequency induced crystallization in amorphous phase. The signal line resistance was 
found as 75 Ω and 3.5 MΩ in ON and OFF states, respectively. For making high-
performance RF switch, it was suggested that S21 losses can be reduced by reducing 
the width of GeTe section which can eventually reduce ON state resistance from 75 Ω 
to 50 Ω [2].

Figure 4. 
Semi-logarithmic resistance versus temperature curves of GeTe: (a) on SiO2/c-Si substrate; (b) on Si3N4/c-Si 
substrate; (c) on c-Si substrate; and (d) on Al2O3 substrate (LINEAR scale curves are in the insets) [2].
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3. Applications in terahertz (THz) technologies

3.1 GeTe-based THz split ring resonators

This section will focus on metamaterials compatible with CMOS technology 
and MEMS fabrication processes. A terahertz (THz) split-ring resonator (SRR) 
made from germanium telluride (GeTe) has been developed. This metamaterial was 
chosen for creating tunable response. Approximately at 180–230°C, amorphous 
GeTe becomes crystalline. The precise phase changing temperature depends on GeTe 
film thickness, its stoichiometry, and the substrate material. The SRRs here have a 
5 μm line width, 20 μm square side length, 3 μm gap width, and a 39 μm periodicity 
between elements. 300-nm-thick GeTe films were sputter deposited on these devices 
using 99.99% pure, 50/50 GeTe sputter target (Figure 6a). The sputter chamber was 
at 10 mT with 20.1 sccm Ar gas flow. 300 nm Au deposition was done for another 
batch of devices using electron beam evaporator system (Figure 6b). The deposited 
metals were patterned in bilayer lift-off method [4].

At 180–190°C, both types of devices showed abrupt change in transmission 
line and behaved as metal, indicating GeTe’s crystalline phase. Overall, GeTe SRRs 

Figure 5. 
Analysis of S parameters for GeTe-based RF switches. In this analysis, 31.6% and 10% of full signal strength are 
equivalent to −10 dB and −20 dB [2].

Figure 6. 
GeTe gold split-ring resonators (SRRs): (a) GeTe SRRs; (b) GeTe-in-gap SRRs.
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showed transition amplitude drop (Figure 7), whereas GeTe-in-gap SRRs showed 
altered transmission shape and that did not change even after cooling because of their 
nonvolatile nature (Figure 8). At temperatures above crystallization temperature, 
transmission kept falling. Even though it is known that GeTe gets less conductive at 
higher temperatures, it is observed that GeTe got more conductive along with increas-
ing temperatures. This is because of the presence of thermally induced free carriers at 
the silicon substrate [4] (Figure 9).

Although it was expected to get sharp resonances in the THz transmission 
response of the GeTe SRRs beyond crystallization temperature, it was not observed. 
This absence of resonances can be explained by considering ohmic losses in the 
crystallized GeTe. Therefore, it was found that at THz speeds, c-GeTe’s conductivity 
nature is not as ideal as gold. In case of in GeTe-in-gap SRRs, it was noticed significant 
change in transmission response after crystallization. Unlike the GeTe SRRs, impact 
of ohmic losses was not so daunting. This is for the fact that the devices had Au in 
mostly with a comparatively small portion of GeTe in the middle. Based on the out-
come of GeTe-in-gap SRRs, it can be concluded that GeTe can be successfully utilized 
along with metals for improving tunability of such devices. GeTe-incorporated meta-
materials can be applied in modulation by adding electrical GeTe switching circuits or 
by optimizing the GeTe film parameters for optical switching [4].

Figure 7. 
GeTe SRRs transmission responses for (a) increased and (b) decreased temperature [4].

Figure 8. 
GeTe-in-gap SRRs transmission responses for (a) increased and (b) decreased temperature [4].
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3.2 Improved THz modulations using GeTe

Here, a study has been done on exploiting a single GeTe layer as a thin film THz 
modulator. A 100-nm-thick GeTe layer was deposited in same manner as it has been 
discussed in the previous subsection. Apart from that, a sapphire wafer was used as 
the control sample for the reference measurements. The reason behind choosing sap-
phire is because its rhombohedral elementary cell is comparable to c-GeTe. Following 
Figure 10 shows time-dependent transmitted THz signals. It is evident from the 
figure that signal attenuation is highest around crystallization temperature. Here, ris-
ing of signal peak attenuation and time delay between signal generation and detection 
have been seen. These changes are directly correlated with increased absorbance and 
refractive index, respectively [5].

Figure 11a shows that the absorbance increases as the temperature is increased. 
Highest absorbance was observed at the transition/crystallization temperature. 
Also, high absorbance region starts at 100 °C from 70 to 100 cm−1. This region 
corresponds to incident radiation above 2 THz. Below transition temperature film 
stays in polycrystalline phase and acts as insulator. Region for below transition 
temperature phonon vibrations do not last long as the films are thin with pinholes 
and other film anomalies compared to substrate beneath. As a result, the absorbance 
was low. Figure 11b shows that without sapphire substrate’s influence, for the GeTe 
only samples, around 88.5% to 91.5% modulation depths from crystalline GeTe 
were found. However, modulation of 99% at approximately 77 cm−1 (2.3 THz) is 
observed when c-GeTe/sapphire heated to 250°C. For our case, GeTe only samples 

Figure 9. 
Comparison of simulated and measured data: (a) a-GeTe SRRs; (b) c-GeTe SRRs; (c) a-GeTe-in-gap SRR, and 
(d) c-GeTe-in-gap SRR [4].
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are important for THz applications as their modulation does not fall below 90% up to 
77 cm−1 (2.3 THz) [5].

4. Reconfigurable circuit applications

4.1 Fabrication of horizontal and vertical GeTe resistors

Two different geometries were chosen here. One is vertical GeTe resistor and other 
is horizontal GeTe resistor. In both horizontal and vertical resistors, there are bottom 
and top metal layers, GeTe layer and an isolation layer. To fabricate the horizontal 
resistor (Figure 12), firstly, a bottom metal layer (100 nm Au on top of 10 nm Ti) was 
patterned and deposited on silicon wafer using photolithography, e-beam evapora-
tion, and traditional lift-off methods. Heat dissipation was happened via this bottom 
thermal conduction layer which is very important to maintain uniform crystallization. 

Figure 10. 
THz-TDS response of GeTe film from room temperature to 250 °C: (a) complete response of positive and negative 
time domain peaks; (b) close-up view of positive time domain peak [5].

Figure 11. 
(a) GeTe film absorbance spectra with reference to sapphire substrate at room temperature to 250°C and again 
cooled to room temperature, across the full spectrum 10–110 cm−1; (b) THz transmittance modulation of GeTe/
sapphire and GeTe at 250°C and GeTe at room temperature [5].
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Next, an isolation layer consisting of 100 nm silicon nitride (Si3N4) layer was prepared 
using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) method. This layer 
created an isolation in between bottom metal layer and top contact pads. On top of 
the isolation layer, 100–200 nm thin GeTe line resistor (shape of narrow bridge) was 
deposited using high vacuum RF sputtering method in room temperature. Then, top 
metal contact pads (250 nm Au on top of 10 nm Ti) were patterned and deposited 
on both sides of GeTe resistor. In these horizontal resistors, inter-electrode distances 
were ranged from 5 μm to 10 μm. In these horizontal resistors, resistor length was 
represented by separation between two metal pads and resistor area represented by 
the product of GeTe thickness with distance between metal pads [6].

In the vertical resistor (Figure 13), Ti/Au bottom contact pads were patterned 
and deposited on Si wafer. This process was similar to the process of bottom metal 
thermal conduction layer of horizontal resistor, but this bottom contact pad was the 
bottom electrode. 100 nm Si3N4 isolation layer was prepared on top of it. Next, hole 
was patterned and created in the Si3N4 isolation layer using photolithography and 
reactive ion etching (RIE) methods. Via this hole, GeTe with desired thickness was 
deposited using RF sputtering method, and this GeTe film connected the top and 
bottom electrodes. Then, Ti/Au top metal contact pads were patterned and deposited 
on top of GeTe which fully covered the GeTe film. In these vertical resistors, resistor 
length was represented by GeTe thickness and resistor area represented by the size of 
via hole [6].

4.2 Thermal and electrical characterization of GeTe resistors

Impact of direct heating (Joule) and indirect heating (thermal) and the relation 
between geometrical parameters and threshold voltage have been revealed. First, 
amorphous phase resistance was investigated for both horizontal and vertical GeTe 
resistors according to their thickness (Figure 14a). It was found that the resistivity 
of vertical resistors was hugely dependent on layer thickness of GeTe. 100 nm and 
400 nm thick vertical resistors gave resistance values of 1 × 104 Ω and 8 × 104 Ω, 
respectively. Again, horizontal resistors showed greater resistance values than vertical 
resistors having same thickness. It was because of their larger inter-electrode distance 

Figure 12. 
(a) Top view; (b) cross-sectional view of GeTe horizontal resistor; (c) a GeTe horizontal resistor with 5 μm 
inter-electrode distance [6].
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and smaller cross-sectional area. It was also found that resistors having same device 
volume and different device geometry showed different resistance values [6].

To understand the amorphous to crystalline transitional behavior of GeTe resistors 
via thermal conduction method, temperature of thermal chuck was increased up to 
300°C (Figure 14b). Transition in horizontal resistors was happened at 220–230°C 
where resistance change was found at MΩ range (a sudden drop from MΩ to Ω). On 
the other hand, in Joule heating-based phase transition, vertical resistors with dif-
ferent thickness and same hole area were used. As thickness increased from 90 nm 
to 400 nm, voltage for transition increased from 0.5 V to 3.25 V (Figure 15a) and 
threshold field also increased from 3.3 V/μm to 8.13 V/μm. For horizontal resistors, 
threshold voltage and threshold field are much higher because of larger inter-elec-
trode distance (with same cross-sectional area). It was also established that the effect 
of cross-sectional area on threshold voltage is very negligible (Figure 15b). Finally, 
it can be concluded that despite having relatively complex fabrication process than 
horizontal resistors, vertical resistors can be fit for low-power reconfigurable circuits 
applications because of their smaller inter-electrode distance [6].

Figure 13. 
(a) Top view; (b) cross-sectional view of GeTe vertical resistor; (c) a GeTe vertical resistor with 3 μm hole 
diameter [6].

Figure 14. 
(a) Resistance of different GeTe resistors in amorphous phase, and (b) phase transition of GeTe horizontal 
resistor using thermal conduction method [6].
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5. Conclusion

This book chapter discusses about how it is possible to exploit a chalcogenide 
phase change material like GeTe for DC and RF switching, THz technology, and 
reconfigurable circuits applications. A GeTe-based test structure was fabricated for 
DC switching testing. It was found that phase transition occurs when at 37 to 45 V 
applied voltages. More importantly, GeTe wire was able to go back to its original phase 
when the voltage was removed. A PCM device was fabricated for analyzing GeTe’s 
performance for RF switching applications. It was evident from the results that a 
thinner GeTe section in the device can reduce ON state resistance and hence improve 
RF switching performance. Following that, different types of GeTe-based SRRs were 
fabricated for applications related to terahertz (THz) technologies. It is found that, 
for certain device designs and GeTe placements, GeTe can provide significant tun-
ability of metamaterial devices. For a GeTe/sapphire system, 92%–99% modulation 
depths were achieved. By observing the modulation depth results, it can be assumed 
that incorporating GeTe into modulators, filters, and other THz technology devices 
will be beneficial for current THz technology. Moreover, from the experimental 
results found from GeTe resistors, it can be concluded that even though vertical 
resistors are harder to fabricate, they are suitable for low-power reconfigurable 
circuits applications as they have smaller inter-electrode distance. Based on all the 
experiments discussed in the book chapter, it is justified to say that GeTe is a perfect 
candidate for representing the positive impact of chalcogenide phase change material 
on current THz technology field.
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Figure 15. 
Joule heating-based transition of GeTe vertical resistors: (a) effect of inter-electrode distance with same cross-
sectional area and (b) effect of cross-sectional area with same inter-electrode distance [6].
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Chapter 9

Photo-Induced Displacive Phase
Transition in Two-dimensional
MoTe2 from First-Principle
Calculations
Yiming Zhang, Yuanfeng Xu, Yujie Xia, Juan Zhang,
Hao Zhang and Desheng Fu

Abstract

The discovery and control of new phases of matter are a central endeavor in
materials research. Phase transition in two-dimensional (2D) materials has been
achieved through laser irradiation, strain engineering, electrostatic doping, and con-
trolled chemical vapor deposition growth, and laser irradiation is considered as a fast
and clean technique for triggering phase transition. By using first-principles calcula-
tions, we predict that the monolayer MoTe2 exhibits a photo-induced phase transition
(PIPT) from the semiconducting 2H phase to the topological 1T0 phase. The purely
electronic excitations by photon soften multiple lattice vibrational modes and lead to
structural symmetry breaking within sub-picosecond timescales, which is shorter than
the timescale of a thermally driven phase transition, enabling a controllable phase
transition by means of photons. This finding provides deep insight into the underlying
physics of the phase transition in 2D transition-metal ditellurides and show an
ultrafast phase-transition mechanism for manipulation of the topological properties of
2D systems. More importantly, our finding opens a new avenue to discover the new
families of PIPT materials that are very limited at present but are essential to design
the next generation of devices operated at ultrafast speed.

Keywords: photo induced phase transition, two-dimensional material, ab-initio
calculations, electronic excitation, landau theory

1. Introduction

1.1 Current status of photo-induced phase transition (PIPT)

Phase transition is a process by which matter changes from one phase to another.
The discovery, characterization, and control of materials at different phase are a
central endeavor in condensed matter physics and materials science [1]. The tradi-
tional methods using theoretical and experimental methods including thermal
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annealing, strain engineering, charge doping, adsorption, alloying and electron injec-
tion have been adopted to understand the transformation of phase transition [2].
However, the abovementioned phase transformation states are all stabilized in the so-
called equilibrium phases, and some require a complex environment to generate the
phase transition. Meanwhile, with the increasing importance of optical modulation in
the aspect of modulating materials structures and properties in recent years, PIPT has
become an important tool in adjusting materials in the aspect that the
abovementioned traditional methods are ineffective [2].

PIPT is a phase transition directly by light that can be precisely controlled toward
target structures with desired physical properties at transient speeds, which is much
more convenient than using heat or electric field to control the phase transition. The
process of phase transition is basically a non-equilibrium process, and it is especially
important to understand the evolution process of this non-equilibrium phase transi-
tion. Therefore, it is necessary and extremely important to obtain basic information
such as timescale and driving force of PIPT. Using light to control ultrafine transfor-
mation between different forms of matter to realize ultrafast functional devices is the
goal that scientific researchers have been pursuing since the discovery of PIPT in the
1990s, which takes place in one-dimensional (1D) corrected organic charge-transfer
molecular system tetrathiafulvalene-p chloranil (TTF-CA) [3]. Actually, because
light-induced charge transfer excitation and/or carrier generation can excite the
instability of 1D properties inherent in electronic states through strong electron
(spin)-electron (spin) interactions, researchers treat the PIPT of 1D correlated
electron systems as their targets.

Although PIPT has the advantages of ultrafast dynamics and simple operation, the
areas where PIPT phase transition can be successfully implemented are limited, such as:
(1) time-resolved spectroscopy of the dynamics of photo-induced ionic-to-neutral or
semiconductor-to-metal phase transition [4]: mixed-stack organic charge transfer crys-
tal, color-phase transitions in polydiacetylene and polythiophene, for example. In such
PIPT system, it has strong electron-lattice coupling during the cooperative relaxation
interactions; (2) low-spin to high-spin state conversion related magnetic materials or
light-induced full topological physics in magnetic semiconductors: [Fe(2pic)3]Cl3� EtOH
and RbMn [Fe(CN)6], for example [5, 6]. Phase transition in magnetic materials under
the action of light is caused by the coupling between volume striction effect and
acoustic modes, and the abrupt step transition observed in the experiment is attributed
to the depinning effect of volume shrinkage; (3) femtosecond/picosecond dynamics of
the photo-induced lattice rearrangements: [Pt(en)2] [Pt(en)2X2](ClO4)4 with X = Cl, Br
and I, for example [4]. The formation and decay dynamics of self trapped excitons are
the starting point of various metastable formation processes accompanied by lattice
rearrangement as the excited states of electrons induced by photo-excitation change
chemical bonds or generate metastable states; (4) PIPT also presented in ferroelectric
materials: barium titanate (BaTiO3) and lead titanate (PbTiO3) in perovskite oxides
system, for example [7]. With the typical property of polar distortions in ABO3 perov-
skite oxides, the polarization within it nearly disappears under the stimulation of light,
nonpolar phases such as antiferroelectric come into being with the tilt of the oxygen
octahedra in ABO3 perovskite oxides.

The emergence of 2D and the layered van der waals materials gives the research a
new platform of the diffusive, displacive, and quantum phase transitions with distinct
physical properties arised from the dimensionality confinement, chemistry, electro-
statics, elasticity, and defects [8]. Recently, experimental evidence has shown that the
laser irradiation induced phase transition observed in MoTe2 and WTe2 often along
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takes place with the abrupt changes of electronic structure, especially with the spring
up of some new topological phases [9–11]. Taking few-layer MoTe2 under laser irra-
diation, for example, it experiences an irreversible transition from the semiconductor
hexagonal 2H phase to the topologically distorted octahedral 1T0 phase. And it can be
used in the desired area for the fabrication of an ohmic heterophase homojunction
with the accurate command of micrometer patterning. Despite the intensive investi-
gations, the microscopic mechanism of the laser irradiation induced phase transition
in these 2D materials is still not very clear. These experimental findings also suggest
that 2D materials may provide a new platform to discover the PIPT materials that is
the focus of this theoretical study.

1.2 Scientific importance of PIPT

Recently, experimental observation of ultrafast disordering of atomic motions in
PIPTs has challenged the convertional knowledge of phase transition that the atomic
motion in PIPTs is always treated as a coherent process [12]. Actually, ultrashort laser
pulses manipulate the structure and function of materials, transforming the electronic
or magnetic properties with a timescale in the limit of atomic motion and providing a
powerful approach under photo-excitation. Active optical control or interplay between
optical and other external influences impact matter or materials are desirable in the field
of scientific disciplines, which may display fresh fundamental theoretical and device
concepts by optically induced electron-electron correlations, electron-lattice coupling,
altering band structures and topology, and so on [4]. Photoexcitation is not only widely
used in one-dimensional material systems over the past three decades [13], but also
emerging in other fields in recent years, such as memory devices, twistronics field, in-
sensor computing field, ultrafast dynamics, and ultra-high frequency acoustic devices
and so on. It’s all due to the rich physics effects of PIPT.

Light can introduce the charge density wave as the phase competition in far-from-
equilibrium system of LaTe3 [14], with the presentation of topological defects under
the influence of slower re-establishment of phase coherence [15]. This result paves the
way for understanding the mechanical nature of topological defects with non-
equilibrium defect-mediated transitions and providing a framework for the produc-
tion, control, and manipulation of optically introduced other ordered phases. PIPT can
also be used in the emerging in-sensor computing field [16, 17]. Under oxygen stoi-
chiometry engineering, VO2 films can show non-volatile multi-level control under
ultraviolet irradiation, with integrated processing, sensing, and memory functions at
300 K. It can significantly improve the recognition accuracy from 24 to 93% because
this artificial neural network can exact UV information from ambient environment
consisting of the abovementioned neuromorphic sensor. This PIPT observed in the
application of neuromorphic ultraviolet sensors not only provides an avenue of the
design of neuromorphic sensors but also facilitates its potential applications in artifi-
cial vision systems.

Furthermore, in various field such as complex liquids, biological and sensing
nanostructures systems, ultrafast light-generated giga–terahertz (GHz–THz) fre-
quencies acoustic phonons have attracted much attention [18–20]. For example, fer-
roelectric BiFeO3 has photogeneration/photodetection of coherent phonons [21], with
the generation of strain under giant ultrafast light because of the generation of stress
by inverse piezoelectric effect under the screening of the internal electric fields by
light-induced charges. This giant opto-acoustic response opens up a new prospect for
the application of ferroelectric oxides in ultra-high-frequency acoustic devices and
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promoting the development of some new GHz-THz sound sources. Meanwhile, the
corresponding ultrafast dynamics of materials at far from equilibrium states under
laser irradiation are one of the ultimate problems in modern science and technology
[22, 23]. Actually, PIPT is always treated as a coherent process, but ultrafast
disordering of atomic motions in PIPT is observed in recent experiments [24]. It is
very important to understand the evolution process of the non-equilibrium phase
transition and obtain the basic information such as timescale and driving force of the
structural phase transition.

In fact, there are various opinions on the basic information of timescale and
driving force in PIPT. The competitive relationship of all driving forces such as photo-
excitation, thermal phonon vibration, strain, and so on, has been the focus of scientific
attention. With low laser fluence, the timescale of phase transition is always long
under the combination of the atomic driving forces caused by thermal phonon vibra-
tion and photo-excitation, due to influence of photo-excited hot carriers cooling. In
VO2, at high laser fluence, the smallest timescale of phase transition is indeed satu-
rated to a minimum value of about 55 fs, which is due to the saturation of the
population of the V–V bonding states by the photo-excited holes [24]. In this work,
the structural transition takes place within 1 picosecond, shorter than the timescale for
the photo-excited electrons to transfer their energy to the lattice. We also rule out a
thermally driven or a strain-induced phase transition under laser irradiation by com-
paring the thermodynamic stability.

1.3 Novel two-dimensional PIPT material family predicted from ab-initio
calculations

Although PIPT has some applications, its physical mechanism has not been clearly
defined, and there is still no unified method to explain this physical phenomenon. The
microscopic nature of optically driven phase transition is still unclear. With the changes
of strain, lattice vibrational modes, chemical state, electronic excitation, and tempera-
ture in the studied system excited by light, the corresponding phase transition may be
triggered by one of these factors or on a combination of them. It is of great physical
importance to understand the dynamic process of PIPT-induced evolution. However,
there are still many technical difficulties to understand the evolution of the ultrafast
phase transition both experimentally and theoretically. In this work, we adopt a mature
computational method: first-principles calculation, combining ultrafast dynamics and
Landau theory to predict the emergence of PIPT in 2D materials for the first time,
which opens a new direction for the future search of PIPT materials.

Several models have been proposed to explain this phase transition mechanism: (1)
local phase transition induced by Te vacancies created by irradiation [25]: in the
presence of nearby vacancies, the contraction of the migration energy makes the
higher rate of larger defects accumulation than that expected from the isolated
migration. Therefore, it acts as a seed for gathering more vacancies around the photo-
induced Te vacancy region, producing nucleus arrangement, increasing the growth
rate of 1T0 phase; (2) accumulated heat is a main driving force for the phase transition
[26]: the local instantaneous heating from a laser leads to a certain number of Te
vacancies, which significantly reduces the potential energy barrier between 1T0- and
2H-MoTe2; (3) laser-induced thermal strain contributes to phase transition [27]: strain
effect originating from thermal expansion can tune the electronic properties and
induce a phase transition between 1T0- and 2H-MoTe2; (4) the electronic excitation
plays a critical role in the phase transition [2, 28, 29]: with the increase of excited
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charge carriers density, the energy barrier between 1T0 crystal and electronically
excited 2H phase decreases monotonically and decreases to the thermal energy fluc-
tuation range under the carrier concentration.

Due to electronically excited population inversion, a new distorted trigonal pris-
matic phase of 1T0 MoTe2 was generated in previous work [29], which will signifi-
cantly broaden the application spectrum of these materials. The discovery and control
of this phase transition are expressively important to electron regulation science of 2D
materials, and the characterization of PIPT is quite less explored with its uncertainty.
It is necessary to correctly explain the phase transformation mechanism or the rela-
tionship between the magnitude of activation barriers and the potential energy sur-
face in the excited state. Here, based on the first-principle calculations, the
microscopic nature of PIPT was studied by a pure photo-induced excitation processes,
not by thermal accumulation, defects, or thermal strain as previously assumed. In our
calculations, available electrons are stimulated by photo-excitation energies of 1.58 eV
(785 nm), 1.96 eV (633 m), 2.34 eV (532 nm), and 2.63 eV (473 nm) respectively. On
the premise of unchanging the chemical composition of 2D materials, electrons are
excited by light, and the electronic distribution state and lattice vibration mode in the
crystal are fundamentally changed in the process of excitonic excitation, which leads
to the significant change of chemical bond. Meanwhile, the appearance of ultrafast
phase transition to 1T0 MoTe2 driven by lattice vibration mode softening when the
photon energy is larger than 1.96 eV for 2H MoTe2, and this phase transition by
electron excited state is very similar to Peierls phase transition.

In this chapter, we not only demonstrate that the phase transition of monolayer
MoTe2 can be triggered by photo-excitation of carriers alone, but also successfully
using Landau theory for the first time to reveal the difference between the physical
mechanism of PIPT and the traditional equilibrium thermodynamic phase transition
caused by temperature or pressure. The starting point of Landau’s theory is that the
symmetry of thermodynamic functions should be the same as the symmetry of the
crystal structure of the system. The key point of Landau theory is that symmetry is
broken by mean-field approximation or saddle-point approximation and the phase
transition with non-zero order sign is obtained. The theory of Landau phase transition
is based on the construction of Landau Free Energy after selecting the state variables
corresponding to the order parameters of phase transition [30]. For a soft-mode
displacive phase transition, the order parameter can be chosen as the amplitude of the
distortion of the soft-mode eigenvector u [31]. In this work, we applied the Landau
phase transition theory to the explanation of PIPT, the lattice vibration barrier of the E
“and A2” uses Landau expansion, which gives the relationship between vibration
mode frequency and excitation photon energy. Finally, the vibration mode frequency
will drop to zero with the lattice vibration mode completely softened when the
excitation energy reached 1.96 eV, which leads to the emergence of the structural
phase transition. Our findings not only reveal the microscopic origin of PIPT 2D
transition metal tellurides but also provide hope to motivate both fundamental and
applied studies of ultrafast phase transitions in these new class of materials for topo-
logical switching and neuromorphic computing.

2. Numerical method: First-principle calculations

We use Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP) to calculate the ground elec-
tron states and phonon properties and stimulate the photo-excitation processes [32].
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For the pseudopotentials, we use the PBE potentials of Mo(4s24p65s14d6) and Te
(5s25p4) atoms [33]. The structural optimization, self-consistent field calculation are
conducted under energy cutoff of 500 eV, kmesh of 19 � 19 � 1, energy threshold of
10�6eV, Hellman-Feynman force threshold of 10�4eV= ̊A.

In the stimulation of optical excited electrons, we neglect the electron-phonon
scattering process and all the thermal effects. We approximately assume that the
distribution function of electron states is by quasi-Fermi-Dirac function with infinite
smearing, thus the distribution becomes stepwise, as follows:

f εð Þ ¼ 1, ε< εFV

0, ε> εFC

�
(1)

During the excited state simulation, we manually lift and lower the quasi-Fermi
levels by,

f εð Þ ¼

1, ε< εFV

0, εFV < ε< εF

1, εF < ε< εFC

0, ε> εFC

8>>><
>>>:

(2)

The energy difference between the quasi-Fermi level εFC for electrons and the
quasi-Fermi level εFV for holes is used as a merit of photo-excitation, which takes five
discrete values, 1.58, 1.96, 2.34, and 2.63 eV respectively.

3. Results and discussions: PIPT in 2D MoTe2

Firstly, we calculate the phonon spectra of high-symmetry hexagonal 2H phase
and low-symmetry monoclinic 1 T0 phase. The results are depicted in Figure 1 and fit
well with previous reports [34]. The color from light yellow to dark red indicates the
Bose-Einstein distribution of phonon states calculated at 300 K. Since the 2H phase
has D3h point group at Γ point, the vibration modes can be decomposed by irreducible
representations as [35]

Figure 1.
Phonon dispersion of (a) high-symmetry 2H and (b) low-symmetry 1 T0 MoTe2 monolayer and irreducible
representation for optical phonons at the Γ point. The occupation number (calculated by Bose-Einstein distribution
at 300 K) is marked by the colormap.
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Γ2H ¼ E00 þ A0
1 þ E0 þ A00

2 (3)

We find that the E0, E00, A00
2 phonons display well correspondance to the character

of 2H to 1 T0 phase transition. The microscopic atomic displacements are shown in
Figure 2(d-f) by arrows. Under photo-excitation by photons with energies of 1.58,
1.96, 2.34, and 2.63 eV, we calculate the one dimensional potential energy surface
(PES) along these vibrations to figure out the responsible modes of phase transition.
The results are summarized in Figure 2(a-c). The 0 eV photo-excitation represents
the displacement in dark environment for reference. Without photo-excitation, there
is an energy barrier of 80 meV between 2H phase and 1T0 phase. As the optical
excitation increases, the origin energy minimum of 2H phase bifurcates and the newly
emergent energy minima correspond to 1T0 phase [2, 29].

The upper and lower layers of Te atoms move in the monolayer plane along
opposite directions in E” mode (Figure 2(d)). In the dark environment, the Te atoms
do not experience any damping force that drives into another phase. With increasing
portion of excited electron states, the potential energy surface becomes flattened and
finally forms a lineshape of Mexican hat at critical photon energy of 1.96 eV. This
indicates a frozen soft mode that leads to a displacive phase transition. For the A2”

phonon, both Mo atoms layer in the middle and Te atom layer at the side move
vertically in different directions (Figure 2(f)). Similar with the foregoing circum-
stance of E” phonon, a Mexican hat lineshape also forms if the photon energy is larger
than the critical one. But the E’ mode shows totally different behaviors under photo-
excitation (Figure 2(e)). For E’ mode, both Mo atom layer and Te atom layers move
in the monolayer plane, but along opposite directions. The one-dimensional potential
surface of E’ phonon shows asymmetric feature where the right-hand-side energy
maximum gradually lowers down and finally becomes an valley at 2.63 eV of photon-
excitation, which indicates that a new metastable phase emerges. We notice that for
the photons with energy between 1.96 and 2.63 eV, the energy maximum does not
become an energy minimum, thus the E’ does not anticipate the phase transition
process and only E” and A2” phonons make a contribution. After 2.63 eV excitation
where the energy minimum along E’ mode emerges, the E’ mode starts to make a
contribution simultaneously.

Besides the total energy surface, we can justify the stability of a phase by
inspecting the phonon spectra. Since new energy minima emerge from a parabolic

Figure 2.
One-dimensional potential energy surface at different excitation energies in the eigenspaces of (a) E”, (b) E’, and
(c) A2” phonons, and their corresponding structures (d–f) at the minima of the potential energy surface at 2.63 eV.
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potential, which reveal new metaphases, the phonon spectra are also expected to
collap and become softened. The frozen phonon mode can lead to structural phase
transition, which breaks the original high symmetry [31, 36]. The E” and A2” phonon
frequencies are investigated using density functional perturbation theory under dif-
ferent photon excitations. The results are shown in Figure 3. The phonon frequencies
of E” and A2” phonon become imaginary as expected, which indicates a finite
damping force and energy decreasing along the phonon mode. The critical photon
energy fits well with the one of previous potential energy surfaces.

In the general Landau framework, we can choose an order parameter, which
becomes finite at the vicinity of phase transition region, and the Landau free energy is
expanded as a fourth-order polynomial of it, as follows:

F uð Þ ¼ F0 þ au2 þ bu4 (4)

The coefficients a,b are related with the external condition. The change of sign of a
can lead to an emergence of new energy minimum at u∝

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi� a
2b

p
. By choosing here the

photon energy as an external condition indication and the phonon frequencies as the
corresponding order parameter. We fit the frequency of E” and A2”modes against the
photo-excitation energy and obtain good agreement given by ω∝ EC � Eð Þγ2, where
EC = 1.96 eV and γ ¼ 0:24, as shown in Figure 3. The result is similar as the well-
known Curie-Weiss law, except that the critical exponent is 0.12. We can call it as the
modified Cuire-Weiss law for PIPT. The sudden softening of E” and A2” phonon
modes further proves the PIPT.

The high-dimensional potential energy surface (PES) in the configuration space as
a direct product of E” and A2” modes under different photo-excitation is depicted in
Figure 4(a–d). The photo-excitation is chosen as 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0% per unit cell.
These results suggest that at � 3.0% excitation, the energy minimum bifurcates and
two new asymmetric PES minima emerge. Besides, in comparison to the E”mode, the
A2” mode apparently contributes more, which indicates that the phase transition is
mostly triggered by A2” mode.

Figure 3.
(a) Phonon frequency of the E” and A2” modes as a function of photo-excitation energy.
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The excited electron states that contribute to the electron localization function
(ELF) are shown in Figure 5. The PIPT is caused because the charge distribution
exerts forces to the ions [37]. In Figure 5(a) we plot ELF of high-symmetry MoTe2
under different photo-excitation. In the dark environment, the electron gas connects
the Mo atoms to form hexagons. As the electron gradually excited from the valance
states, the electron gas becomes more localized into the center of Mo atoms triangles.
The more electrons excited, the more localized into the triangle vertices. The localiza-
tion in the triangle vertices is viewed as the microscopic reason that exerts forces on
Mo and Te atoms to soften the E” and A2” phonon modes and induces displacive phase
transition.

The second law of thermodynamics shows that free energy is the criterion of
spontaneous process, and here we calculate the Helmholz free energy to describe the
thermodynamic stability of MoTe2 at 2H and 1T0 phases [38]. As shown in Figure 6, at
0 K, the calculated free energy difference between the two phases of MoTe2 is only
33 meV per rectangular unit cell at 0 K, indicating that 2H phase and 1T0 phase of
MoTe2 have similar stability at this environment. Furthermore, with the temperature
rising, 1T0 MoTe2 becomes more thermodynamically stable than 2H MoTe2 at tem-
peratures higher than 190 K as shown in green line in Figure 6. When taking thermal
strain into account as shown in orange line in Figure 6, the temperature of phase
transition decreases to 110 K.

Figure 4.
The two-dimensional potential energy surface spanned by E” and A2”modes under (a) 1.0%, (b) 2.0%, (c) 3.0%,
(d)4.0% photo-excitation per unit cell. Energies are in unit of eV.

Figure 5.
(a) 3D and (b) top view of the electron localization function of 2H MoTe2 at different excitation energies. The iso-
energy surface for the electron localization function in a is 0.2.
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4. Conclusions and perspective

In this chapter, it is demonstrated that a PIPT from 2H to 1T0 phase occurs in
monolayer MoTe2 as the excitation energy of photon is higher than the critical value of
1.96 eV by using first-principles calculations. Such structural phase transition is
intermediated by the charge distribution transition after photo-excitation, contribut-
ing to phonon mode softening and newly emergent potential energy minima. The
structural phase transition can be induced under the photo-excitation of � 3.0%
electrons per unit cell. Further, this work expresses the phonon frequencies as order
parameter and fit it with the external condition indication, namely the photon-
excitation energy, and the result fits excellent with the modified Cuire-Weiss law.
This research reveals the microscopic nature of the 2H-1T0 PIPT and facilitates the
fundamental research of non-equilibrium transient phase transition between normal
semiconductor and the topological phase. Also, this theoretical finding is expected to
trigger the experimental investigations of PIPT materials in the 2D materials.

By now, stimulated by the advanced experimental methods such as four-
dimensional ultrafast electron diffraction (UED), and the recently developed real-
time time-dependent functional theory (rt-TDDFT) method, the studies on the PIPT
in newly emergent systems such as three-dimensional VO2 and two-dimensional IrTe
have been able to manifest the atomic motions induced by light at femtosecond scale.
Furthermore, it has been shown by rt-TDDFT simulations that, by laser pulse excita-
tion, a large part of electrons are excited from valence bands to conduction bands,
which not only enlarges the electron occupation in antibonding states, leading to the
enhancement of intrinsic Coulumb repulsion and thus enlarged interatomic bond
length, but also forms the so-called electron-hole plasma. The dense plasma softens
and stabilizes acoustic phonon modes, which drives the distortion of crystal lattice.
Recent studies also reveal the competition between coherent light-induced nonther-
mal collective motions and thermally induced disorded motions, when PIPT takes
place. However, there are two important problems still existing. One problem is the
nature of PIPT in different kinds of materials. In this work, the microscopic theory
based on the Landau phase-transition theory has been developed to explain the PIPT
in two-dimensional materials, but whether it is applicable for one- or three-

Figure 6.
Helmholtz free energy difference between 2H and 1 T0 MoTe2 monolayers as a function of temperature.
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dimensional materials remains unclear. Moreover, the relation between different
PIPT-based phases is still needed to clarify. Therefore, it is believed that, it is still
challenging to develop a globally microscopic theory for PIPT in this field. The other
problem is related to the intentional control over the PIPT-based phases. If the differ-
ent hidden phases of materials can be induced by light, is it feasible to control by laser
pulse to induce a special phase? More experimental and theoretical works are still
needed to be conducted.
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